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Abstract
It is the aim of this study to investigate and discover 
some of the relationship between joke preferences and personality 
dimensions.
Laughter holds an important position among the philosophers 
and the tender-minded psychologists. However, though there are 
many advantages for the experimental study of jokes, great many 
obstacles have to be overcome.
Theories of laughter are abundant, but none of them offer 
a comprehensive and satifactory solution to the secret of laughter. 
Following H* J. Eysenck's example, the theories were classified into 
cognitive, conative, and affective theories, in addition to the 
miscellaneous theories and the combined theories.
A review of the previous studies offers a few useful hints 
for the present research, though the literature is quite scanty, 
and a lack of integration is evidenced*
In the first part of the present study, following H. J.
Eysenck's hint, the jokes were divided into sexual vs. non-sexual 
jokes, simple vs. complex jokes, personal vs. impersonal jokes,
and orectic vs. cognitive jokes. The subjects' scores on this
Joke Preference Scale were correlated with their scores on the 
Eysenck Personality Inventory, the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator* 
and J. R* Davitz's Metaphor Test. Five significant correlations 
were found.
In the second part of the study, the same jokes were factor 
analysized by the technique of principal component. A new sample 
was used while the same personality tests were used. The subjects* 
factor scores on the joke components were correlated with their 
factor scores on the personality components, and their raw scores 
on the personality variables. Thmrteen significant correlations 
were found.
A comparison of the results from the two parts of the study 
shows that the findings from both parts were fairly consistent. 
While the present study seems to confirm and clarify some of the 
previous studies, it also discovers some new relationship between 
joke preference and personality.
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8Chapter 1 
Introduction
People have always ieen interested in jokes. The comic 
plays a part in many human activities. In the newspaper, we find 
cartoons lying side by side with news on the world situations.
On the television, we may be able to see a comedy right after the 
argument over the economic situation in England today. Indeed, the 
comic gives us a spark of light in the dim long hours of routine 
and monotony in our daily existence. This is possibly why we pay 
and respect so much for our great comedians, from Charlie Chaplin 
to Peter Sellers and Jack Lemmon.
Laughter is, in fact, one of the most basic human 
responses. R.J. Andrew (1965) suggests that "the plains habitat of 
our ancestors may have been a prime factor in promoting not only 
hunting and the use of tools but also the evolution of smiling, 
laughter and language." Again, as A.M. Ludovici (1932) points out,
"as an expression of joy and pleasure, it (laughter) should be found 
only in Man." Thus, laughter is a human characteristic and we are 
characteristically human when we laugh.
Philosophers, from Plato, Aristotle, and Cicero to Kant 
and Schopenhauer, have long been interested in the study of laughter, 
but laughter as a scientific study is a recent development. In the 
field of psychology, however, all psychologists do not show equal 
enthusiasm for the study of laughter. Only psychologists in the 
branches of clinical psychology, social psychology, and personality 
psychology show some interest in the study of laughter. Others, 
like the experimental psychologists, tend to show their indifference 
if not distaste to the subject. This split in interest between the 
two groups of psychologist (social, clinical, and personality 
psychologists on the one hand, and experimental psychologists on 
the other) may be due to the basic differences in their approaches 
to psychology in general.
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Psychologists may roughly be divided into two groups: the 
tough-minded psychologists and the tender-minded psychologists.
(Cf, H.J. Eysenck & S.B.G. Eysenck, 1964) Generally speaking, all 
psychologists may be said to be committed to the use of the 
scientific method, although as G.W. Allport (l95Y^i^^there is dispute 
as to the legitimate outer boundaries of this method," He suggests 
that the tough-minded psychologists follow the Lockean presuppositions, 
which include the belief that what is external and visible is more 
basic than what is not, and the belief that what is small and 
molecular is more, fundamental than what is large and molar. In 
keeping with these presupposition»*,the tough-minded psychologists 
require that all devices employed in experimentation or measurement 
must be defined operationally. The underlying ideal for this 
requirement is that psychology can be as exact a science as physics.
The tender-minded psychologists, on the other hand, 
follow the Leibnitzian tradition which argues that man is not an 
empty organism but purposive and goal-directed in his behaviour.
Thus, to know a person, we need to learn and understand him both 
from without (iihis behaviour ) and from within ( his goals, feeling, 
and mood, for example.) Since most of the inner psychological 
phenomena of a person cannot be measured in the way required by the 
tough-minded psychologists, they tend to label them as scientifically 
meaningless. This point of view is, however, not accepted by the 
tender-minded psychologists. They think that what is inner is most 
meaningful to the individual and that id we want to understand what 
is inner rather than what is external to him. As a result, the 
tender-minded psychologists are more flexible in their use of 
scientific methods and are more open-minded with regard to the methods 
used by the biologists, sociologists, and even the philosophers.
Since laughter is such a subjective phenomenon, the tender- 
minded psychologists find the study of it meaningful while the tough- 
minded psychologists find it meaningless.
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Another reason that the study of laughter is popular with the 
tender-minded psychologists is that it has a long tradition. Since 
they are willing to learn from the philosophers, they are willing 
to carry on the study ofthe great philosophers like Plato and Kant* 
Philosophers in general are interested in tragedies and comedies; 
as a result, laughter holds an important position in their thought.
S, Freud, a philosopher in one aspect, shows his interest in the 
comic. In his autobiography (Quoted in M. Grotjahn, I966) he calls 
"Jokes and their Relation to the Unconscious a by-product and twin
brother of The Interpretation of Dreams."
Another reason for the popularity of the subject may be found 
in the nature of laughter. Since laughter is such a subjective 
response, we laugh nearly automatically when confronted with material 
we find humosous. When we laugh, we do not ask ourselves why we 
laugh. This points to the possibility of using jokes as an indirect 
personality measuring device in the sense that the subject may 
reveal his personality unknowingly. This may be an advantage over 
tests calling for introspection, with all the possibilities of 
distortion which that entails. Moreover, we all know that though 
we may find a certain joke very funny, the same joke may leave our 
friend cold. This suggests individual differences in response to 
jokes. Psychologists like H.J. Eysenck, R.B. Cattell, and L.B. 
Luborsky have all cherished some hope of using jokes as personality
measuring instruments. Cattell (I965) suggests that ....  art,
music, and humour are effective, if somewhat specialized adjuncts 
to objective testing. They have proved useful with some of the main 
personality dimensions, such as exvia-invia, intelligence, and 
anxiety, which retain their unitary pattern form even in these 
fields of expression."
Another advantage of using jokes as personality predictors 
is that they offer a molar approach to personality measurement.
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In any meauring instrument, according to C. Shannon (in L.J. Cronbach, 
i960,) there are two attributes: bandwidth and fidelity. Bandwidth 
refers to the amount and complexity of material obtained in a given 
test, and fidelity refers to the reliability of the material obtained. 
Jokes can no doubt promise to give large bandwidth material if 
fidelity has to suffer. Since the tender-minded psychologists are 
more often concerned with practical application, they tend to 
emphasize bandwidth more than fidelity.
Other reasons for the popularity of jokes with the tender- 
minded psychologists can be found in the recent trends in psychology. 
Partly in response to psychoanalysis, and partly in response to 
S-R psychology, both of which view personality as static and passive, 
psychologists nowadays begin to shift their attention to the more 
positive, creative aspects of personality. The invention and the 
appreciation of jokes may be taken as an art. As S. Freud (l9l6)*rgues, 
wit-work is parallel to dream-work, and both are similar to art­
work.
All the above reasons show us why jokes are popular 
with the tender-minded psychologists. Furthermore, post-graduate 
students in this country and in the States are apt to show their 
enthusiasm for the subject, as can be seen from the number of theses 
published on this topic. This may be due to the fact that while they 
have learned about the necessity for a scientific approach to 
psychology, they are unwilling to give up their former conception of 
psychology: that it is a subject for the study of the human mind.
Such a narrow topic as how a rat presses a bar after food-depriaation 
for twenty-four hours may not offer them much satisfaction.
Nevertheless, if we find that the more scientifically 
sophisticated psychologists tend to give up the subject as
scientifically meaningless, there must be reasons.
The most important difficulty with the subject is the 
relatively unspecified nature of jokes. When a subject laughs at
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a joke, it is often difficult to see what aspect of the joke he is 
responding to. Asking him to explain why he laughs at a joke is 
not much help either because he can only tell you that a joke is 
funny and he likes it. Press him for a reason, he will only give you 
rationalization. Unlike projective techniques, such as the Rorschach 
Ink Blots, which need no objective definition for the material 
used, psychologists working with jokes tend to attempt to specify 
their material before they are used. Thus, classification seems 
to be the main difficulty with the study with jokes. Jokes lies 
somewhere mid-way between material like the ink blots, which is 
unstructured, and material like the questionaires, which Metis 
structured.
Similarly, jokes lib mid-way between the projective tests 
and the self-report inventories in that the subject does know, at 
least in certain cases, that he may be revealing his personality 
through his responses to the jokes. He may not, for example, say 
that he likes sexual jokes when in fact he does. Thus, like 
questionaires, bests based on jokes are subject to the bias of 
social-desirability just as other tests are. An artificial setting 
may just elicit artificial responses.
The present research is based on the belief that the 
study of jokes is a valid psychological undertaking but must make 
use of scientific methods as far as the subject allows. My approach 
to the problem will be a compromise between the rigid scientific 
methods required by the experimentalists on the one hand and the 
loose theoritizing of the philosophers on the other.
Joke appreciation is a rather complicated psychological 
phenomenèn» To approach the problem more scientifically, a simple 
model may help.
The model of joke appreciation given in the next page 
( Fig. 1 ) is constructed in accordance to the formulation of 
personality of R. B. Cattell (1965*) He states that "personality
13
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(ll)Behaviour ;
smile,laughter, 
giggle, etc.
(2)£xperience;
elation, relief, 
etc.
(1) Material: 
cartoons, 
verbal jokes, 
etc.
(2) Social situation: 
tested singly or 
in groups, sex of 
experimenter, etc.
(1) Relevant personality 
dimensions: E-I, 
neuroticism, etc.
^  Attributes of the factors
> Relationship investigated in the present research, when 
[rF\ is held constant.
Fig. 1: A Model of Joke Appreciation
may be defined as that which tells what a man will do when placed 
in a given situation." This statement can be summarized:
R « f ( S. P ), where
R is the nature and magnitude of a person’s behaviour and 
experience,
S is the stimulus situation, and 
P is the nature of his personality.
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To understand a person’s responses in a given situation, 
we must attempt to understand the whole process involved, that is 
to say, we must define the stimulus situation (S), and the nature 
of his personality, (p) All the aspects in the model must he 
considered.
In defining the stimuli in a joke appreciation study, we 
must specify the nature of the jokes. Are they sexual jokes? Are 
they simple jokes, or are they personal jokes? Questions like these 
must be answered* Apart from the joke material, we must also specify 
the situation under which the jokes are to be presented* Also, we 
must know who presents the material. Are the jokes presented to the 
subjects in groups or individually? Are the subjects to do the tests 
in private or in the presence of others? In short, we must define 
the wholé of the stimulus situation as best we can. Since no single 
situation may exhaust the whole répertoire of the joke stimulus 
situations, we must define our situation.
In recording the subject’s responses, we must distinguish 
between behaviour and experience. When we say that a person enjoys 
a joke, do we mean his faint smile, or his thundering laughter, or 
his reported feeling of elation? In short, we must know whether we 
are measuring R as behavioural responses or as inner experience. 
Furthermore, we all know that there are different kinds of laughter. 
When we say that a subject laughs, do we mean he laughs aggressively, 
timidly, happily, sadly, sarcastically, or good-naturedly? Questions 
like these must be answered.
In describing personality, we must specify what personality 
variables we are using* Since personality is such a vague and broad 
term, we must define what personality dimensions we are mainly 
interested in. Are we interested in type variables, or trait variables? 
Are we interested in some of the basic unitary personality variables, 
or some secondary peripheral ones? These are some of the relevant 
questions.
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This model may seem simple and thus unimportant, but 
a glance at some of the theories of laughter may reveal that many 
of the theories of laughter ( which will be discussed in the next 
chapter) make the common error that the theorists study laughter 
not as a process but as a static S-R phenomenon. Moreover, they 
do not define either the S or the R. They do not classify into 
types the jokes they discuss, nor do they attempt to define the 
responses. P has seldom been taken into account in their theorizing. 
More important, they take parts as wholes. While selecting jokes 
to suit their respective theories, they attempt to extend their 
theories to all jokes. All these drawbacks lead to muddled thoughts 
and theories, all partial and incomplete.
The aim of this study is to investigate and discover 
some of the relationship between joke preferences and personality 
dimensions. My more remote hope is that with more knowledge about 
the links between joke preferences and personality, a joke test as 
a personality predicting instrument may one day be made. There is 
no intention of offering a theory of laughter, but it is hoped that 
some light may be thrown on the various theories of laughter in 
the course of the investigation.
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Chapter 2 
Review of the Theories of Laughter
I. Introduction
In this chapter, the various important theories of 
laughter will be classified and criticized.
This classification will follow that of H*J. Eysenck 
(1947)• He believes that both jokes and theories of laughter can be 
readily classified by the use of the classical approach of dividing 
mental processes into cognitive, conative, and affective classes. 
Similarly, J.C. Flugel (in G, Lindzey, 1952) uses somewhat the 
same classification scheme in his discussion of humour and laughter. 
Lastly, Ro Ghosh (1938) shows in tabular form a list of I6 
characteristics of the humorous as suggested from the writing of 
52 authors on humour. To a lesser degree, ideas from these two 
writers will be borrowed for the present classification.
Since theories of laughter are very varied and diverse, 
it would be interesting to discuss to what extent it is justified 
to classify them into groups.
It is the rule rather than the exception that in a 
new field like psychology different writers give quite different 
explanations to any psychic phenomenon. This ambiguity is more so 
in laughter. As Flugel (op. cit. ) says, "Where so many eminent 
minds have failed to agree, it would be presumptuous to suppose 
that any satisfactory explanation or classification of the causes 
and nature of humour can be easily achieved." Any classification, 
that of Eysenck for example, must be by nature a little arbitrary. 
Thus, different judges may not agree as to the emphases in a given 
joke or theory. Moreover, not all jokes and theories of laughter 
may readily be classified into the triple divisions. Indeed, most 
of them are quite mixed, although they have their aspects of 
emphases.
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Nevertheless, the adoption of a classification scheme 
like Eysenck’s seems to be advisable for the following reasons:
(1) Since the scientific study of jokes is an uncultivated 
field, the adoption of a model as a provisional guidance seems to 
be a wise thing to do.
(2) The triple division of mental processes has a long 
hitory, and is well-tried.
(3) The triple division has much support from modern 
writers (e.g.: S. Freud, I916; H.J. Eysenck, 1947; J.C. Flugel,
1952) and researchers (e.g.: T.G. Andrew, 1943; R.B. Cattell &
L.B. Luborsky, 1947.) Although many of the researchers do not use 
the classical triple labels, the names they use can easily be fitted 
into the triple divisions of cognition, conation, and affection. As 
Flugel argues, "In these researches ( Andrew’s, Cattell & Luborskys*) 
the factors labeled subtlety, play on words and ideas, ridiculous 
wisecracks, and sophisticated suggest dependence on preliminantly 
cognitive processes, so that the main division into orectic and 
cognitive would almost certainly be applicable to these results 
also. "
(4) As a preliminary approach, a simple classification 
scheme may be an advantage, since "it clearly implies that in any 
given case the details have yet to be filled in," (Flugel, 1952.)
II. Classification Scheme:
(1) Eysenck
Eysenck believes that the classical triple divisions of 
mental processes into cognition, conation, and affection can also 
be applied to jokes and the various theories of laughter. His view 
can be well illustrated by a diagram ( Fig. 2, p.18). In the 
isosceles triangle, the three angles represent cognition, conation, 
and affection. The line that runs from affection to conation is 
termed "orexift." This line is of shorter distance from the two angles 
than the other two lines of the triangle, indicating that the affective
18
Cognition
Comic
JO]
Hujribur Wi
Orexis
Affection Conation
Fig* 2: Diagram representing the structure of the joke, 
showing the 3-fold determination of laughter 
by cognitive, conative, and affective factors.
( From H.J.Eysenck, 1947.)
aspect and the conative aspect are closer to each other and less 
easily distinguished.
The nature of all jokes can he defined by their positions 
within the triangle. Thus, jokes lying near to the cognitive angle 
are termed "comic;" jokes lying near to the affective angle are 
termed "humour;" and jokes near the conative angle, "wit."
Eysenck thinks that the same classification can be 
applied to the various theories of laughter. Thus, among the cognitive 
theories can be found such authors as Cicero, Quintilian, Dryden,
Locke, Beattie, Kant, Schopenhauer, Spencer, Lipps, Siddis, Renouvier
and Prat, Schiller and Willmann  and many others. Some of the authors
who stress the conative aspect are Plato, Aristotle, Hobbes, Hegel, 
Bain, Bergson, Kimmins, and Ludovici. The affective aspect of humour 
is stressed by authors like Descartes, Hartley, Hoffding, and 
McDougall.
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Some of the theories, however, cannot be fitted into anyone 
of the three classes; they are the theories that emphasize more 
than one aspect of the basic mental processes. Thus, authors like 
Ribot, Sully and Santayana emphasize both the cognitive aspect and 
the conative aspect, while the theory of Freud emphasizes all three.
(2) Flugel
In his discussion of humour and laughter, Flugel (1962), 
using the same classification scheme as Eysenck does, adopts the 
following sub-headings in his discussion of the various aspects 
of laughter;
Feeling (Affection):
(i) Laughter and smiling,
(ii)Pleasure, well-being, and surplus energy,
(iii)Play and unrealism.
Conation:
(i) Relief and release of energy,
(ii)Superiority and aggression,
(iii)Sympathy and sorrow,
(iv)Fear,
(v) Anxiety and general distress,
(yi)lntro-and extrapunitive elements in humour, and
(vii)Sex and obscenity. +
Cognition:
(i) Condensation,
(ii)lncongruity,
(iii)"Harmless" humour,
(iv)Automatism and habit,
(v) Allusion and topicality, and
(vi)Surprise and repetition.
+ Flugel uses the terms "sex and obscenity" as the will to break 
social taboos rather than their affective aspects, likewise for 
"fear," "aggression," and others.
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(3) Ghosh
Ghosh ( 1939 ) abstracted I6 terms from the most famous 
theories of laughter, which he claims to be the most characteristic 
of the humorous as suggested from the writing of 52 authors on 
humour. These terms are: relief from restraint, feeling of 
superiority, misfortune of others (malice), incongruity, automatism, 
release of energy, social value, surprise(suddenness), corrective 
value, pleasure value, derision, contrast, aesthetic, dualism, 
play-impulse, and objectivity,
III. A New Classification Scheme:
Though my^  classification scheme is similar to those mentioned 
above, it has the slight advantage of being more elaborate than 
Eysenck's, and unlike Ghosh's, it groups the characteristics into 
groups.
The characteristics of each of the classes of theories are:
1. Cognition:
(i) Ambiguity,
(ii)Surprise,
(iii)lnsight,
(iv)Gontrast, (ideas)
(v) Deceived expectation,
(vi)lncongruity, (ideas)
(vii)Automatism.
2. Affection:
(i) Incong^ity (emotions),
(ii) Aggression,
(iii)Tension reduction,
(iv) Delight,
(v) Pleasure,
(vi) Contrast (emotiois),
(vii)Joy, and
(viii)Play.
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3. Conation ;
(i) Sudden #lory,
(ii)Sense of superiority, and
(iii)llelease from restraint,
4 o Miscellaneous :
(i) Aesthetics,
(ii)Social values, and
(iii)Social corrective.
The authors that emphasize the various aspects of laughter 
are given in Table 3 (p.22). All of these authors, except 
Ludovici and Swabey, are reviewed and summarized by Piddington 
(1963)0 As can be seen from the table, many authors emphasize more 
than one aspect of laughter, and thus, their theories are called 
combined theories.
Aspects of laughter emphasized by the various authors are 
summarized in Table 4 (p,23-24). It can be seen from the table 
that most authors use more than one noun in their theories. However, 
the nouns they use tend to fall under one or two of the main 
headings, though some authors use all four of them.
A closer examination of the table reveals that there are 
certain trends that run through all the authors, from Plato, and 
Aristotle to Piddington, Ludovici and Swabey. Firstly, there is 
similarity in aspects of emphases between authors of the same period. 
The influence of time on humour as well as the theories about it is 
well recognized by authors like Gregory and Ludovici. As Gregory 
(1924) suggests in his chapter on "the Humanization of Laughter,"
"Man has become more humanized: his sympathies have moved with his 
civilization and his laughter has moved with both." By contrast, 
Ludovici (1932) points out the influence of his time on humour in 
this pessimistic tone:"....the hypergelansticism of our age, and
22
ASPfCT Cognition Affection Conation
Miscell
aneous
Combined
Author Aspect
o
X
v~
o
c
Cicero
Quintilian
Lock
Warton
Beattie
Hazlitt
Dumont
Melinand
Renouvier 
& Prat
Baillie
Dryden
Descartes
Hartley
enjon
Dewey
McDougall
Bliss
Greig
Gregory
lumas
Plato
Aristotle
Maggi
Hobbes
Addison
Hegel
Bain
Hoffding
Bergson
Wallis
Kimmins
Ludovici
Sidney 
Jonson 
Me redit 
Palmer 
Wilson
Rousseau 
Kant
r Stewart 
Schopenhauer 
Leveque 
Spencer
Darwin
Hall & AlliA 
Sully 
Freud 
Kallen 
Sidis 
Eastman 
Dupree1 
Hayworth 
Piddington 
Swabey
A. & M.
Cog. & M.
A. & M.
Cog. & C.
Cog. & A.
Cog.,A.
C.
Ae & Mo
Cog., A. ,& 
C.
A. & M.
A.IC « , & M 
A. & M.
Cog., &
Cog* s Cognition 
A. = Affection 
C* = Conation 
M* . = Miscellaneous
Table 3; Authors that emphasize the various Aspects of Laughter
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COGNITION AFFECTION ONATIONAspect
3
Author
Plato
Aristotle
Cicero
Quintilian
Maggi
Sidney
Jonson
Dryden
Descartes
Hobbes
Locke
Addison
Hartley
Warton
Rousseau
Beattie
Kant
Hazlitt
Stewart
Schopenhauer
Bain
Dumont
Leveque
Spencer
Darwin
Meredith
Hoffding
( to be continued )
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Aspect
Author
COGNITION AFFECTION CONATION ÎTSOELL-
àNEOI
I
Penjon
Melinand
Dewey
Hall & Allin
Renouvier & 
Prat
Bergson
Palmer
Sully
Freud
Kallen
Sidis
McDougall
Bliss
Baillie
Eastman
Wallis
Greig
Gregory
Dumas
Wilson
Dupree1
Hayworth
Kimmins
Piddington
Ludovici
Swabey
X
X ; Negatively defined. 
Table 4; Aspects of Laughter emphasized by the various Authors
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its exaggerated exaltation of humour, as neurotic compensation 
for a consciousness of inferiority whtth is becoming everyday 
more acute*.».»"
Secondly, it can be seen that theories of laughter grow 
progressively more and more complicated from the classical theories 
to the modern ones* Modern theories tend to emphasize more than 
one aspect of laughter; they are more often combined theories*
As modern theorifsts become more sophisticated, they try to explain 
more in their theories, making full use of things they have learned 
from the classical authors.
Lastly, laughter as a social phenomenon seems to play a 
much more important part in the modern theories than the classical
ones, with the exception of those classical theories that are mainly
concerned with the social function of comedies* This is inevitable.
As man more and more realizes the fact that he is a social animal,
the impact of other human beings on his behaviour is increasingly
recognized. A bio-social approach seems to be the most acceptable
today.
IV* Summary of seweral Theories of Laughter *
Since Piddington has given a very precise summary of 
most of the important theories of laughter in his book The Psychology 
of Laughter (1963), it will not be necessary for the present writer 
to repeat the task. However, several important theories will be 
summarized to see how far they can be fitted into our classification 
scheme, and the model suggested in Chapter 1 (Fig. 1, p.13.)
1. Cognitive Theories;
All the cognitive theories tend to stress S in our 
model. A common feature of the cognitive theories is that they all 
deal with the nature of the stimulus situation alone, and attempt 
to discover the nature and secret of laughter from the joke material. 
Thus, all of them tend to use nouns like incongruity, contrast, and 
ambiguity in their explanation of laughter.
* For the summaries of the various theories excepting Freud*s, 
the writer will rely heavily on Piddington*s The Psychology 
of Laughter (1963.)
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The first cognitive theorist, Beattie,for example, distinguishes 
the difference between the ludicrous and the ridiculous. While the 
former excites "pure delight," the latter involves the element of 
contempt. He also distinguishes between "natural" laughter and 
"unnatural" laughter. While the former is a natural response to the 
ludicrous, the latter is hysterical in origin, Beattie is mainly 
concerned with "natural" laughter. His theory is summarized by the 
statement that laughter "arises from the view of two or more 
inconsistent, unsuitable, or incongruous parts or circumstances, 
considered as united in one complex object or assemblage, or as 
acquiring a sort of mutual relation from the peculiar manner in which 
the mind takes notice of them»" He further specifies that the ludicrous 
must be "in some degree new and surprising,"
2, Affective Theories;
All the affective theorists tend to stress the part 
played by R in our model. Moreover, it is less R as a behavioural 
index than R as inner experience that they emphasize. Their theories 
attempt to explain laughter from the inner experience of the laughing 
person. Many of them explain laughter as a way to reduce tension or 
to release surplus energy, while others use terms like "pleasure," 
and "joy" to explain laughter.
J» C« Gregory offers a typical example of the affective 
theories. He begins by the examinating of the whole realm of responses 
we call laughter: "there are many laughters; laughters of triumph, 
of scorn, of contempt, of superiority, of self-congratulation, of 
play, of greeting, and of amusement." He concludes that one common 
element that runs through all forms of laughter is relief, and that 
the elementary form of laughter is the "sheer unsophisticated laughter 
of relief," This view is similar to Herbert Spencer's theory of 
laughter. He believes that a feeling of relief is the basic cause 
of laughter, and all other forms of laughter, such as laughter caused 
by playful tickling and pleasure, are merely acquired habits in the
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course of socialization. Lastly, Gregory suggests that the ludicrous 
derives its power to cause laughter from the fact that it breaks up 
the expected sequence of situations. However, the mechanism of 
laughter is instinctive,
3a Conative Theories;
Like the affective theorists, the conative theorists 
also tend to stress R in our model in their explanation of laughter. 
They also try to find an explanation of laughter in the inner 
experience of the person laughing. However, in the conative theories, 
the aspect stressed is the will, while the aspect stressed in the 
affective theories is feeling. As suggested by Eysenck's diagram 
(Fig. 2, p.18), these two aspects of laughter are closely related 
and thus considerable overlaps should be expected between them.
The most popular and influential conative theory is 
that of Thomas Hobbes. He notes first of all that joy is often^ 
accompanied with a "passion that hath no name," which expresses 
in behaviour as laughter. To cause laughter, this joy must be 
new and unexpected. This kind of reasoning leads him to see laughter 
as the result of a "sudden glory arising from some sudden conception 
of some eminency in ourselves; by comparison with the infirmity of 
others, or with our own formerly," and he explains apparently 
"harmless" wit as absurdities and infirmities abstracted from persons.
A similar theory is given by Bergson, who believes that 
laughter is due to our sense of superiority at the sight of automatism 
in our fellow-men; it is the result of "something mechanical encrusted 
on the living," He elaborate;this view further by saying: "The 
attitude», gestures, and movements of the human body are laughable 
in exact proportion as that body reminds us of a mere machine."
4. Miscellaneous Theories:
Most authors under this category emphasize S in our model. 
However, it is not the joke material in S that they are interested 
in. Rather, it is the "significant-others" in S that they are concerned
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with. In other words, they are mainly concerned with the social 
aspect of laughter. Most of these theories are constructed from 
the functional point of view, and they may thus be called 
"functional theories."
Talking about comedy, both Sidney and Ben Jonson point 
out the corrective function of comedy. For Ben Jonson, comedy is 
important as a fault-correcting instrument, and not as a laughter- 
provoking instrument. Comedy must exert, he argues, a function 
similar to the medical therapy of purgings and bleedings. A similar 
view is held by Meredith. He holds that "comedy is the fountain of  ^
sound sense." Comedy must deal with social values, and it has its 
function in correcting fault and defects in our fellow-men. Lastly, 
Katherine M. Wilson thinks that the sense of humour is a social- 
adjustment technique through which we elevate ourselves in the face 
of unpleasant situations. As she says, "A sense of humour purges 
away bitterness by lifting our hurtful experiences to a plane where 
they delight our minds instead of harassing them* by it we can enjoy 
our discomforts, especially in retrospect. In fact, this makes the 
whole significance of humour, its origin and raison d'etre*"
5. Combined Theories;
Theories under this category tend to emphasize more 
than one aspect of laughter. They consider more than one factor in 
our model. Many of them take both S and R into consideration. In 
their analysis of S, they resemble the cognitive theorist»;while 
in their analysis of R, they resemble the affective theorist»-and 
conative theorists.
Among all the theorists on laughter, Freud (l9l6;
M. Grotjahn, I966) is undoubtedly the most influential. He divides 
laughter into three kinds: the wit, the comic, and humour. His 
exposition starts with the technique of wit. He suggests that it 
is the form and technique of wit, not its content, that causes
laughter. As an example, he quotes a character of Heinrich Heine, 
Hirsch-Hyacinth, who ends his boasting about a visit with his rich
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relative Baron Rothschild thus: "And as true as I pray that the Lord 
may grant me all good things, I sat next to Solomon Rothschild, who 
treated me just as if I were his equal, quite FAMILLIONAIRE." Here, 
the condensation of two words, "familiarly," and "millionaire", 
causes the laughter. Similarly, a combination of two thoughts can 
also cause laughter as in the sentence "His vanity is one of his 
four heels of Achilles."
The condensation of words or thoughts makes wit brief, 
and indeed, as Shakespeare says, ".....brevity is the soul of wit.,.." 
(Polonius in Hamlet) Thus, surprise and shock are always important 
elements in wit. However, though economy of expression is essential
for wit, it is not the reason for laughter.
Freud recognizes two kinds of wit: (l) "Harmless" wit, 
and (2) Tendency wit. He offers as an example of the first kind:
"He was surprised that there were two holes cut in the pelts of cats
just where the eyes were located," However, most wit belongs to the
second kind. An example is the story of the jew who met his fellow- 
jew in a bath-house. The jew asks his friend, "Did you take a bath?"
To this question, his friend answers, "Why, is one missing?" This 
example shows nonsense as a form of tendency wit. In this story, the 
technique of displacement is used, from essential detail to unessential 
detail: from "bath" to "taken."
With the following two examples, Freud reveals the 
"sense in nonsense" in wit: (l) A commanding officer advised a 
little soldier thus: "Ike, you are out of place here. Wy don't you 
buy your own cannon and make yourself independent?" (2) "Never to 
be born would be best for mortal man, but this happens only to a 
very few." In the first example, the technique used is exaggeration: 
the little Jewish soldier's behaviour is exaggerated to the point 
of absurdity. In so doing, the commander throws some light on the 
paradox of war and the human desire for individuality. In the second 
example, the technique used is camouflaging: human resignation to 
life is camouflaged in logical nonsense.
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Next, Freud gives us a description of the unconscious 
tendencies of jokes. In accordance with his formulation of the two 
basic instincts in man: aggression and sex , he suggests that 
tendency wit gives us momentary outlet from the repression of 
aggression and sex. As M. Grotjahn (1966) argues, "Increasing 
demands for repression through the ages have changed aggression 
from assault into wit," and "Hostile jokes lift repressions and 
open up otherwise inaccessible sources of pleasure." A joke that 
is at once sexual and aggressive is given by Freud: the Emperor 
Augustus, seeing the likeness between himself and a stranger in 
a crowd, asked, "Was your mother ever in my house?" The man replies,
"No, but my father was."
About the pleasure mechanism and psychogenesis of laughter,
Freud thinks that laughter is the result of dammed-up energy suddenly 
released and discharged. Through the techniques of wit, the energy 
formerly use for repression is no longer necessary and is released 
in laughter. Apart from this pleasure from released dammed-up 
energy, there is also the pleasure of play, as in the play with 
words and nonsense. However, the chief source of laughter is always 
the former. In conclusion, Freud says, "The dream serves preponderately 
to guard from pain while wit serves to acquire pleasure; in these
two aims all our psychic activities meet."
Freud next turns to a discussion of the different forms of
the comic. He points out the difference between wit and the comic
thus: while wit is exclusively bound to the word, the comic is not.
The comic may be found in a big varieties of situations and in 
persons. However, both resemble each other in that things said 
about wit may often be applied to the comic also, and "....wit 
belongs to the comic and retains certain features of the same
unchanged or modified in its own nature." (Freud, I916.)
A good example to illustrate the comic may be found in the
naive. The maive originate* when a person puts himself completely
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outside of inhibition without any conscious effort. This unintention- 
ality is very important because without it, we will not call it 
naive, but imprudent. An example given is about a little girl of 
three years old. She is accustomed to hear from her German nurse 
the word "Cesundheit" (God bless you! literally, may you be haalthyl) 
whenever she sneezes. Once when she has a bad cold which causes her 
a lot of pain, she says to her father, "Daddy, Gesundheit hurts."
Generally speaking, the comic is found only in people—  
in their appearances, movements, habits, behaviour, andfin their 
personality. Usually, the comic is made unintentionally, though 
sometimes one makes oneself or others comic intentionally,for the 
amusement of others. The victim in the comic situation is usually 
deprived of self-respect and dignity. Thus, a feeling of superiority 
is always felt by the onlookers.
A variation of the comic may be found in the caricature.
The aim of the caricature of a person is to degrade him. The 
caricaturist expresses his aggression towards his victim by using 
various infantile techniques such as exaggeration and magical-thinking. 
As Grotjahn sayr, "As in primitive societies, where the witch creates 
a doll and uses it, by magic, to gain power over the person the doll 
represents, so the caricaturist hopes unconsciously to regain this 
magical power in his cartoon and to destroy his enemy with it."
The psychodyaamics of our pleasure in the comic is 
explained thus: it is derived from a more or less conscious comparison 
between the onlooker's own perfection and the victim's obvious defects 
or inadequacies. Freud summarizes the process in these terms: "He does
it this way I do it differently he does it just as I did it when
I was a child."
A common element in the comic is repetition or imitation. 
In the comic, imitation plays its aggressive role by subjecting the 
victim "to lose his face," and so lose his identity and individuality 
as a person.
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Lastly, Freud turns to a discussion of humour. He suggests 
that humour originates when painful emotions are stimulated and an 
attempt at suppression is initiated but proves to be unnecessary.
Examples of humour may be found in the so-called "gallows 
humour" (Galgenhumor)« An example is the criminal who is to be 
executed on Monday says, "Yes, this week is beginning well." pother 
example is the criminal, on his way to be executed, reqgpests a 
scarf to protect his neck from taking cold. In both cases, the 
humourists, through their sense of humour, manage to withdraw the energy 
resulting from the painful emotions, which is held in readiness, and 
through discharge changes the same into pleasure. As our grown-up 
egos laugh at our former infantile egos for the pain we now no 
longer recognize, so the humourists laugh over their present painful 
emotions. In effect, the humourists are saying to themselves, "I am 
too big to have these caumes affect me painfully,"
In conclusion, Freud suggests that on the whole humour is 
closer to the comic than wit.This echoes what Eysenck suggests.
(Cf.: p.l7-p,18) Lastly, Freud gives us the three formulae on wit, 
the comic, and humour as follows: wit originates from an economy of 
expenditure in inhibition, the comic from an economy of expenditure 
in thought, and of humour from an economy of expenditure in feeling.
All three have these things in common: in all three, we derive our 
pleasure from economy, and in all three, we strive to bring back 
from the psychic activity a pleasure which has really been lost 
in the development of this activity. As Freud aums up, "For the 
euphoria which we are thus striving to obtain is nothing but the 
state of a bygone time, in which we were wont to defray our psychic 
work with slight expenditure. It is the state of our childhood in 
which we did not know the comic, were incapable of wit, and did 
not need humour to make us happy."
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V, Criticism of the theories of laughter
A review of the various summaries of the theories of 
laughter will invariably lead us to come to one conclusion; that 
there are wide ranges of reasons offered as the explanation of 
laughter and that none of them can explain the whole of laughter 
in a totally satisfactory way* As Piddington suggests, "Probably 
no human reaction has given rise to sonany conflicting opinions
as those found in works dealing with laughter»..... the weakness
of existing theories being their inadequacy to explain in full the 
phenomena of laughter." Either the theories are inaccurate, or they 
afe inappropriate. Different theorists of laughter tend to emphasize 
one or=more aspects underlying laughter. Moreover, not only are the 
kinds of jokes selected by the various theorists to support their 
argument quite different from each other, they furthermore tend to 
pay attention to only part of the whole mental process involved in 
laughter. As a result, most of them are partial and incomplete.
The writer believes that to give an adequate theory 
of laughter, the theorist must deal with the whole of the mental 
process involved. Besides, as A. Rapp so aptly states,in his paper 
Toward an eclectic and multilateral theory of laughter ( 1947 )> 
on the theory of laughter, "S^ ome confusion has been needlessly 
engendered by failure to realize; (a)that the problem has many sides, 
and will require therefore many solutions; (b)that much progress 
has already been made toward some of these solutions. But a striking 
lack has been that of integration; of pointing out how these various 
portions are to be fitted into a hypothetical over-all picture."
The main difficulties with the various classes of 
theory of laughter are discussed below:
1. Cognitive Theories
As mentioned above, most of the cognitive theories 
try to explain laughter from the ludicrous situations, but unfortunately 
there is no general agreement on the precise nature of these situations. 
To some authors, incongruity is the main factor. To others, it is
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contrast of ideas, and yet to others, it is insight, surprise, 
or deceived expectation. Each author tries to collect and stretch 
jokes that fit his explanation. Moreover, terms such as incongruity, 
contrast, and deceived expectation are not specified, but as 
Piddington suggests, "....everything ludicrous presents some 
incongruity, but, as we have seen, not all incongruity is ludicrous."
Another weakness of the cognitive theories is that 
they imply judgement is essential to laughter. On intnspection, 
however, we do not normally take time to consider whether something 
is incongruous or not before we laugh at it. While judging may 
have some relevancy in some intellectual jokes, it has no great 
relevancy for simple jokes or nonsense jokes. Indeed, as Piddington 
suggests, most exponents of the cognitive theories are guilty of 
what William James says is the psychologist's fallacy of taking 
the stimulus for the response.
2. Affective Theories;
As mentioned above, most of the affective theories 
try to explain laughter from the subject's inner experience.
As with the cognitive theories, not even here do we find general 
agreement between the authors. Thus, to some , laughter is the 
result of incongruity and contrast of feeling. Others offer pleasure 
and joy as explamtion, and yet others think that play is the true 
cause of laughter. Lastly are the "relief" theorists who argue 
that tension-reduction is the main cause of laughter.
The greatest difficulty with these theoris# is that 
unwittingly they mistake the product of laughter to be the cause 
of laughter. There should be no doubt that we feel some pleasure, 
some joy, some delight, and some relief in laughing, but to use 
these behavioural responses of laughter as an explan&ion of laughter 
is nothing but circular reasoning. Moreover, some of the authors 
under this category do not distinguish between simple joy and 
laughter at the ludicrous, laughter as inner experience and overt 
responses, or smile and laughter.
With regard to the "relief" theorists, the main
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problem is that many of them do not explain why we should be relieved 
through laughter and not through other means. The few who answer 
this question do not give us convincing explanations.
3o Conative Theories;
Like the affective theories, the conative theories also 
explain laughter from the laughing person's inner experience. Thus, 
all the criticism against the affective theories may equally be 
applied to the conative theories.
Moreover, the explanations offered by the conative 
theorists often do not explain laughter of pure delight, when it 
is very difficult to see any feeling of superiority involved.
Also, they fail to account for ludicrous situations which involve 
no human beings. Indeed, it is very difficult to see what part a 
sense of superiority plays in verbal wit such as puns, which may 
not involve any human agents at all.
4. Miscellaneous^ Theories:
Most of the theories under this category do not aim 
directly at the solution of the problem of laughter; rather, they 
discuss laughter in the context of the comedy. They explain what 
laughter does rather then why do we laugh.
5o Combined Theories;
The combined theories are m(M?e inclusive and complete 
theories. To this extent, they are better theories. However, many 
of the explanations offered are inaccurate or inadequate.
Freud's theory, for example, is criticized mainly on 
the parallel he draws between the techniques used in dream and the 
techniques used in wit. He does not point out precisely what the 
LUDICROUS techniques are in wit; many of the techniques he names 
when used will not give rise to laughter at all. Thus, his theory 
in this respect suffers from over-inclusion. Nevertheless, he does 
not explain laughter from the techniques alone; he knows that these
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techniques alone do not give the full explanation of laughter. He 
bridges the link between the stimulus and the response with his 
principle of economy of psychic energy. This attempt at finding 
the missing link is a step forward. Unfortunately, his explanation 
is not totally convincing when he brings in the concept of the 
unconscious. In the case of dreams, the techniques used may be 
unconscious, but in wit-work, the techniques used may hot be 
unconscious at all, as we may all recall working hard to put edge 
on a joke so as to hurt our victims more. Since Freud's theory is 
predominantly instinctive, he understresses cognition in laughter,
VI, Discussion;
The central theme of this chapter is that an adequate 
theory of laughter must consider the whole of the mental process in 
laughter. The extension of our model of joke appreciation (Fig.J, p.13.) 
shows that some of the relevant questions on the theory of laughter 
must be solved before any adequate theory of laughter may be built.
These questions are:
A, (l) \Vhat are the ludicrous situation (s)? We should 
specify what exactly is the ludicrous material that gives rise to 
laughter, and the nature of the social situation: whether it tends 
to facilitate or inhibit laughter.
(2) What are the responses (r) in a given ludicrous 
situation? We should distinguish between behavioural responses: smile, 
laughter, etc., and inner experience: relief, elation, etc.
(3) What are the personality determinants (p) in 
laughter?. We should clarify individual differences in laughter: what 
persons like what jokes.
B. (4) What are the relationships between the two factors 
in the ludicrous situation: the jokes and the social situation? We 
should know how the variation in the social setting influences the 
appreciation of jokes.
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(5) What are the relationships between different kinds of 
humour responses? Is smiling the miniature of laughter, or is it 
a totally different kind of response? Is elation the internal 
counterpoint of external giggles, or both are different in kind?
C.(6) When P is held constant, what are the changes in R 
when S is changed?
(7) When S is held constant, what are the changes in R 
when P^is changed?
D.(8) Why does a given person, in a given situation, give 
a humour response?
It should be obvious that we cannot know the answer 
to the last question, D.(8), except by inference. Nevertheless, 
with the increase in empirical^knowledge, we may one day abstract 
the different findings into a general theory of laughter.
In fact, the writer believes that laughter, a 
fundamental theoretical problem, may be approached empirically.
In the next chapter, previous attempts to answer the questions 
listed will be reviewed.
VII. Summary ;
With reference to some of the previous classification 
schemes, the various theories of laughter are classified into 
cognitive theories, affective theories,conative theories, 
miscellaneous theories, and combined theories. Several theories
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are summarized. The theories of laughter are criticized as either 
inaccurate or inadequate. Finally, the extension of the model of 
joke appreciation gives a list of seven questions which are relevant 
for a theory of laughter.
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Chapter 3 
Review of Previous Experiments
I, Introduction ;
We will see in this chapter how the previous 
investigators try to solve some of the questions listed at the end 
of last chapter.
From the Psychological Abstracts, we know that 
some 120 experiments have been carried out in laughter since 1930* 
However, many of them deal only with a small aspect of the field; 
consequently, much work remains to be done before any adequate 
empirical theory of laughter can be built.
II. The Ludicrous Situations;
1. The Jokes;
Basically, two methods have been used to define the 
jokes: (l) a priori, or subjective approach, and (2) empirical 
approach. P* Kambouropoulou (l926),for example, collected humorous 
diaries from her subjects and classified them into personal jokes, 
impersonal jokes, and "thoughtless" jokes» Similarly, A. Heim (1936) 
classified jokes into two types: (l) objective jokes, and (2) subjective 
jokes. Other examples using subjective judgment for the classification 
of jokes may be found in R. Grziwoh (1956,) B. Vogel (1959,) A.F.
Roberts (1959,) W»Ë» OÊConnell (i960,) and D.L. Monson (1967.)
Examples using the second approach may be found in 
the studies employing the statistical techniques of factor analysis.
H.J. Eysenck (1942;) for example, in his analysis of three tests 
found that in each test, a general factor appeared first, accounting 
for about 19^ of the variance. Next were the bipolar factors, which 
accounted for some 5-7# of the total variance* These bipolar factors 
divided the jokes into: (l) sexual vs. non-sexual jokes, (2) simple 
vs, complex jokes, and (3) personal vs. impersonal jokes.
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Similarly, using Thurstone's multiple-factor technique, T.G. Andrew 
(1943) found six factors; (l) derision-superiority, (2) reaction to 
debauchery, (3) subtlety, (4) play on words or ideas, (5) sexual, 
and (6) ridiculous-wise-cracks. R.B. Cattell (1946),and Luborsky, L.B. 
& Cattell, R,B. (194?), using first a correlation cluster analysis 
and then a factor analysis technique, found five factors; (l) good- 
natured self-assertion, (2) rebellious dominance, (3) easy-going 
sensuality vs. sex repressed aggressiveness, (4) resigned derision, 
and (5) urban sophistication. J.K» Yarnold & M.H* Berkeleys* analysis 
(1954) of the Cattell-Luborsky Humour Test found seven homogeneous 
scales which they claimed were superior to the original scales.
R.P. Abelson (1958), in his study of psychiatric patients, discovered 
three "liked-factors,'* and four "disliked-factors," by the centroid 
method of Thurstone. The three liked factors were; (l) interpersonal 
hostility, (2) voyeurism-exhibitionism, and (3) self-degradation.
The four disliked factors were; (l) univicilized, (2) unfair,
(3) immoral, and (4) impudent.
Several of the humour tests give precise description 
of the jokes. Using factor analysis, Cattell and Luborsky constructed 
the Cattell-Luborsky Humour Test. Initially, they named the clusters 
before the results of their second experiment were available (cf. 
Cattell, 1947). The correspondence between the cluster names and 
the correlating factor descriptions was taken as a kind of validation 
for the clusters. Six of Guilford-Martin*s Personality Factors, 
STRGMI, correlated significantly with the clusters, and intelligence 
scores correlated significantly with one cluster. This test, however, 
was criticized by Yarnold and Berkeley that it failed to meet the 
minimum qualification for an adequate set of scales. Besides, the 
overt psychological meaning^ of the factors were very complicated 
and their interpretation difficult. The average (Median) reliability 
coefficient (using Kuder-Richardson Formula 20) of the tesijwas 0.29, 
and the range was from 0.18 to 0.51*
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The Raley Cartoon Test (Raley, A.L. 1946; Raley, A.I. &
Ballmann, C., 1957,) on the other hand, used an a priori approach 
in classifying jokes. Cartoons were submitted by girls from 6th to 
12th grades, and were sorted into eight categories: (l) men, (2) 
women, (3) romance, (4) children, (5) cars, (6) animals, (7) sports, 
and (s) soldiers. Used with the age groups chosen, it had a test- 
retest correlation coefficient of 0.98. The validity of the test is, 
however, not known.
The O'Connell Wit and Humour Appreciation Test (WHAT) was 
based on psychoanalytic theory. ( W.E. O'Connell, 1962). Jokes were 
divided into humour, hostile wit, and nonsense wit.by 11 judges.
The split-half reliability coefficient for nonsense wit was 0.84, for 
humour was 0.77, and for hostile wit was O.6I. For the whole test, 
the coefficient was 0.84. The test-retest reliability coefficients 
for the three classes of jokes were: 0.88 for nonsense wit, 0.83 for 
humour, and 0.80 for hostile wit. The validity of the test was not 
given.
The Mirth Response Test (MRT) was also based on psychoanalytic 
theory (Redlich, F.C. at al., 1951.) It includes eleven themes among 
which are aggression against authority, sexual aggression, aggression 
between male and female, homocide and suicide, distortion of body 
image, and sibling reldionships. Taking the test involves three steps; 
(1) free expression, (2) sorting jokes into three piles; like, 
dislike, and indifferent, and (3) inquiry. This is the most "projective" 
humour test of the four mentioned. Like other projective tests, 
reliability and validity of the test have not been well-established.
2. The Situation:
Joke appreciation may be tested either in private 
or in groups of various sizes. Nearly all the experiments in the 
literature were carried out in groups. The effect of different 
social situations on joke appreciation will be discussed later under 
the section "The Intercorrelations between the Ludicrous Situations."
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III. The Humour Response;
For the measurement of the humour responses,
L.Jo Martin (in R.E. Perl, 1933a) suggests three methods; (l) 
undirected introspection, (2) psycho-physical methods, and (3) 
directed introspection by means of questionnaire. H.A. Wolff et al 
(1934,) on the other hand, point* out four functional levels for 
the measurement: (l) the autonomic level by means of the psycho­
galvanometer, (2) the expressive action level by means of a motion- 
picture camera, (3) immediate apperception by means of unintentional 
verbal appraisals, and (4) the level of post-reflective apperception 
by means of intentional verbal appraisals after an analysis of 
the presented material. However, the writer tends to agree with 
Cattell & Luborsky (op cit) that there are basically only two ways 
of recording the humour response: (l) by measuring the response 
with the P.G.R., breathing record, or observation of some other 
physical signs of amusement, and (2) by asking the subject how 
funny he considers the jokes to be.
1. Objective Physical Changes;
Only a very few experiments have made use of 
the first method . One of these was done by H.A. Scofield (in Perl, 
1933a), who measured the subject's breathing in response to jokes. 
Similarly, J. Levine (1956,) in the so-called "mirth spectrum," 
measured the subject's response to the joke under the following 
six categories; negative response, no response, half-smile, smile, 
chuckle, and laugh.
2. Verbal Reports;
Under this second method are four sub-divisions
(1) sorting, (2) ranking, (3) rating, and (4) pair-comparison.
In sorting, the subject is told to put a fixed 
number of jokes into a fixed number of piles ranged from very funny 
to not funny at all. Generally, the subject is required to put in 
the equal number of jokes into each pile. Several experimenters who
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used this procedure were C. Landis (1933,) H. L. Hollingworth (in 
Perl,) and D» Byrne (1956.)
In ranking, the subject is told to put a fixed number 
of jokes into order, from most funny to least funny. Some of the 
experimenters who used this procedure were P# Kambouropoulou 
(1926 & 1930,) L. Omwake (l937,) J.M. Williams (1945,) A.L. Raley 
(1946,) and A. Cunningham (1962.)
In rating, the subject is told to rate each joke on 
a scale ranging from least funny to most funny. The number of points 
for the scale differs from experiment to experiment, but P.M» Symonds 
(in Perl) believes that a 7-point scale is the optimum. Fewer classes 
cause a loss of reliability due to the lack of fine discrimination.
On the other hand, using more classes do not increase reliability 
and it puts an unnecessary strain on the subject. Hollingworth 
(in Perl) thinks that in deciding the number of classes used, the 
subject matter has to be considered. For jokes, he believes a four- 
point scale is the maximum. However, 3 to 5-point scales seem to be 
the most commonly used. Some of the experimenters using rating were:
A. Heim (1936,) H.J. Eysenck (1942,) T.G. Andrew (1943,) J* Adelson 
(1947,) R.S.Cleland (1957,) R. Grzi'wbh (1956,) B. Vogel (1959,)
S. Elbert (1962,) E.M. Hetherington (1966,) W.E. O'Connell (1967,) 
and S.A. Grossman (I967.)
In pair-comparison, the subject is required to choose 
between pairs of jokes the one he thinks better or funnier. Several 
experimenters who used this procedure were: J.C. Lee (1962 & 1963,)
B. B. Cattell (1946 & 1947,) and D.L. Tollefson (1961.)
The next question is which of the four procedures is 
superior. According to Cattell (op. cit.,) pair-comparison is the 
best procedure. While ranking has the slight advantage of making 
possible some statistical analysis (e.g.: Q-technique analysis,) 
which is impossible with pair-comparison, it calls for too fine
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discrimination power in the subject, and deliberation and judgment 
are not desirable in a measurement of humorous response. In general, 
rankings are better than rating*, and pair-comparison is the most 
accurate fdfci of ranking.
However, he prefers to use rating in the initial stages 
of his research for various technical reasons, one of which is that 
it is uneconomical to compare one unknown with another unknown.
The problem is to set up pairs of joke that are dynamically in 
contrast to each other.
A drawback with the procedure ofpair-comparison was 
suggested by J.C. Lee & R.M. Griffiths (1962.) They discovered the 
so-called "time-error" in the judgment of humour. Using the method 
of pair-comparison in their experiment, it was found that the second 
item of each pair was more often judged funnier than the first.
Cattell has not discussed the procedure of sorting.
This procedure has the merit of standardizing the number of likes 
and dislikes for all the subjects, but like ranking, it calls for 
too fine discrimination power in the subjects, and too much thinking 
may spoil the jokes.
In conclusion, rating seems to be the most preferred 
and commonly used procedure for the measurement of the humour 
response.
To avoid the danger of relying on exclusively one 
procedure, some experimenters used both methods and more than one 
procedure in the second method. Scofield (in Perl,) for example, 
used both sorting and rating; H.A. Murray (1934,) used observation 
of degree of laughter,Sheth voluntary and involuntary appraisal;
S. Epstein (1956) used both observation, rating and Q-sort (a kind 
of sorting;) A.F. Roberts (1959,) used both rating and observation; 
and J. Levine (1956) used observation, rating and sorting.
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IV, Relevant Personality Dimensions;
The selection of relevant personality dimensions 
is a major problem in studies of joke appreciation. Nevertheless, 
we can obtain some clues suggesting the relevant dimensions from 
both the theories of laughter and previous experimental studies.
Unfortunately, most of the theories of laughter 
do not consider personality in relation to laughter. They tend 
to assume the existence of a general factor in humour; whereas 
we know now that individuals differ in humour, both in production 
and in appreciation. Moreover, many researchers have demonstrated 
repeatedly that there is no general factor in the sense of humour 
(cf,; Andrew, 1943; Eysenck, 1942; Cattell, 1946.) As Andrew says,
"There is no general or universal factor involved in the comic 
material. This im itself seems to suffice as a refutation of the 
theories which are of the 'all or none' type, the theories which 
attempt to analyze humour down to one, and only one, basic element."
Nevertheless, Freud's theory has suggested a few 
relevant personality dimensions such as aggression and authoritarianism, 
( See for example: O'Connell, I960; Hetherington, 1964 & 1966.)
Other psychologists, though not mainly concerned with the study of 
humour, have thrown some side light on the subject, G.W* Allport
(1946) for example, argues that the "capacity for self-objectification 
is insight, and it is bound in subtle ways with sense of humour, 
which as no one will deny, is, in one form or another, an almost 
invariable possession of a cultivated and mature personality,"
Thus, AllpsTt believes that a sense of humour is related to insight 
and maturity.
Our classification scheme (See Chap, 2), however, 
seems to provide the best information. While cognition suggests 
personality dimensions such as intelligence and mental development, 
affection suggests neuroticism and aggression, and conative suggests 
authoritarianism.
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Previous experiments also suggest many personality dimensions 
relevant to humour. In these experiments, personality was measured 
by two methods:
(1) Projective tests, and
(2) Paper-and-pencil tests:
(i) rating, and
(ii) questionnaire.
Only a few experimenters used the first method. J.M.
Williams (1946,) for example, used the Rorschach Ink Blots, H.
Barry (in Perl, 1933&) used Jung's Free Association Test, and 
R. Grzivwh (1956) used the TAT for his experiment.
Most experimenters preferred to use pencil-and-paper tests, 
and especially questionnaires.
Ratings (both self-ratings and others-ratings), for example, 
were used by J.M. Williams (1946,) S.Epstein (1956,) D. Byrne (1956,) 
A.F. Roberts (l959,) and E.M. Hetherington (1964.)
Various questionnaires have been used for the measurement of 
personality dimensions in humour appreciation. C* Landis (1933,) 
for example, used Heidbreder's revision of Freyd's E^I Scale.
H.A. Murray, jr. (1954) used the following four questionnaires:
(1) Social-Asocial Sentiment Test, (2) Conservative-Radical Sentiment 
Test, (3) Social Identification Test, and (4) Placidity Trait Test. 
N.F. Stump (1939) used two questionnaires: (l) Willoughby's Emotional 
Maturity Scale, and (2) Allport-Vernon*s Study of Values Scale.
Both H.J. Eysenck (l942) and R.B. Cattell (1947) used the Guilford- 
Martin Personality Inventory. To measure authoritarianism, J. Adelson
(1947), R.S. Cleland (l957,) and S. Elbert used the Californian 
F Scale. To measure anxiety, J. Doris (1956) used Gordon and Sarason's 
A Self-rated General Anxiety Questionnaire; J.A.Hamnes (1962) used 
Taylor's Manifest Anxiety Scale; and O'Connell, W.E, (196O) used 
Worchel's Self Activity Inventory. Both B. Vogel (1959) and E.M. 
Hetherington (1964 & I966) used the EPPS in their experiments. 
Hetherington, however, also used the Marlowe-Crown Social Desirability 
Scale in his first experimmnt. R. Grzivoh (1956) used the Allport-
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Vernon's Study of Values Scale. D.L. Tollefson (1961) used the I6 
Personality Factors and the Motivational Analysis Test, Lastly,
S.A, Grossman (1966) used Mooney Problem Check List and Baron's 
Ego Strength Scale in his.
Obviously, the experimenters tend to use the second 
method more often than the first method. But jokes are said to 
reveal deep unconscious personality factors; projective tests 
should be used more often in the study of joke apprecidion, since 
questionnaires may not be as efficient as projective techniques 
in the tapping of unconscious personality variables.
V. The Intercorrelations between the Ludicrous Situations:
Several experiments have been done to see how the
change in the social situations affect the appreciation of the jokes.
An early experiment was done by R, Perl (l933a.) In her experiment
"The Influence of Social Factors Upon the Appreciation of Humour,"
3 lists of jokes were statistically equated for funniness* These 3
lists were then presented to a group of 40 graduate students, to be
graded on a 3 point scale under the following conditions: (l) in
private, (2) presented to the group verbally, and (3) presented to
the group visually. Perl found that the jokes presented to the group
visually were judged to be statistically funnier than jokes rated
privately. The jokes presented visually seemed to be funnier than
the jokes presented verbally. Jokes rated in private seemed to be
the least funny. The writer concluded that "social facilitation
seemed to have relatively more influence in raising the scores of
the poor jokes than it had in raising the scores of the good ones,"
Similarly, L.F. Malpass k E.D, Fitzpatrick (1959) contrasted jokef 
appreciation in three social settings: (l^ in large group (26-30
subjects,) (2) in small group (6-7 subjects,) and (3) individual
situation. The authors concluded that the size of group affected
sense of humour.
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VI. The Intercorrelation between the Ludicrous Responses;
Several experiments have been done to see how the 
two method of recording the ludicrous responses (objective physical 
changes, and verbal reports) are related.
H.A, Scofield (in N.F. Stump, 1939,) for example, 
found that the actual laughter, when recorded with the pneumograph, 
correlated poorly with the judgment of humorous situations. Scofield 
consluded that the pencil-and-paper methods seemed of more value 
than the "behaviour methods," and Stump suggested that overt behaviour 
(laughter) was not always a reliable indicator of covert behaviour 
(judgment, opinion, etc.)
Other investigators (e.g.; Wolff, et al; op.cit.) 
found that elaborate physiological or objective measures of humour 
gave somewhat the same results as subjective introspection.
Similarly, W.E, O'Connell (i960) was also in favour 
of using verbal reports, though for different reasons. Talking about 
the WHAT, which used a 5-point scale, he suggested that "The 
rationale for such a scale of preference comes from psychoanalytic 
studies of wit and humour that regard 'implicit laughter' and 
appreciation as the key response, rather than more overt Measures."
In conclusion, it seems that both methods give 
similar results, but since verbal reports are more economical and 
convenient in the laboratory, this method is preferred.
VII. The Effect of the Change in the Ludicrous Material;
The changes in the ludicrous responses when the 
stimulus situation as a social variable is changed have been discussed 
in page 4? (V.) In this section, we will see how the ludicrous 
responses are affected by the changes in the stimulus situations as 
forms of the ludicrous, when the personality is held constant. 
Diagrammatically, we may summarized our question thus:
A S  Zk E; when P is constant?
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The forms of the ludicrous material have not been investigated 
with the possible exception of H.J. Eysenck (1943 & 1947,) and 
F.M. Loos (1951). In Eysenck's investigations, the total scores 
of 100 persons on five different tests were correlated, intercorrelations 
of between +0.55 and +0.57 were found. Thus, a person who found many 
limericks funny tended to find many jokes, cartoons and verses funny, 
and a person who did not like limericks tended to dislike jokes, 
cartoons, and verses also. Similarly, Loos concluded that though 
there was no general factor in humour, the form of joke materials: 
cartoons, jokes, limmericks, etc., were not thought to be of much 
importance.
VIII. Individual Differences in Joke Appreciation:
Similar to the previous question (VII, p.48), 
this question may be diagrammed thus:
A P — — ^ 6kR, when S is constant?
In other words, we want to know how the differ­
ences in personality affect the differences in the responses when 
the stimulus situation remains constant. In the literature, three 
methods have been used to answer this question: (l) by the technique 
of contrasting groups, (2) by the experimental induced changes in 
the personality, and (3) by the selecting of different personalities 
as shown by by psychological tests.
1* Contrasting Groups:
Psychiatric groups have been used for the 
studies of individual differences in joke appreciation. H.J. Eysenck 
(1947,) for example, showed that for each of the five sub-groups of 
jokes be used, the male hysterics scored more highly than the male 
dysthymies, and the female hysterics more highly than the female 
dysthymies, and that hysteria correlated with the preference for 
the sexual kind of humour. Similarly, G.M. Fisher (1964)compared 
the responses to aggressive humour by depressive, sociopathic, and
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normal persons* Hisiresults supported the hypothesis that depressives 
tended to overcontrol their impulse and sociopaths tended to under­
control theirs. Likewise, J, Levine and J. Rakusin (1959) compared 
the sense of humour of college students and psychiatric patients.
One of the findings was that students tended to rate the cartoons 
used higher and they were more responsive than the patients. In 
another experiment, Levine, J., and Abelson R., (l959) found that 
the patient groups were more vulnerable to disturbing cartoons. They 
were found to dislike significantly more of the humorous cartoons 
than did the controls. They were found also to express less positive 
mirth towards the situation, with the anxiety group of patients 
expressing the least mirth.
Other investigators, on the other hand, compared 
physically handicapped persons with normal persons. E.M» Hetherington 
(1964,) for example, compared humour preferences in normal and 
physically handicapped children, and found that polio children rated 
activity cartoons as funnier than nonactivity cartoons. They also 
rated activity cartoons higher than did cerebral palsy or normal 
children, and nonactivity cartoons lower than did cerebral palsy 
children. Similarly, Zigler, E. et al (1966) investigated the difference 
between normal, institionalized retarded, and non-institionalized 
retarded children on humour appreciation.
Groups with differences in intellectual and emotional 
development were also used as subjects in joke appreciation experiments. 
(Cf.; S. Sundaram, 1957, L.R. Graham, 1957, A.L. Raley, 1946 & 1957,
A, Cunningham, 1962, and Zigler, E,^ et al, 1967.)
National group differencesUn joke appreciation were 
also studied by H.J. Eysenck (1944,) and R. Middleton & J. Moland 
(1959) and R. Middleton (l959.)
Different constitutional groups were also investigated.
M. Koch (1955), for emample, using Kretschmer's body types, found 
that pyknics enjoyed simple, down to earth humour while leptosomes
inclined toffword subtleties, word play, and delayed action effects.
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Athletics, on the other hand, preferred direct jokes that lack in 
nuance. N*F. Stump (l939) correlated height and weight with humour 
and found that "height seems more indicative of sense of humour 
(r=0,35) than weight (r=0.18.)"
Lastly, experiments have been done to investigate sex 
differences in joke appreciation, C. Landis (l933), for example, 
concluded that "we have found sex differences in the total humour 
score, in the categorical grouping and categorical evaluating of the 
jokes," A, Heim (1936,) found a high degree of agreement between 
male and female in joke appreciation, L. Omwake (l937) found that 
"adolescent boys showed a greater liking for the ’shady* jokes thaai 
girls of the same age and older college students," Similarly,
J,M, Williams found small but significant sex differences, and boys 
showed wider ranges than girls, H.J, Eysenck (1947) also found sex 
differences although he consluded that "sex differences are much 
less clearly marked than are temperamental differences." L.F, Malpass
& E»D. Fitzpatrick (l959) also concluded that " sex of respondent
is a factor," On the whole, sex differences were found,
2o Experimental-Induced Changes:
Experiments have been carried out to see the effects 
of experimental-induced changes in personality on the appreciation of 
jokes. R,Asher & S,S, Sargent (1941,) for example, studied the shifts 
in attitude caused by cartoon caricatures. Another experiment waa 
done by J»M, Dittborn (1963) who studied humour responses under 
hypotically induced aleep and found that "paraphrased and invented 
jokes were produced more readily than during the waking control 
sessions," In an experiment by C. Williams & D.L. Cole (1964,) 
the subjects were placed in an tnadequacy-inducing situation. Later, 
the same subjects were asked to rate jokes showing the central figure 
in a psychologically similar situation. The ratings showed an increase 
over those subjects not exposed to the experimental conditions.
Lastly, E. Dwokin & Efran, J.S. (1967) showed that angered subjects
appreciated hostile humour more than the non-angered subjects and that 
humour significantly reduced reported feelings of anger and anxiety.
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3. Psychological Tests:
With the psychological tests named in IV (p.45-47,) 
the investigators found many significant correlations between 
personality and joke appreciation, and these will be discussed 
below :
(i) Extraversion-Introversion (E-I);
That there is a relationship between joke 
preference and the personality dimension of E-I has been demonst&ted 
repeatedly. P. Kambouropoulou (l926 & 1930,) for example, found that 
"a greater degree of extraversion goes together with the greater 
proportion of the superiority class" of jokes, "Superiority class" 
was one branch of the "personal jokes" which were defined as those 
the objective cause of the humour was in the mental inferiority of 
another person, or in the witty remarks directed at a person. By 
contrast, the "impersonal jokes" were those whose humour were in 
the incongruity of situations or the incongruity of ideas.
C. Landis & Ross, J.W.H, (l933,) however, did 
not give any conclusive results. TIipj found no significant relation 
between the humour scores and scores on Freyd*s E-I Scale. Nevertheless, 
Tfce/ reported that "the way in which jokes are assigned to categorical 
classification is related, to some extent, to intelligence and 
to introversion,"
J.M, Williams (1946,) working with children, found 
that those with a high appreciation of humour were extraverts rather 
than introverts. Moreover, those who were introverted tended to 
approach humour impersonally (showing a marked ability to judge the 
humour situation as a whole,) while those who were extraverted tended 
to approach humour personally (showing a marked inability to judge 
the humour situation in isolation from their own personal émotions 
and they tended to laugh at the people rather than the situations.)
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As mentioned in page 39, H.J. Eysenck (1942) extracted three 
bipolar factors from his sample of jokes: (l) sexual vs. non-sexual 
jokes, (2) simple vs, complex jokes, and (3) personal vs, impersonal 
jokes. Using the Guilford-Martin Personality Inventory, he found 
that "extraverts preferred sexual and simple jokes, while introverts 
preferred complex and non-sexual jokes." In this experiment, 
introversion was defined by the questionnaire and it meant "social 
shyness and emotional dependence."
R.B. Cattell &; Jj.B.. Luborsky (l94?) & L.B. Luborsky &
R.B, Cattell (l947,) using also the Guilford-Martin Personality 
Inventory, found that Joke Cluster 1 (Debonair sexuality) correlated 
significantly, 0.49, with Personality Factor R ( "a tendency to a
happy-go-lucky, care-free disposition, liveliness, impulsiveness--
the opposite of an inhibited disposition and an overcontrol of 
the impulses." ) The Joke Cluster also correlated significantly 
with Personality Factor S, -0.32, A low score in S was defined as 
"a tendency to seek social contacts and to enjoy the company of 
others." Joke Cluster 3 (Bringing another bluntly to reality) 
correlated significantly, 0.33, with Factor T (an "inclination to 
meditative thinking, philosophizing, analyzing one’s self and others 
and an introspective disposition,") It also correlated with M,-0.28.
( a low M meant "a tendency to femininity of interests,") Joke 
Cluster 5 ( "Antiauthoritarian or ridicule of customary deference- 
receiving persons" ) gave a correlation coefficient of 0,41 with 
Factor S ( a high score on S meant "shyness, a tendency to withdraw 
from social situations and to be seclusive,") The next Joke Cluster, 
Cluster 6,( "Repressed male passivity or resigned male dominance,
A delight in women as the aggressor or dominant sex," ) correlated 
with four factors: 0.45 with M ("masculinity of emotional and 
temperamental makeup;") O.36 with R ("a happy-go-lucky, carefree 
disposition, liveliness and impulsiveness;") 0,34 with I ("Self- 
confidence and lack of inferiority feelings;") and 0,28 with T 
("Inclination to meditative thinking*") Joke Cluster 7 ("Sturdy
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irony and dominance while recognizing people’s weaknesses expressed 
through absurdity and whimsy*") gave a correlation of 0,43 with 
I ("Self-confidence and lack of inferiority feelings,") and 
-.0,29 with S ("a tendency to seek social contacts and to enjoy 
the company of others,") Cluster 12 ("Naive self-composure") gave 
a correlation of -0,35 with Factor G (a low score meant a "dis­
inclination for motor activity;") and -0,34 with R ( a low score 
meant "an inhibited disposition and an overcontrol of the impulses.") 
Lastly, Joke Cluster 13 ("Unsophisticated and good-natured") gave 
a correlation of 0,37 with R ("a tendency to a happy-go-lucky, 
care-free disposition, liveliness, and impulsiveness,")
Using a joke classification scheme similar to ours,
R, Grziwoh & A, Scodel (1956) found that extraverts (the subjects 
who scored high on the Social Scale of Allport-Vernon Study of 
Values and TAT aggression) tended to like orectic humour ( "Humorous 
effect based on aggression either explicit or deliberately understated,* 
or "humorous effect obtained by a parody of sex;") and introverts 
tended to like cognitive humour ( "Humour based on the exaggeration 
or paradoxical use of social stereotypes," or "humour effect based 
on obvious and striking incongruity,")
Lastly, using a factor analytic technique,
D,L, Tollefson (1961) found that his first order Humour Factor 
(General Uninhibitedness) might be identical with his second order 
Personality Factor (Extraversion,) and his Humour Factor 2 (Good- 
natured Play) was found to be moderately aligned with the second 
order Personality Factor 2 (Promethian Will,)
In conclusion, most investigators seem to find 
significant correlations between extraversion and the preferrence 
for sexual, simple, personal, and orectic jokes; and introversion 
for non-sexual, complex, impersonal, and cognitive jokes.
Nevertheless 5, the findings are not conclusive for the following 
reason
(A) C, Landis & Ross, J.W.H, reported conflicting
findings (p.32,)
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(b) Since R.B. Cattell & L.B. Luborsky (p. 53) used Joke 
Clusters and Factor Scores in the correlation, it is rather difficult 
to interpretate their findings. Some of their findings seem to 
suggest the correlations between extraversion and orectic jokes, 
but others are conflicting. The significant correlation between 
Joke Cluster 1 and R and S (See page 53s) for example, tended to 
confirm the hypothesis that extraverts like sexual jokes and introverts 
like non-sexual jokes. On the other hand^their findings that Joke 
Cluster 13 correlated with Factor R tended to refute this contention, 
since the full description of Cluster 13 was "Unsophisticated and 
good-natured. A slapstick variety of humour obviously low in aggression 
against anyone. The humour form is that of puns^  limericks, or play 
on words." This description suggests cognitive jokes rather than 
orectic jokes,
(C) Most of the investigators (e.g.: J.M* Williams,
H.J. Eysenck, R.B. Cattell & L.R, Luborsky, and R. Grziwoh & A.
Scodel) seemed to equate extraversion with sociability. Neither 
the questionnaires or the ratings they used measure extraversion 
as such; rather, they tended to confound the two variables of 
extraversion and sociability.
(ii) Sociability:
Since extraversion has been defined as sociability by 
many of the investigators in (i,) many of the correlations reported 
may be taken as the correlations between joke preferences and 
sociability. However, weveral other investigators attempted to obtain 
a pure measure of the correlations between joke^prefepeaegg and 
sociability. P. Kambouropoulou (1926 & 1930,) for example, found 
that "greater confidence in social intercourse agrees with the 
greater proportion of the superiority class bettèr than sociability 
agrees." H.A* Murray (l934) found that his Disparagement Joke Test
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correlated 0.81 with the Social-Asocial Sentiment Test, and 0.6? with 
the Conservative-Radical Sentiment Test. These findings led the 
investigator to conclude that "the enjoyment of derisive humour is 
associated with the possession of egocentric, individualistic, 
aggressive and world-derogatory sentiments." Dealing with joke- 
production rather than joke appreciation, J.D. Goodchilds (l959) 
confirmed the hypothesis that "a sarcastic wit would be perceived 
as influential but unpopular and a clowning wit as popular but 
without influence."
(iii) Neuroticism;
The largest number of experiments in joke appreciation 
are concerned with the personality dimension neuroticism.
Most of these experiments were carried out to test 
Freud’s theory that laughter satisfies repressed needs. Conflicting 
results were obtained.
One of the earliest experiments was carried out by 
H. Barry (in R. Perl, 1933a.) Using Jung's free association technique, 
he discovered that one of his two subjects had a "violence 
constellation." He found that this subject fended to mark the jokes 
about violence as funny. Subject B, on the other hand, marked other 
kinds of jokes as funny, such as alcoholic jokes based on sympathy 
and fear,
N.F. Stump (1939,) using the Emotional Maturity 
Scale, concluded that high scores on this scale did not correlate 
with the presence of sense of humour,
J.M. Williams (l945 & 1946), on the other hand, 
demonstrated that emotional children showed higher appreciation 
of humour.
J. Doris & E. Fierman (1956) found that the subject's 
rating of his susceptibility to anxiety as determined by a general 
anxiety scale was related to his preference rating for cartoons 
of aggreesive content. However, this relationship depended upon 
the social context of the humour situation, that is, the results
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depended upon which subject was tested by which experimenter.
J. Levine (l959,) using anxious psychiatric patients 
as subjects, found that they perceived the caroons as threatening 
and they consequently showed less mirth.
A.F, Roberts (l959) tested three hypothesesiformulated 
according to the theories of Freud and G.H. Mead, He used as subjects 
25 male psychoneurotics and 25 T.B, patients. Humour appreciation 
was measured by: (l) a verbal funniness score, which was derived from 
the subjects' ratings of the 35 cartoons, which included 7 themes, 
on a 7-point scale, and (2) number of laughs and smiles. These two 
measures were correlated with three personality variables: (l) general 
adjustment level, (2) amount of tension in the cartoon theme areas, 
and (3) role-taking facility. The following significant correlations 
were obtained: (l) absence of psychopathology with both measures of 
humour appreciation for both groups, (2) Barron's "ego-strength" 
and the verbal ratings for both groups, (3) Barron's and number of 
laughs and smiles for neurotics, and (4) measures of humour appreciation 
were correlated with the neurotics' amount of tension in the cartoon 
theme areas. From the second hypothesis, significant relationships 
were found between the neurotics' liking of humour dealing with 
self-aggrandizement, hostility, facing unpleasant situations, 
heterosexuality; and the presence of high tension in these areas.
None of these correlations were significant for T.B. patients. The 
testing of the théird hypothesis did not support Freud's or Mead's 
contention of a positive relationship between humour appreciation 
and role-taking facility,
W.E, O'Connell (196O,) using subjects' self-ideal 
discrepancies on the Worchel's Self-Activity Inventory as an index of 
neuroticism, found that "maladjusted people appreciate hostile wit 
more than do well adjusted under non—stressful conditions, IVhen a 
stressor is applied, well adjusted people appreciate hostile wit 
more than do the maladjusted," These findings were, however, for 
men only. For women, well adjusted subjects appreciated hostile wit
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more than maladjusted subjects under both stressor and non-stressor 
conditions. Moreover, the "well adjusted person has a greater 
appreciation for humour than does the poorly adjusted person." 
(significant at 0.01 level) The hypothesis that "the well adjusted 
person has a greater appreciation for nonsense wit than does the 
poorly adjusted person," however, was not confirmed. The investigator 
concluded thus: "The Freudian distinction between wit and humour 
is a valid one, with wit possibly operating to reduce tension 
under differing circumstances depending upon the interaction of 
adjustment, stress, and sex factors."
Similarly, J.A. Hammes & S.L. Wiggins (1962) predicted 
that "individuals having high manifest anxiety would appreciate light 
humour material involving emotions of worry, tension, and depression 
less than would low-anxious individuals." This prediction was 
verified with regard to male subjects only. The results were 
interpreted in terms of the degree of identification of the subjects 
with the main cartoon characters.
Next, D.L. Tollefson (1961) found that his Humour 
Factor 6 (Defiance of Decency) was correlated with his second-order
Personality Factor of anxiety.
FoM. Loos (1951) found the following relationships 
between joke appreciation and neuroticism: (l) both social humour 
rating and subjective sense of humour rating had significant negative 
loadings with neuroticism, (2) popularity scores had almost 0 
loadings with neuroticism-as well as very significant loadings with 
the social humour/ popular factor, (3) the scores from the humour 
appreciation tests had insignificant loadings with the social humour
factor and loading of borderline significance with neuroticism, and
(4) the findings in (3) above could be generalized to another sample.
Lastly, S.A. Grossman (196b), dealing with the 
relationship between humour and individual problem areas, reported 
that "no significant relationship was found to exist between scores
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on the revised Problem Check List and scores on the Humour Scale;" 
and between extreme like and dislike of cartoon and specific problem 
areas of relatively great concern. However, the enjoyment of cartoons 
in areas of personal significance was related to ego strength. The 
theme and content of the favourite joke was related to the chief 
problem area of the subject telling the joke, and dislike of cartoons 
in one's problem area was related to defensiveness. The author 
concluded that "subjects asked for favourite joke tend to reveal 
problem area," and that telling a joke is psychologically very 
different from reacting to a cartoon.
Prom the review of these experiments, the following 
conclusions may be drawn:
(i) The correlation between emotional maturity and 
sense of humour has not been generally agreed (cf: Stump, William, 
Roberts, & Loos,)
(ii) In general, it has been found that the subjects 
tend to like the jokes in their problem areas* Thus, aggressive 
subjects tend to like aggressive jokes. (Cf.: Barry, Doris, Roberts, 
Hamnes & Wiggins.) Howwer, there are conflicting findings. Thus, 
anxious subjects may not like anxiety jokes (Cf*: Levine & the women 
subjects in Hamnes & Wiggins.)
(iii) As Doris suggests (op, cit.,) social context
is an important factor in determining whether the subjects can enjoy 
the jokes in their problem areas.
(iv) Adjustment (or ego-strength,) environmental stress, 
and sex are the other determinants in the subjects' appreciation of 
jokes in their problem areas. (Cf,: O'Connell, Hamnes & Wiggins, & 
Grossman; op. cit.)
In summary, the writer believes that neuroticism is 
related in an inverted U-shaped fashion to the liking for orectic 
jokes which are tension-reducing. In other words, while the moderately 
neurotic subjects may like the jokes for tension-reduction, very 
neurotic subjects may find the same jokes disturbing, and the normal
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may not like these jokes too much because they do not have the need 
for tension-reduction.
(iv) Aggression:
Several experiments have been carried out to 
test the hypothesis that the aggressive subjects tend to like the 
aggressive jokes.
D. Byrne (1956,) for example, using psychiatric 
patients, found that the subjects who frequently expressed hostility, 
either overtly or covertly, liked the hostile cartoons significantly 
more than the subjects who failed to express hostility. An ability 
to differentiate hostile and non-hostile cartoons showed a significant 
positive correlation with the subjects* estimated intelligence, 
but there was no significant correlation between intelligence and 
liking for hostile cartoons. Hostile subjects, either overtly or 
covertly, were significantly better able to differentiate hostile 
and non-hostile cartoons than the non-hostile subjects, when the 
effects of intelligence were controlled. Lastly, there was a 
significant positive correlation between ability to differentiate 
hostile and non-hostile cartoons and liking for hostile cartoons 
when the effects of intelligence were partialled out.
B. Vogel (1959) found that the humour aggression 
scores of his male subjects were significantly correlated to deference, 
mominance, heterosexuality, and aggression as measured by the EPPS 
at 0.01 level of confidence, and nurturance at 0.05 level of 
confidence. The best predictor for humour aggression scores was the 
combination of the scores on deference and heterosexuality. For 
female subjects, humour aggression scores were related to aggression 
at 0.01 level of confidence; and nurturance and heterosexuality at 
0.05 level of confidence. The combination of nurturance and 
heterosexuality scores gave the best predictor of the humour aggression 
scores *
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E, Hetherington (1964) found that high-aggression subjects 
rated aggressive cartoons as funnier than did the low-aggression 
subjects. Under the alcohol condition when repressed aggressive 
needs might be expressed with less inhibition, ratings of aggressive 
cartoons by the "high aggression-high need for social approval" 
subjects were greater than the control group. This finding was not 
found for the "high aggression-low need for social approval" subjects, 
nor for the subjects low in need for aggression,
Hetherington, together with N.P. Wray (1966,) also 
investigated the effects of need aggression, stress, and aggressive 
behaviour on humour preferences, ffhey found that stress had little 
influence on the subjects* ratings of aggressive cartoons. However, 
after aggressive behaviour by the subjects, ratings of aggressive 
cartoons by the high-aggression subjects increased, and ratings of 
aggressive and sexual cartoons by low-aggression subjects decreased. 
They concluded that "the results of low-aggression subjects were 
compatible with a cathartic hypothesis; those of high-aggression 
subjects were not," They interpreted the findings in terms of 
aggressive-anxiety and inhibition.
This interpretation found some support from an experiment 
by H.J, Gollob & J. Levine (1967.) In this experiment, female subjects 
made humour tatings of cartoons both before and after they had their 
attention directed t# the content of the jokes. High-aggressive 
cartoons, although initially highest in humour, received significantly 
lower ratings on the post-test than either low-aggressive or non­
sense cartoons,
(v) Authoritarianism;
Another personality dimension that has been found to 
be related to joke appreciation is authoritarianism. H.A. Murray 
(1934:,) for example, found that his Disparagement Joke Test correlated 
0,67 with a Conservative-Radical Sentiment Test, and 0.21 with a 
Placidity Trait Test. The investigator explained the low correlation 
in the latter by the fact that the test might measure conduct rather 
than attitude. Authoritarianism as a personality variable might
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imply more of an underlying unconscious disposition than overt 
behaviour.
In the experiment "Humour Preferences related to 
Authoritarianism," S. Elbert (1962) gave results that confirmed the 
hypothesis that "subjects in High F (Authoritarianism) group will 
rate cartoons in which hostility is aimed at an upper status figure 
less favourably than Not-High F group," and the hypothesis that 
"If both High F and Not-High F groups rate lower status targets of 
hostility as less favourable than upper status targets of hostility, 
then the difference in cartoon ratings between upper and lower status 
targets will be less for High-F than Not-High F subjects."
Dealing with ethnocentricity rather than authoritarianism, 
J. Adel8on (194?) found that ethnocentric men rated sex jokes and 
jokes ridiculing physical defects more highly than non-ethnocentric 
men. Ethnocentric women rated jokes about stinginess more highly 
than non-ethnocentric women. These differences were reliable at
0.02 level or above.
Lastly, R.S, Cleland (l957) found that the total humour 
ratings for the low F scale group significantly exceeded the totals 
for the average and High F groups, although there were individual 
differences in humour ratings within each of the scale groups.
(vi) Value-systems;
From the study using the Allport-Vernon Study of Values, 
N.F. Stump (1939) concluded that "when college students adjudge 
themselves with respect to humour, aesthetic and social attitudes 
seem to be the traits considered to a great degree, rather than the 
trait which is measured by the sense of humour test," and that "the 
stereotyped business man should not overlook the aesthetic and social 
attitudes, if he is to spare the judgment of lacking a sense of 
humour."
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Using the same scale, R. Grziwok & A. Scodel (1956) 
found that subjects high on the aesthetic scale preferred logically 
incongruous cartoons while those who were low in the same scale 
preferred aggressive humour. Furthermore, subjects high on social 
scale preferred aggressive cartoons and those low in theoretical 
value preferred sexual cartoons. The authors concluded thus;
"In general terms, a preference for orectic humour as opposed to 
cognitive humour^seems to be characterized by more fantasy aggression, 
more extraversion or out-goingness, less preoccupation with 
intellectual values, and less subtlety or complexity."
(vii) Insight, reality-contact, empathy, and suggestibility:
Lastly, joke preferences have also been found to 
be related to the subjects' insight, reality-contact, empathy, and 
suggestibility,
S. Epstein (1956,) for example, found a significant 
positive relationship between insight and sense of humour. On the 
other hand, F.M. Loos (l951) refuted this contention saying:
"By the use of empirical findings as well as logical argument it 
was shown that insight could not be related to sense of humour 
in the manner hypothesized by Allport."
A.F. Roberts & fi.M, Johnson (1957) analysed the 
reactions of 28 mental patients to cartoons along with "empathy" 
and "reality contact" measures. The results led the authors to 
conclude that "funniness of humor stimuli are positively related 
to the degree to which the perceiver is able to empathize with 
the characters depicted..... and a positive relation exists 
between the degree of reality contact of an individual, and that 
person's perception of humor stimuli as being funny,"
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A.F. Roberts (1959,) in his second study using 25 male 
psychoneurotics and 25 T.B. patients as subjects, did not find 
any evidence to support Freud's or Mead's contention of a 
positive relationship between humour appreciation and role-taking 
facility.
Lastly, J.A. Hammes (1962) investigated the effect of 
suggestibility on humour evaluation. In the experimental condition, 
the goodness of the cartoons was suggested to the subjects by 
giving the "theoretical peer evaluation" to the subjects. In the 
control condition, the subjects did not reveive this suggestion.
The comparison of the two conditions showed that suggestibility 
was a strong determinant in joke appreciation.
IX. Summary ;
From the review of previous experiments, we are impressed 
by the complexity of the topic and the insufficiency of the material 
for an empirical theory of laughter. Nevertheless, some general 
conclusions may be drawn from these studies;
(1) Two methods (the a priori approach and the empirical 
approach) have been used for the classification of jokes. Studies 
on joke preferences are carried out either in groups or in 
private.
(2) The humour response may be measured by either (a) 
objective physical changes, or (b) verbal reports. The second 
method may be subdivided into sorting, ranking, rating, and 
pair-comparison.
(3) The personality dimensions relevant to joke preferences 
are measured by; (a) projective tests, and (b) paper-and-pencil 
tests. The latter includes ratings (both self-ratings, and other- 
ratings) and questionnaires.
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(4) The ways the jokes are presented (verbally or 
visually; individually or in groups) influence joke appreciation.
(5) The ways the ludicrous responses are meaaured 
are of no great importance.
(6) The forme of the joke material (cartoons, limericks, 
jokes, etc.) are not important determinants in joke appreciation.
(7) Three methods have been used for the study of 
individual differences in joke appreciation: (a) by contrasting 
groups, (b) by experimental-induced changes, and (c) by psychological 
tests.
With the first method, significant differences in 
joke preferences have been found betweenrpsychiatric groups; 
psychiatric patients and normal persons; physically handicapped 
persons and normal persons; retarded (both institionalized and non- 
institionalized) children and normal children; groups with 
differences iniintellectual and emotional development; national 
groups; constitutional groups: and the two sexes.
With the second method, subjects have been hypnotized, 
induced with inadequacy feeling, and angered. In all cases, 
significant differences have been obtained between the experimental 
groups and the control groups, in either joke preferences or 
joke production.
With the third method, significant correlations have 
been obtained between joke preferences and the following personality 
dimensions: extraversion-introversion, sociability, neuroticism, 
aggression, authoritarianism, different value-systems, insight, 
reality-contact, empathy, and suggestibility. However, the following 
points must be noted with reference to the dimensions of 
extraversion-introversion and neuroticism:
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With reference to the E-I dimension, conflicting findings 
have been obtained (e.g., C. Landis & Ross, J.W.H., 1933.)While 
the findings of R.B. Cattell & L.B. Luborsky (see p.53-54) did 
not refute directly others* findings of the correlation between 
the E-I dimension and joke preferences, some of their findings 
seemed to have this implication. More important, most of the 
investigators (e.g.; J.M. Williams, 1945 & 1946; H.J. Eysenck,
1942; R.B. Cattell & L.R. Luborsky, 1947; and R. Grziwok & A.
Scodel, 1956) seemed to equate extraversion with sociability.
Neither the questionnaires or the ratings they used measured 
extraversièn as such; rather, they tend to confound the two 
variables of extraversion and sociability.
With reference to neuroticism, complicated and conflicting 
findings have been obtained. While many investigators found that 
the subjects tended to like the jokes in their problem areas, 
others failed to do so.(&ee p. 59)
It seems that the most important factors that determine 
whether the subjects can enjoy the jokes in their problem areas 
are: the social context, adjustment (or ego-strength,) environmental 
stress, and sex. (again see p. 59.)
The writer concluded that neuroticism may be related 
in an inverted U-shaped fashion to the liking for orectic jokes 
which are tension—reducing. In the next chapter, this hypothesis, 
together with other hypotheses, will be tested.
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Chapter 4
Study 1; the Relationship between Joke Preferences 
and some Personality Dimensions using an A Priori 
Approach
I. Introduction ;
In this study, an attempt will be made to collect 
and define a set of jokes so that a joke preference scale can 
be constructed and the stimulus situation standardized. The 
subjects* responses to these jokes will be measured by their 
reported liking or disliking for the jokes. Relevant personality 
dimensions will be considered and tests selected to measure them 
will be used. Hypotheses concerning some of the relationships 
between joke preferences and personality dimensions will be 
tested,
II. The Joke Preference Scale;
(l) The Jokes;
(i) collection and classification;
The criteria used for the collection of jokes were;
(a) the number of cartoons collected should be 
large enough to be representative of many 
kinds of the humorous stimuli,
(b) the cartoons should be distinct examples of the 
triple-divisions we adopted for joke classification,
(c) the cartoons should be relatively unambiguous in 
the meaning of their content.
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(d) the jokes should be selected from different 
sources,
(e) the jokes should be readily understood by the 
subjects; no jokes concerning current events, or 
jokes requiring specialized knowledge should be 
included, and
(f) the jokes should be cartoons with or without captions
Using these criteria, a total of 98 jokes were 
collected from various magazines and newspapers like Laughter,
Punch, Radio Times, Evening News, and Parade.
Three psychologists served as judges in grouping 
these jokes into the following classes:
(a) sexual vs. non-sexual jokes,
(b) simple vs. complex jokes,
(c) personal vs. impersonal jokes, and
(d) orectic vs. cognitive jokes.
In (d), no attempt was made to separate orectic jokes 
into affective and conative jokes because the differentiation 
between these types of jokes, as mentioned, was too fine to 
render subjective judgement reliable. In (a) to (c), the bi-polar 
factors discovered by H.J. Eysenck (1947) were used. The repeated 
demonstrations (See Chap. 3) of these joke opposites made their 
inclusion in the classification advisable.
Instructions to the judges and definitions of 
the classes of jokes were given in Appendix 1. The judges were 
given the jokes to rate in a random order.
Inter-judge agreement) leaa given in Table 5 in the
next page.
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^okejÿimensions 
3 judges
Frequency
4 9
3 29
2 35
1 20
0 5
n 98
Table 5: Frequency of No. of Dimensions agreed by 
all 3 judges
The criteria for the final selection of the 
29 jokes included in the Joke Preference Scale were as follows:
(a) the cartoons were chosen according to the 
number of inter-judge agreements. All the
9 cartoons about which all 3 judges agreed on 
all the dimensions were used; of those where 
the judges agreed on only three dimensions, 
some were used and some were not; the rest 
of the cartoons were not u6ed,
(b) on some of the bi-polar pairs, one pde of the 
pair had only a few of the jokes belonging to it 
The jokes under this class thus had a priority 
of being included, e.g., although both jokes 
had all-judges agreement on three dimensions, a 
sexual joke was included while a non-sexual one
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was rejected as there were only a few sexual jokes in 
the original sample.
(ii) The Standardization of the Jokes;
The cartoons used as a measurement of the four 
joke dimensions, which had all-judge agreements, were as follows 
^ For Sexual Jokes: joke nos. 2, 9> 11, 13p l6, 18, 21,
23, & 28. ( n=9 )
For Non-sexual Jokes; joke nos. 4, 8, 10, 12, 19, 20,
22, 25, & 29. ( n=9 )
For Simple Jokes: joke nos. 2, 4, 9, 10, 11, 13, l6,
20, & 22. ( n=9 )
For Complex Jokes: joke nos. 1, 3, 5j 8, 12, 19, 24,
25, & 29. ( n=9 )
For Personal Jokes; joke nos. 7, 8, 11, 15, 17, 19,
22, 23, & 26. ( n=9 )
For Impersonal Jokes; joke nos. 4, 5, 10, 12, 14, 20,
25, 27, & 29. ( n=9 )
For Orectic Jokes: joke nos. 2, 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 13,
17, 20, 23, & 28. ( n=ll )
For Cognitive Jokes; joke nos. 1, 3, 6, 8, 12, 14, 22,
24, 25, 27, & 29. ( n=ll )
^ Please see the jokes for the content
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From the above, it can be seen that some of the cartoons 
were scored on all four dimensions while others might be scored 
on just one. The rationale for so doing was twofold; (l) the 
scoring of a joke or not will not affect the result provided 
it is consistently done to all the subjects, and (2) since only 
9 jokes had all inter-judge agreements on all the dimensions, all 
the cartoons cannot be scored on all dimensions. Furthermore, 
the failure of the judges to agree on one or several dimensions 
of a joke might be due to the inherent nature of the cartoons 
in question rather than their deficiencies as judges. It seems 
better to skip these ambiguous dimensions in a joke and only 
score the other dimensions that are free from ambiguities.
(2) Responses to the Joke Preference Scale;
(i) The Scale;
The subjects recorded their responses to the cartoons 
on a "Joke Preference Answer Sheet", Together with this answer 
sheet, they were given an "Instruction Sheet" directing them 
what they had to do, ( See Appendix 2 )
The subjects were instructed that "for each joke, 
write VL if you like it very much, L if you like it, I if you 
are indéfferent to it, D if you dislike it, and VD if you dislike 
it very much," and a "?" for jokes not understood. This procedure 
was in fact similar to a 5-point rating scale. The requirement 
that the subjects had to write down their responses in abbreviations 
was to minimize the careless mistakes which were so easily made 
in checking on a scale of 1 to 5> for example.
The choices of the words such as "like" and "dislike" 
were suggested by previous studies. As many workers discovered 
(e.g.: H.J. Eysenck, 1947, and A. Heim, 1937,) cognitive jokes
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were not "funny" though "clever" to many subjects. Thus, it seems 
better to use the more general terms such as "like" and "dislike" 
rather than the more specific but inadequate and inappropriate 
terms like "funny" and "clever."
The choice of a 5-points scale and the allowing 
for dislike responses rather than just like responses were 
suggested by previous studies. Hollingworth suggested (in R.E. 
Perl, 1933a) that four distinctions of merit were optimum when 
rating jokes. Since in our scale, both ratings of merits and 
demerits were required, a 5-points scale seemed to be reasonable, 
J. Levine and F.C. Redlick (1955) suggested that 
apart from giving pleasure, jokes could also arouse anxiety and 
defenses against anxiety. The using of &islike responses in our 
scale was suggested by R.P. Abelson (l958), who presented two 
factor analyses of responses to cartoons, one for likes and one 
for dislikes, in his study. "Previous studies," he argued,
"used only reports of liking and this did not provide for double- 
edged effect."
(ii) The Scoring;
The scoring of the responses was done as follows; 
for each of the sexual jokes, simple jokes, personal jokes, 
and orectic jokes, a score of 4 was given for each "VL" response,
3 for each "L" response, 2 for each "Indifferent" or "?" ,
1 for each "D" response, and 0 for each "VD" response. For 
each non-sexual joke, complex joke, impersonal joke, and cognitive 
joke, the responses were scored inversely: 0 for "VL" and 1 for 
"L" etc.
The theoretical ranges for the four dimensions were: 
0-72 for sexual-non-sexual jokes, simple-complex jokes, and 
personal—impersonal jokes; and 0—88 for orectic—cognitive jokes.
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One reason for using such a scoring system was to maximize 
the subjects* scores, in view of the limited number of jokes used. 
Besides, it waw more economical to give just one score to each 
dimension instead of giving two scores to each of the bi-polars.
More important, with such a scoring system, we managed to obtain 
the subjects* absolute scores for each dimension; their scores 
were independent of the base-rates.
One possible objection to the adoption of such a scoring 
system was that the bi-polar pairs in our cartoons might not be 
"bi-polar" although those in Eysenck’s might be. Nevertheless, 
in view of the judges* perfect agreement on the dimensions used 
in these jokes, confirming the experimenter’s subjective impression, 
the dimensions scored in each joke seemed to be the most striking 
features in the joke content. Simple jokes and complex jokes seemed 
to be of great psychological difference in kind, and this was true 
of cognitive jokes and orectic jokes. Personal jokes and impersonal 
jokes were less distinct while sexual jokes were very clear-cut 
though non-sexual jokes covered a very wide range.
(3) Reliability of the Joke Preference Scale:
Due to the limited numbers of cartoons ( 9 6 classes
& 11 in 2 classes ) used, a split-half test of reliability would 
not be applicable. Since in this stage of our research a parallel- 
set of cartoons was not available, a parallel—form test of 
reliability was also ruled out. We were left with test—retest
reliability alone.
The Joke Preference Scale, together with the set of 
cartoons presented in a standardized order from 1 to 29, was 
given individually to I6 subjects. After an interval of one month, 
the subjects were retested individually, using the same scale. 
Test-retest reliabilities for all four dimensions are given in 
Table 6 in the next page.
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DIMENSION
test4hetest
RELIABILITY
SIGNIFICANT
LEVEL
Sexual-Non-sexual 0.52 0.05
Simple-Complex 0.62 0.02
Personal-Impersonal 0,46 0.10
Orectic-Cognitive 0.64 0.01
n = l6
Test-retest Interval^ 1 month 
Table 6: Test-retest Reliability of the Joke Preference 
Scale
/
The reliability coefficients were not as high as 
desired, but the low coefficients were only to be expected for 
the following reasons;
(a) The carry-over effect; the subjects might still 
remember some of the cartoons, and familarity 
with cartoons might have differential effects 
on them.
(b) Having seen the jokes once might change a small 
aspect of the personalities of the subjects, 
and this permenant change might have showed
up in the retest.
(c) Taking a joke preference test might have a 
differential practice effect on different 
individuals.
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(d) Both the personalities and moods of the subjects might 
differ in the test and retest periods.
(e) The small number of items used made higher reliability 
coefficients unlikely,
(f) Some errors might be introduced by the ways we 
classified the jokes and scored the results.
In general, the test-retest reliability coefficients 
we obtained compared well with those obtained by other workers.
(Cf.: P. Kambouropoulou, 1926 & 1930; R.B. Cattell & b.B. Luborsky, 
1947 & LcB, Luborsky & R.B, Cattell, 1947.)
(4) Validity of the Joke Preference Scale;
Of the three ways of establishing the validity of a 
test, predictive validity, construct validity, and content validity, 
we can at present suggest that the scale has content validity»
Since all the dimensions in the cartoons used for scoring had 
perfect inter-judge agreements, content validity of the scale 
might be taken as established. Also, to the extent that our scale 
can foretell some of the subjects' personalities as to be hypothesized 
later, we have some faith in the predictive validity of our scale.
III. The Changes in Mean Scores after a Test-retest Interval of 
one month:-
An interesting incidental finding with reference to 
the reliability study of the scale is concerned with the changes 
in reported funniness of the jokes in the four dimensions. The 
changes in the mean scores after a test-retest interval of one 
month are given in Table 7 in the next page.
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Mean
^^^^^Score
Dimension
Test Retest Difference Sign.Level
Sexual-Non-sexual 34.62 34.75 0.13 NS
Simple-Complex 35.18 34.07 1.11 0.20
Personal-Impersonal 35.44 34.31 1.13 0.10
Orectic-Cognitive 44.25 46.00 1.75 
n « l6
Approach Î 
0.05
^ Table 7: Changes in Mean Scores after a Test-retest Interval
of 1 month
As can be seen from the table above, there was a 
slight increase in reported funniness for the sexual jokes, and 
considerable increase for complex, impersonal, and orectic jokes. 
However, none of the differences were significant though the 
difference for the orectic-cognitive dimension approached a 
significance,level of 0.05. In view of these W #  significance 
levels, the interpretation of our results must remain highly 
tentative.
H.L. Hollingworth (in R.E. Perl, 1933») distinguishes 
between two kinds of jokes: the "waxing jokes," and the "waning 
jokes." While the former increases in reported funniness on
^ The increase in the scores signifies the increase in liking 
for sexual, simple, personal, and orectic jokes; while the
decrease in the scores signifies the increase in liking
for the jokes at the opposite poles.
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repetition, the latter decreases on repetition. The waxing 
ones are the "objective ones, particularly the naive ones 
and the calamity jokes in which the predicament is self­
induced," and the waning ones are the "sharp retort, the pun, 
the play on words, wit, caricature, and occupational jokes."
Perl suggests that these latter jokes lose their funniness 
because the subjective deception is no longer forthcoming on 
repetition. There are besides these two kinds the "static jokes" 
which remain unchanged on repetition. The effect of these jokes 
is mixed, being "caused by the subjective and objective elements 
in combination or contradiction."
With the levels of significance we obtained, it
is rather difficult to draw any definite conclusion. Nevertheless, 
with great caution we may tentatively suggest that our sexual 
and non-sexual jokes are static jokes. While our complex jokes, 
impersonal jokes and orectic jokes are waxing jokes, our simple 
jokes, personal jokes, and cognitive jokes are waning jokes.
One possible explanation why the sexual and non-sexual 
jokes are static jokes can be inferred from previous studies. One 
of the most consistent finding in joke preferences is that 
extraverts like sexual jokes and introverts like aon«-sexualljokes. 
These strong correlations may show up even on repetition*
The increase in reported funniness of the complex 
jokes and the decrease in simple jokes may be explained thusn 
since complex jokes are more difficult to understand by definition, 
the subjects may understand them better and thus like them more 
on repetition, while simple jokes may lose their original charm 
on repetition, when a satiation effect may set in. These arguments 
are, however, purely speculative, and future experimentation is 
needed to settle the issue.
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Similar arguments may also be applied to the finding 
that the impersonal jokes are waxing jokes and the personal jokes 
are waning jokes. Since impersonal jokes require the subjects to 
have a grasp of the total humorous situation, which requires a 
certain amount of intellectualisation and experience, the subjects 
may better understand these jokes on repetition and thus like 
them better. Personal jokes, which have a simpler appeal, may 
lose their appeal on repetition. These arguments, again, need 
experimental proof.
Lastly, our orectic jokes seem to fit in quite well with 
Hollington's definition of the waxing jokes,and the cognitive jokes, 
the waning jokes. Our finding that the orectic jokes increased 
while cognitive jokes decreased in reported funniness seem to 
support Hollington's contention about the waxing and the waning 
jokes.
IV. Personality Dimensions;
Several criteria were used for the selection of the 
personality variables. They were:
(a) The personality variables should be of great 
theoretical implications (See Chap, 2),
(b) The personality variables should have a relatively 
long history in the experimental literature in
the study of joke preferences, (See Chap. 3) and
(c) The variables should be "type" oriented rather 
than "trait" oriented.
The last criterion does not imply personality can be 
better understand by "type" approach than "trait" approach.
Indeed, for most personality research, a division of personality 
into distinct groups would be too broad a division. For most 
personality variables, individual differences differ in degree
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rather than in kind. Thus, personality is generally more fruitfully 
described along a continuum than separated categories. The 
adoption of a type approach in this study is due partly to the 
suggestion of theories, and partly to the past experimental 
literature, which tends to favour a type appraoch in the study of 
the personality correlates of the sense of humour. When our 
knowledge in the present field is limited, it seems worthwhile 
to start with a broad and inclusive approach and seek for finer 
discrimination only after we have the general outline of the 
topic.
It should be pointed out, however, that although 
using a type approach, all personality variables will be treated 
as lying in a continuum in our statistical treatment. In other 
words, it is assumed that personality may differ both in kind 
and in degree.
Using these criteria, three tests were selected:
(l) Eysenck Personality Inventory (EPI):
This test measures two personality dimensions in addition 
to a "Lie" scale:
(a) Neuroticism (N); or emotionality; or stability-instability 
Detailed description concerning N is^given, but H.J* 
Eysenck & B.G. Eysenck (1964) suggest that "As regards
N, no such account is perhaps required as our description 
would be very similar to those given by countless other 
writers since Woodworth published his Personal Data 
Sheet and Taylor her Manifest Anxiety Scale,"
(b) Extraversion (E): This test also measures the personality 
dimension extraversion-introversion. While Eysencks' 
definitions of extraversion and introversion resemble 
Jung's, Eysenck & Eysenck claim that they are "certainly 
not identical." The typical extravert is described as
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"sociable, likes parties, has many friends, needs to have people 
to talk to, and does not like reading or studying by himself.
He craves excitement, takes chances, often sticks his neck out, 
acts on the spur of the moment, and is generally an impulsive 
individual. He is fond of practical jokes, always has a ready 
answer, and generally likes change; he is carefree, easy-going, 
optimistic, and likes to 'laugh and be merry,' He prefers to 
keep moving and dicing thing, tends to be aggressive and lose his 
temper quickly; altogether his feelings areakept under tight 
control, and he is not always a reliable person,"
The typical introvert is, on the other hand, a 
"quiet, retiring sort of person, introspective, fond of books 
rather than people; he is reserved and distant except to intimate 
friends. He tends to plan ahead, 'look before he leaps,* and 
distrusts the impulse of the moment. He does not like excitement, 
takes matters of everyday life with proper seriousness, and likes 
a well-ordered mode of life. He keeps his feelings under close 
control, seldom behaves in an aggressive manner, and does not
lose his temper easily. He is reliable, somewhat pessimistic, and
places great value on ethical standards,"
It should be pointed out that the test measures 
phenotypes rather than genotype; it measures behaviour and not 
constitutional aspects.
The relationship between N and E and the ancient 
Galen-Kant-Wundt scheme of the four temperaments is given in
Figure 8 in the next page. The traits shown on the outer rim of
the figure represent descriptions of the four types which are 
derived from factor analytic studies. Eysenck and Eysenck ($964) 
suggest that "it is an impirical fact that a large proportion 
of the total common variance produced by the observed correlations
between these traits can be accounted for in terms of these
two factors." ( N and E)
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UNSTABLE
Moody 
Anxious 
Rigid 
Sober 
Pessimistic 
Reserved 
Unsociable 
Quiet MELANCHOLIC
PHLEGMATIC
—  INTROVERTSD^
Passive 
Careful 
Thoughtful 
Peaceful 
Controlled 
Reliable
Even-tempered
Calm
CHOLERIC
Touchy 
Restless 
Aggressive 
Excitable 
Changeable 
Impulsive 
Optimistic 
Active
SANGUINE
EXTRAVERTËÜ 
Sociable 
Outgoing 
Talkative 
Responsive 
Easy-going .
Lively
Carefree
Leadership
STABLE
Fig. 8; Relationship of Extraversion/introversion 
and Neuroticism/Stability to earlier 
Personality Schemes
( From Eysenck & Eysenck,1964.)
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(2) The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator;
This test is built according to Jung's theory of the 
"Psychological Types." ( C, Jung, 1923.) The test divides 
personality into l6 types, according to the subjects' preferences 
along four indices, which are:
(a) Extraversion/ Introversion (E^I): This index measures 
whether a person is an extravert or an introvert in the Jungian 
sense of the terms. I.B» Myers (1962) defines the extravert as 
one who is "oriented primarily to the outer world, and thus 
tends to focus his perception and judgment upon people and things," 
and the introvert is one who is "oriented primarily to the inner 
world postulated in Jungian theory, and thus tends to focus his 
perception and judgment upon concepts and ideas."
(b) Sensing/ Intuition (S-N); This index measures the 
subject's preference between two opposite ways of perceiving: 
sensing and intuition. The sensing person is one who relies 
"primarily on the familiar process of sensing, by which he is 
made aware of things directly through one or another of his 
five senses," and the intuitive person is one who relies 
"primarily on the less obvious process of intuition, which is 
understood as indirect perception by way of the unconscious, 
with the emphasis on ideas or associations which the unconscious 
tacks on to the outside things perceived."
(c) Thinking/ Feeling (T-F): This index measures the
subject's preference between two opposite ways of judging: thinking 
and feeling. The thinking person is one who "relies primarily 
upon thinking, which discriminates impersonally between true and 
false," and the feeling person is one who relies mainly "on feeling, 
which discriminates between valued and not-valued."
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(d) Judgment/ Perception (j-P); This index is designed 
to reveal the subject's preference between a judging process 
( T or F ), or a perceptive process ( S or N ) in his dealings 
with the outer world, that is, in the extraverted part of his 
life.
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator has two advantages over 
the Eysenck Personality Inventory in respect to the study of 
individual differences in joke preferences: (A) It gives finer 
type-divisions than the EPI, and (b ) While the EPI is strictly 
a measuring instrument of behavioural indices of personality, 
the Myers-Briggs allows for deeper, indirect measurement of 
unconscious manifestation of personality. Since it has been 
repeatedly suggested that joke preferences may reveal the unconscious 
level of psychological functioning, a study of personality 
correlates with joke preferences should include tests that tap 
deeper levels of personality.
(3) J.R. Davitz et al: The Metaphor Test; (from J.R.
Davitz, 1964,)
This test is still in its experimental stage and is 
not well-standardized. The test was chosen for the present study 
mainly because of its relevancy to the problem and its indirectness
as a personality measurement.
The test attempts to measure "emotional sensibility." 
There are altogether 63 metaphors which express emotional meanings 
through: (A) Situational description, (B) Expressive behaviour, 
and (C) Words with subjective reference. Five emotional meanings 
are tested: anxiety, anger, sadness, love, and joy. The revised 
characteristics of metaphor which communicate these five emotional 
meanings are reprinted in Table 9 on the next pag:e.
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EMOTIONAL
MEANING
SITUATION EXPRESSIVE
BEHAVIOUR
WORDS WITH 
SUBJECTIVE 
REFERENCES
ANXIETY Threat; impending host­
ility or danger; 
fearful objects.
Grimacing, 
startling, 
hair standing 
up.
Fragmentation,
instability,
confusion,
tension.
ANGER Hostility ongoing or 
momentarily imminent; 
warlike figure.
Hissing, teeth 
bared; smoke 
springing from 
mouth.
Harsh
SADNESS Loss; death or dying; 
hostility already 
occurred.
Drooped mouth; 
crying, lying 
prostrate.
Empty, hollow, 
dismal, dark, 
grey, somber.
LOVE Two animals or persons 
coming together; 
objects in harmony or 
unity.
Hugging,
kissing.
Serene, peace­
ful, warm, 
soft.
Joy Ongoing active pleasure ,Smiling, 
laughter.
Animated, 
pleasant, 
brightness, 
lightness.
Table 9; Revised Characteristics of Metaphors which
communicate Emotional Meanings
(From J.R. Davitz, 1964.)
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The subject is required to identify the emotional 
meaning of each of the metaphors. In the first question, for 
example, the subject, in order to gain one point, has to write 
the word "anxiety" to the statement "Here is a plane that's 
about to crash. It's in flames. There's nothing that can be done 
It's completely out of control."
The construction of the Metaphor Test was rather 
complicated. Davitz et al. first gave some ink-blots to theirI
subjects and told them to respona^ freely. From these, a large 
number of statements was collected. Later, the test-constructors 
asked the subjects the emotional meanings (anxiety, love, etc.) 
they tried to express in the statements they made. Also, the 
same statements were given to several psychologists to judge. 
Those statements that had consensus between the subjects and 
the judges with regard to their emotional meanings were included 
in the test.
Since the test is still in its experimental stage, 
it has not been well-standardized. However, Davitz et al. have 
shown some of the intercorrelations among various independent 
measures of Emotional Sensibility and Verbal Intelligence, which 
are reprinted in Table 10 in the next page. Significantly, the 
workers found a significant correlation between vocal "emotional 
sensibility" and the scores on the Metaphor Test. Nevertheless, 
no significant correlations were found between the scores on 
the Metaphor Test and facial "emotional sensibility," though 
vocal "emotional sensibility" was significantly correlated with 
facial "emotional sensibility."
Using a sample to be reported later, which consisted 
of 27 students, the writer found a split-half reliability of 
0.75 for half of the test. Using the Spearman-Brown formula, 
the reliability coefficient of the total test became 0.86.
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METAPHOR VOCAL FACIAL rOCABULARY
Metaphor
Vocal
Facial
0.48** 0.12
0.66**
0.57
0.29*
0.09
Significant @ 0,05 level 
Significant @ 0.01 level
Table 10: Intercorrelations among various measure of
F.motional Sensibility and Verbal Intelligence
( From J.R. Davitz, 1964.)
V, Formulation of Hypotheses:
From the review of literature (Chap. 3)» it can 
be seen that some experimenters found significant correlation 
between neuroticism and preferences for jokes that were tension- 
reducing while others failed to find any relationship. It seems 
possible that the differences may depend on the stimulus intensities 
and the degree of the subject's neuroticism. In other words, the 
preference for orectic jokes may be related to neuroticism in 
an inverted U-shaped fashion: moderately neurotic subjects may 
like orectic jokes more than the low neurotic subjects or the 
highly neurotic subjects.
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As can be seen from H.J. Eysenck's experiment (1942), 
significant correlations were found between extraversion and the 
liking for sexual, simple, personal, and orectic jokes, and 
between introversion and the liking for jokes at the opposite 
poles. It may be recalled that Eysenck obtained his results from 
his studies with factor analysis. Can we obtain similar results 
if we start with the definition of the jokes?
The inclusion of two measures of the dimension (Eysenck's 
and Jung's ) served as a check on the expected relaionship. 
Furthermore, it was thought to be of interest to see whether there 
is a correlation between the two measures of this important
personality dimension the EPI measuring phenotype and the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator measuring personality at aldeeper 
level, though not genotype. If they are not highly inter-correlated 
it would be important to know whether one is more closely related 
than Ithe other to preferences among jokes.
The use of Jung’s psychological types has not been 
studied before in joke preferences. Since joke preferences have 
been suggested to reveal basic personality dimensions (See T.G. 
Andrew, 1943, for example), it is expected that certain relâÈLons 
should emerge between the Jungian Types and preferences for jokes. 
Thus, the implied separation of people into those who 
use their intellect more than feeling and those who use their 
feeling more than their intellect (Thinking-Feeling Index) suggests 
certain correlation with our joke classes of cognitive and
orectic jokes,
Jung's Sensationflntuition Index seems to suggest a 
relationship with our Simple—Complex jokes, since it is claimed 
that intuitive persons have a greater toleration of complexity 
and are interested in ambiguous, complicated things which hold
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vast possibilities for future manifestation, D,W* Mackinnon,
(1962), for instance, suggests the intuitive "looks expectantly 
for a bridge or link between that which is given and present 
and that which is not yet thought of, focusing habitually upon 
possibilities."
Lastly, there is a basic difference between the two 
attitudes of judging and perceiving. In the former, "in order to 
come to a conclusion, perception must be shut off for the time 
being. The evidence is all in. Anything more is incompetent, 
irrelevant and immaterial. One now arrives at a verdict and gets 
things settled. Conversely, in the perceiving attitude one shuts 
off judgment for the time being. The evidence is not all in.
There is much more to it than this. New developments will occur.
It is much too soon to do anything irrevocable," (Myers-Briggs,
1962,) From this description of the two attitude types, there 
seems to be some relationship between the liking for personal 
jokes by the judging type, and the impersonal jokes by the perceiving 
type. The judging type, being preoccupied with the right and wrong 
of individual behaviour, may be more sensitive to the perception 
of individual idiosyncrasy. The perceiving person, on the other 
hand, who leada a life "that is more open to experience both from 
within and from without, and characterized by flexibility and 
spontaneity," (D.W, Mackinnon, 1962) may not find personal 
jokes so funny as the judging type.
Though emotional sensibility has not been studied 
in joke preferences, A,F, Roberts (1957) and others have pointed 
the role of empathy and identification in the enjoyment of certain 
jokes. Since in the enjoyment of orectic jokes, a certain ability 
of empathy and identification is necessary, people who are more 
sensitive emotionally may have more insight into the content of 
these jokes,and as a result, may like them better.
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J.R. Davitz et al, follow Danger's distinction between 
two kinds of symbolic activities: discursive ability and non- 
discursive ability. They suggest that the usual measures of 
intelligence tap discursive ability, but their test taps non- 
discursive symbolic ability. They distinguish between verbal 
and non-verbal communication, which are claimed to be similar to 
the distinction between Danger's two symbolic activities. Danger 
also suggests a theory of aesthetics in terms of the communication 
of emotional meanings by non-discursive symbols. Emotional 
sensibility as measured by the metaphor test is claimed to be 
associated to this non-discursive symbolism.
Thus, it seems that the liking for certain orectic jokes, 
which may require non-discursive ability, may be related to 
emotional sensibility as measured by the Metaphor Test,
VI, Summary of Hypotheses:
(1) Neuroticism;
The preference for orectic jokes is related to neuroticism 
in an inverted U-shaped fashion, that is, moderately 
neurotic subjects like orectic jokes more than the low 
neurotic subjects, or the highly neurotic subjects.
(2) Extraversion-Introversion;
Extraversion (in both Eysencks' and Jung's classification) 
like sexual, simple, personal, and orectic jokes more, 
and introverts (in both Eysencks' and Jung's classification) 
like non-sexual, complex, impersonal, and cognitive 
jokes more,
(3) Sensation-Intuition :
Intuitives like complex jokes more than the sensation 
type c
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(4) Thinking-Fee1ing;
The thinking type likes cognitive jokes more and the 
feeling type likes orectic jokes more,
(5) Jndgment-Perception;
The judgment type likes personal jokes more and the 
perceiving type likes impersonal jokes more,
(6) Emotional Sensibility;
Emotionally more sensitive people like orectic jokes 
more than less sensitive people.
VII. Procedure :
The sample used in this study was a group of Chinese 
students, 27 in number. All of them came from Hong Kong 
and they had been in England for at least three years.
All of them were male students majoring in various subjects 
from Arts, Sciences, and Law. The age ranged from 19 years 
to 29 years, with a mean age of about 25. This group is 
moderately homogeneous.
The four tests were given to each subject individually 
in the order of the Joke Preference Scale first, EPI next, 
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator next, and lastly, the Metaphor 
Test. The subjects were told to work at their own speed and 
there were no set time limits. However, they were advised 
to give their first responses to all the tests and they were 
told not to reconsider the items answered if possible. No 
further suggestion and assistance were given to the subjects 
except the suggestion to the effect that they should try 
their best to answer all the items and they should not worry 
about whether or not they had made the right responses. 
Before they took the tests, they were told to read the 
instructions carefully. On the whole, no further help was
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required by the subjects except a confirmation now and again by 
the experimenter that they were doing the right thing, that they 
were following the instructions, to the less confident subjects. 
Having satisfied himself that the subjects understood what they 
were expected to do, the experimenter went to the nearby room 
so that the subjects might do the tests in private. He only 
returned to the subjects on their request.
VIII. Results;
The Joke Preference Scale was scored using the 
method reported, the EPI was scored according to the "Manual of 
the EPI," the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator was scored using 
"continuous scores" (not type scores), and the Metaphor Test 
was scored by the simple addition of right answers made by 
each subject.
The mean and standard deviation of the variables 
are reproduced in Table 11 below;
TEST JOKE EPI MYERS-BRIGGS Davil
VARIABLE
sex.- 
non-s,
simp.J 
c omp. "
■Pers, 
•imp.
orec,
-cog. N E E-I S-N r -F J-P Me t.
MEAN 35.85 35.8: 35.3344.6; 10.81 10.6: 111 96 103 83 43
STANDARD
DEVIATION
4.10 4.58 3.26 5.83 4,80 3.04 24.9 25.4 21 21 7.22
n » 27
Table 11 : Mean and Standard Deviation of the Variables
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From the table, it can be seen that the sample showed, 
in the Joke Preference Scale, the greatest scatter in the 
orectic-cognitive dimension (which includes more joke items 
than the other three dimensions,) next in the simple-complex 
dimension, next in the sexual-non-sexual dimension, and least 
in the personal-impersonal dimension. Thus, it seems that the 
orectic-cognitive dimension showed the greatest discriminating 
power, next the simple-complex dimension, next the sexual-non-sexual 
dimension, and least the personal-impersonal dimension.
In the EPI, our sample had a mean of 10.81 and a 
standard deviation of 4.80 in Neuroticism, In the Normal Standard­
ization Sample of the test, for students, the mean for the same 
dimension is 10.006 and the standard deviation is 5.006. In view 
of the similarity between the figures in the two samples, our 
sample seems to resemble the standardized student sample in this 
dimension.
In the same inventory, our sample had a mean of 10.63 and 
a standard deviation of 3*04 in Extraversion. In the Normal Stand­
ardization Sample of the test, for students, the mean for the 
same dimension is 11.095 and the standard deviation is 4*543.
Our sample seems to be very slightly more introverted than the 
standardized sample, and it is more homogeneous a group than 
the standardized sample.
In the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, for continuous scores, 
the means for all indices are 100. Scores equal to or above 101 
belong to the side of introversion, intuition, feeling, and 
perception; scores equal to or below 99 belong to the side of 
extraversion, sensation, thinking, and judgment. Thus, our sample 
as a whole was more introverted (E—I = 111), more on the side of 
sensation (S-N = 96), more on the side of feeling (T-F = 103), 
and more on the side of judgment (j—P « 83). In our sample, using
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Myers-Briggs* Type Divisions, 7 of our subjects were extraverts 
and 20 introverts, 17 were sensation type and 10 intuitive type,
11 thinking type and l6 feeling type, and 20 judgment type and 
7 perception type. Since Myers-Briggs' standardization samples 
were American students and our sample consisted of Chinese 
students, it seems reasonable to suggest that, in our sample at 
least, the Chinese are more introverted, slightly more sensing, 
have slightly more feeling, and are more judging than the American 
students in Myers-Briggs* samples.
Since Davitz et al. have not given any standardization 
samples for their test, we cannot compare our statistics with 
any standardized groups. In our sample, the mean response correct 
was 43, and the standard deviation was 7*22* The range was 53-25=28.
The subjects' scores on the four joke dimensions were 
correlated with their scores on the seven personality variables*
The results are diagrammed and reproduced in Table 12 on the next 
page.
Since the correlations between neuroticism and joke
preferences may be very complicated as we learned from the
review of the literature in Chapter 3--  scatter-diagrams were
drawn for all the correlations between joke preferences and the 
scores on neuroticism. These diagrams are given in Fig. 14-17 in 
p. 96-99*
To show the relationship between neuroticism and each 
of the joke dimensions, the following statistical treatments were 
carried out: (l) correlation coefficient, (2) eta coefficient 
(correlation ratio,) and (3) the difference between the upper 
and lower quartile scores and the middle quartiles. These data 
are given in Table 13 in p. 95*
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^ \ J 0 K E
PERSON^>^s_ 
. ALITY
SEX.-NON-SEX. SIM.-COMP. PERSON.-IMPER. ORECT.-COG.
Ë
M
0.38 . 0.05 -0.05 0.00
E-I
*
-0.37 -0.15 0.13 0.03
S-N -0.10 * -0.36 • -0.03 -0.13
T-F
y
-0.35 “0 e 12 ^ -0.27 -0.03
J-P 0.08 0.00
+
-0,29 0.05
Metaphor 0.07
¥¥
-0.38(1) 0.09 —0.12
n = 27
# Significant @ 0.025 level 
^ Significant @ 0.05 level 
Significant @ 0.10 level
Table 12: Correlation Matrix of Joke Preference Scores 
and Personality Measures
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! 1 
STATISTICS
^ \ ^ O K E
PERSONALÏï^
Sexual-
Non-sex,
Simple-
Complex
Personal-
Impersonal
Orectic-
Cognitiv
r N -0.16 —0.06 0.14 0.16
N 0.68 ^
ê
0.78T 0.72 0.69^
t N 1.50
¥
1.68 0.00
* *
1.95
n = 27
r a Coefficient of correlation
^  a Eta correlation, or correlation ratio
t a Critical Ratio; the differences between the sum of the
upper quartile & the lower quartile and the middle quartiles.
# Significant beyond the 0.001 level 
■r 4( Significant at the 0.05 level 
^ Significant at the 0.10 level
Table 13: Coefficient of Correlation, Eta Correlation,& 
the Critical Ratio between Neuroticism and
the Joke Dimensions
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44
42
40
28
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 200 2
N.
27
r = -0.l6 
= 0.68 
t - 1.50
Fig. 14: Correlation between Scores on Sex-non-Sex 
and Neuroticism
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81.-C.
48
44
42
40
28
24
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 200 2
n » 27
r sa —0*06 
/>= 0.78
t = 1.68
Fig. 15: Correlation between Scores on Simple-Complex 
and Neuroticism
P-I
42
40
38
36
34
32
30
28
- <
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J I 1 I I L—  1 i I I N
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
n m 21
r = 0.14 
/» = 0.72 
t » 0
Fig. l6: Correlation between Scores on Personal-Impersonal 
and Neuroticism
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0—Cog*
60
56
52
48
44
40
36
32
- Â
%
X
X
X
X X
X X  ^
X
K Jf
f X
X X
N
) 2 ^  k 8 ÎIO i t  r t  1% rfe 2Ü
n - 27
r * 0*l6 
0.69 
t - 1.95
Fig. 17: Correlation between Scores on Orectic-Cognitive 
and Neuroticism
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As can be seen in Table 13, no significant correlations 
were found between neuroticism and all the four joke dimensions.
The correlation coefficients ranged from -0«l6 to O.I6, However, 
when eta coefficients were computed for the same, significant 
correlations beyond the 0.001 level were found between each of the 
joke dimensions and neuroticism; neuroticism correlated 0.68 with 
the dimension sexual-non-sexual, 0.78 with the dimension simple- 
complex, 0.72 with the dimension personal-impersonal, and 0.69 
with the dimension orectic—cognitive. Nevertheless, no great 
confidence can be placed on these eta coefficients for the following 
reasons: (a) That the eta coefficient is known to be very unreliable 
for small samples, (b) Eta is dependent on the number of columns 
used (we had 18 columns for the correlation between sexual-non-sexual 
and neuroticism). With a large number of columns, we make the means 
of the classes less stable, and, as they fluctuate more, chance 
errors become more important in inflating eta, (3) Because of the
small number in the sample and the large number of columns, a F
^ # 
test^linearity was also not possible.
For each of the four distributions, a comparison was 
also made between the upper quartile scores plus the lower quartile 
scores and the middle quartiles scores. For each, a critical score 
showing the difference between the means was computed. The critical 
score between orectic-cognitive and neuroticism was significant at 
the 0.05 level, while those between sexual-non-sexual and neuroticism, 
and between simple-complex and neuroticism were significant
at the 0.10 level.
^  For the detail description of the eta correlation, please 
read J.P. Guilford, Fundamental Statistics in Psychology 
and Education. New York & London: McGraw-Hill, 1956, p.288—297.
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Thus, it seems that the only finding on joke preferences 
and neuroticism we can have faith in is that neuroticism is 
indeed correlated in an inverted-U shape fashion to the joke 
dimension orectic-cognitive*
As can be seen from Table 12 in page 94, the two measures 
of extraversion-introversion were correlated with the joke 
dimension sexual-nonsexual• Extraversion as measured by the EPI 
was correlated 0.38 with the preference for sexual jokes, and 
introversion as measured by the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator was 
correlated -0.37 with sexual jokes. Both of these correlation 
coefficients were significant at the 0.05 level. Thus, extraverts 
seem to prefer sexual jokes while introverts seem to like non- 
sexual jokes better.
When the two measures of extraversion-introversion were 
correlated, a correlation coefficient of 0.71 was found. 
Apparently, the two tests measure essentially the same personality 
variable.
The Jungian index of sensation-intuition was found to 
be correlated -0.36 with the joke dimension simple-complex. This 
correlation was significant at the 0.05 level. Thus, it seems 
that the sensing type prefers simple jokes while the intuitive 
type prefers complex jokes.
The Jungian index of thinking-feeling correlated -0.35 
with the joke dimension sexual-non-sexual, and -0.27 with the 
joke dimension personal-impersonal. The former was significant 
at the 0.05 level, and the latter at the 0.10 level. Thus, it 
seems that the thinking type prefers sexual, and perhaps,personal 
jokes, while the feeling type prefers non-sexual, and perhaps, 
impersonal jokes.
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The last Jungian index, judgment-perception, correlated 
-0,29 with the joke dimension personal—impersonal « This correlation 
coefficient was significant at the 0,10 level. Thus, it seems, 
but at a rather low level of confidence, that the judging type 
may prefer personal jokes while the perceiving type may prefer 
impersonal jokes.
Lastly, scores on the Metaphor Test correlated -0,381 
with the joke dimension simple-complex. This correlation 
coefficient was significant at the 0.025 level. Thus, it seems 
that the subjects who are more sensitive emotionally prefer more 
complex jokes while the less sensitive subjects like the simple 
jokes better.
XI. Discussion;
Under this section, we will discuss our findings 
in the order given by the **Summary of Hypotheses” in page 89«
(l) Neuroticism;
The hypothesis that the preference for orectic jokes 
is related to neuroticism in an inverted U-shaped fashion is 
confirmed. Furthermore, with less confidence, the same relationship 
seems to hold for sexual jokes, and simple jokes.
Neurotics are anxious people. They tend to repress their 
sexual and aggressive drives. Yet they are the people who are most 
hungry for the release and satisfaction of these fundamental 
drives. Indeed, they are neurotics just because they fail to find 
the socially-approved channels for the release of the dammed-up 
energy of their repressed drives. As S. Freud (1962) described 
so succinctly: ”lt is his (the neurotics') disappointment and
longing which are transformed into dread his libido, unable to
be expended, and at that time not to be held suspended, is discharged 
through being converted into dread.”
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The amount of pleasure one gets from a joke is related 
to the amount of tension it helps one to release through laughing 
at it. As Freud suggests (in M. Grotjahn, 1966); "The resultant 
pleasure corresponds to the economy of psychic expenditure." 
However, the success of a joke does not depend on its content, 
but on its techniques. The techniques used in joke-formation 
must be so disguised as to be free of the condemnation of the 
super-ego. M. Grotjahn, for instance, suggests that "Any joke 
is judged according to the efficiency of the disguise. The 
humorous has a double-edged character and can easily change 
from pleasurable to displeasing. In 'misfired* witticisms the 
disguise slips and allows the tendency to show; then the censor 
punishes, and feelings of embarrassment, shame, disgust, or 
guilt result." Thus, a neurotic will try to obtain as much fun 
from the joke as his super-ego allows. His liking for any joke 
will be a function of both the tendency and the technique of 
disguise of the joke.
Orectic jokes are those which are "largely concerned 
with.... sex, with superiority, and generally which depend on 
personal empathy of one kind or another." (See Appendix l)
In general, orectic jokes are concerned with emotion of one 
kind or another. Neurotics, due to their inhibited emotional 
expression, may generalize from their original inhibition 
towards taboos like sex and aggression to emotion in general. 
Indeed, one of the defensive mechanisim is called "intellectual- 
ization." Apparently, through their technical disguises, cognitive 
jokes do not have so much obvious tendency as orectic jokes.
In a certain sense, cognitive jokes may be called a form of 
"intellectualization of tendency jokes," The aggressive and sexual
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tendencies are often disguised in the shadow of verbal play and 
manipulation. In the chapter The Sense of Humor and Its Relation 
to Character and Sex. Grotjahn (op.cit.) gives the following 
description of wit:
"Repressed laughter stemming from aggression which 
is not allowed to break through from the unconscious because it 
is too daring or not sufficiently disguised may cause a psychosomatic 
symptom, probably a headache. The headache personality is as a 
rule found in an intelligient but aggressive individual who 
inhibits severely the expression of his hostility. He appears to 
be cool, calm, and collected, but underneath he is torn by strong 
hostile feelings. Migraine patients are frequently witty. They 
find a temporary release for their intense hostility in cold, 
sharp, cutting remarks and witticism. As lleik expressed it,
'A thought murder a day keeps the doctor away.*"
Since the tendencies behind the jokes are better 
disguised in cognitive jokes than in orectic jokes, the highly 
neurotic subjects may enjoy them with less inhibition and anxiety.
The moderately neurotic subjects enjoy the orectic jokes most 
because these jokes help them in their emotional expression while 
at the same time their superegos are not as severe as the highly 
neurotics so that they may enjoy them relatively free of 
disturbance. The low neurotic subjects do not enjoy orectic jokes 
as much as the tàoderately neurotic subjects because their drives 
for emotional outlet are not as strong as the moderately neurotic 
subjects.
A similar argument may be put forward for the other 
joke dimensions: sexual-non-sexual, and simple-complex. Thus, 
very neurotic subjects do not much like sexual jokes because 
their very severe super-egos may forbid them to experience any
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pleasure from the taboo subject of sex. Their scores on the sexual- 
non-sexual may resemble those of the low neurotic subjects, but 
for different reasons. The low neurotic subjects, because they 
are relatively anxiety-free, may find other channels for the 
expression of their sexual drives and they may thus find the 
sexual jokes less compelling and appealing. The moderately 
neurotic subjects, because of their dammed-up sexual drives and 
their less severe super-egos, may find the sexual jokes very 
funny.
As can be seen from the definitions (See Appendix l), 
simple jokes are those that are "more direct, less subtle, and 
more easily understood. Complex jokes are, on the other hand, 
less direct, more subtle, and less easily understood. Simple jokes 
may more easily be described as 'funny,* while complex jokes may 
more easily be described as 'clever.'" Thus, in general,complex 
jokes are more subtle and better disguised. This may explain 
our findings on this joke dimension. The reasons are similar to 
those given for the joke dimension orectic-cognitive: that the 
moderately neurotic subjects can enjoy the jokes that are less 
well-disguised,while the highly neurotic subjects find them 
frightening and the low neurotic subjects find them less interesting.
It should be pointed out, however, that what has 
been said so far is purely speculative, and a more conclusive 
explanation must await further experimentation. Furthermore, the 
following reservations must be made concerning the data;
(l) we used rather a small sample of 27 subjects only, (2) 
we used the eta correlation for our statistical treatment, but 
as mentioned, the eta correlation is quite unreliable when the 
sample is small, (3) the critical ratios for the sexual-non-sexual 
dimension and the simple-complex dimension have rather low levels 
of confidence.
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Nevertheless, our finding that the preference for 
orectic jokes is related to neuroticism in an inverted U-shaped 
fashion is significantly confirmed. In view of the significant 
eta correlation and the significant critical ratio, we may have 
some confidence that the joke dimension is indeed related to the 
personality dimension of neuroticism as hypothesized.
(2) Extraversion-Introversion ;
The hypothesis that extraverts like sexual, simple, 
personal, and orectic jokes better, and introverts like non-sexual, 
complex, impersonal, and cognitive jokes better is only partly 
confirmed. As the results show, only one of the joke dimensions, 
sexual-non-sexual, correlated significantly with the personality 
dimension extraversion-introversion. It was found that extraverts 
preferred sexual jokes while introverts preferred non-sexual jokes*
In Eysenck's divisions, the extraverts is described 
as "active, sociable, optimistic, outgoing, impulsive, and 
talkative," and the introvert is described as "quiet, passive, 
unsociable, careful, reserved, and thoughtful." (See page 81)
In the Jungian division, Myers-Briggs says that the extravert 
is "oriented primarily to the outer world, and thus tends to 
focus his perception and judgment upon people and things," 
and the introvert is "oriented primarily to the inner world 
postulated in Jungian theory, and thus tends to focus his perception 
and judgment upon concepts^and ideas *" (Myers-Briggs, 1962.)
From these description of the two types of personality, it is 
not difficult to see why the extraverts prefers sexual jokes, 
while the introvert prefers non-sexual ones. Since "inhibitory 
potentials are likely to be greater in extraverted people, 
excitatory potentials in introverted people," (H.J. Eysenck, 1965) 
we would expect extraverts to crave for excitement, and sexual
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jokes are undoubtedly one form of socially-approved excitement.
On the behavioral level, there is no doubt that 
extraverts prefer sexual jokes and introverts prefer non-sexual 
ones. Nevertheless, it is not certain whether the introverts do 
indeed dislike the sexual jokes covertly. Since by definition, 
extraverts are more sociable and outgoing, and introverts are 
unsociable and reserved, this reported preference for non-sexual 
jokes rather than sexual ones may be due to shyness and 
unsociability rather than their real preferences. In this study, 
no attempt has been made to control this factor, but in Study 2, 
to be reported in the next chapter, this will be done. To control 
the factor of social shyness, the tests must be carried out 
in private. As Chapter 3 argues, situational factors are very 
important in the study of joke preferences.
The results revealed no significant differences 
between the extraverts and the introverts in their reported 
liking for simple vs. complex jokes, personal vs. impersonal jokes, 
and orectic vs. cognitive jokes.
Since extraverts are more impulsive individuals, 
it might be expected that they would prefer simple, readily 
comprehensible jokes rather than the more complex. This proposition 
was not confirmed. One tentative suggestion is that our sample 
of jokes may all be rather simple to the subjects. However, this 
seems quite unlikely as we have found quite a few "?" ("Don't 
understand") responses from the subjects. Thus, at least a few of 
the jokes may bet rather complex.
The proposition that extraverts like personal 
jokes and introverts like impersonal jokes is also not confirmed.
Our tentative conclusion is that though introverts do not like to 
meet people socially, it does not mean that they do not like people.
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Indeed, one of thefavourite pastimes of/> introverts is reading
novels. This seems to suggest their liking for people on a
fantasy level if not in reality. Thus, they find the idiosyncrasies 
of the personalities depicted in the jokes as funny as the 
extraverts find them to be.
The proposition that extraverts like orectic jokes 
better and introverts like cognitive jokes better is also not 
confirmed. In spite of their external unemotionality, introverts 
seem to have as much emotion as extraverts. They may not reveal 
this in a social gathering, but they may show it in their joke 
preferences. Though they may not like to show their feeling or 
empathy in a social situation, they do not hesitate to show it 
at the fantasy level.
Introverts must be distinguished from the unemotional, 
and the neurotics. As Jung’s personality types include a thinking 
type and a feeling type for both the extravert and the introvert, 
the dimension of thinking-feeling seems to be independent of the 
dimension of extravarsion-introversion. # Thus, introverts may 
like emotional topics as much as the extraverts do although the 
introverts may not show their liking to the world. Likewise, the 
introverts are not the neurotics. As Eysenck suggests, the 
dimension of extraversion and the dimension of neuroticism are 
independent of each others, (I966.) Likewise, Jung does not think 
that the introverts are more neurotic than the extraverts.
Unlike the neurotics, they are not inhibited in their emotional
# Jung made the same mistake initially. As he says (l92l),
"In two former communications concerning psychological 
types, I did not carry out the distinction outlined above, 
but identified the thinking type with the introvert and 
the feeling type with the extravert. A deeper elaboration 
of the problem proved this combination to be untenable."
(in Introduction, Psychological Types, 1921.)
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expression, although they may be taken to be so in a social 
situation,
(3) Sensation-Intuition;
The hypothesis that intuitives like complex jokes better 
than the sensing type does is confirmed.
As suggested in p, 87-88, the intuitives have higher 
toleration of complexity than the sensing type. Also, they are 
interested in ambiguous and complicated things which may hold 
vast possibilities for future manifestation. Being at home with 
complicated subjects, the intuitives like the complex jokes 
likewise. Though the sensing type pay great attention to minute 
details, they cannot tolerate subjects that are less clearly 
defined. Thus, they may find the simple jokes more entertaining 
than the complex ones.
Apart from this theoretical explanation, a statistical 
attempt was made to see whether the intuitives like the complex 
jokes better may not in part be due to their better understanding 
of these jokes than the sensing type.
It may be recalled that when subjects were asked for 
their opinion about the jokes in the Joke Preference Scale, they 
were told to put a question mark beside the joke number for the 
jokes they did not understand. A simple addition of the number of 
question marks made by the intuitives and the sensation type on 
the complex jokes may solve this problem. When this was done, 
it was found that the intuitives made less responses for the
complex jokes than the sensing persons did. While the intuitives 
on the average made only 0.8 "?" response for the nine complex 
jokes, the sensing persons made 1.50 "?" responses for the same.
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Since there were moret sensing persons than intuitives in the 
sample, ten sensing subjects were randomly selected from the 
seventeen sensing subjects to match the ten intuitives. The 
significance for mean difference was computed. This gave a 
t of -1.23 which is significant at the 0,20 level. With such 
a significance level, it is hard to say whether the intuitives
did indeed understand the complex jokes better than the sensing 
persons. More experiments and studies will be needed.
(4) Thinking-Feeling;
The hypothesis that the thinking type likes cognitive 
jokes and the feeling type likes orectic jokes is not confirmed. 
However, there was :a significant correlation; between this 
personality dimension and the joke dimension sexual-non-sexual. 
Also, at a rather significance level (O.IO), thinking-feeling
was found to be correlated to the joke dimension personal- 
impersonal, Contrary to expectation, it was found that the thinking 
type preferred sexual jokes while the feeling type preferred 
non-sexual jokes; the thinking type preferred personal jokes 
while the feeling type preferred impersonal jokes.
For the insignificant* correlation between the joke 
dimension orectic-cognitive and the personality dimension thinking- 
feeling, the following explanation seems to be the most 
plausible ;
An inspection of the orectic jokes reveals that both 
jokes with positive feeling and jokes with negative feeling are 
represented in the joke test. Indeed, most of the orectic jokes 
are concerned with aggressiva of one kind or the other, and it 
is only in a few items that we find the orectic jokes which are 
relatively free of any strong aggressive tendencies. Indded, 
harmless wit is the exception rather than the rule. For example, 
in joke nos. 13 and 17, we can detect a certain amount of sadism 
against the husband by the wives. It is only in jokes like the 
cartoons in items 10 and 7 that we find less aggressive tendencies ,
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and feeling of sympathy rather than any negative feeling is implied.
In Jung's typology, there are two kinds of feeling 
types; the extraverted feeling type and the introverted feeling 
type. Wliile the extraverted feeling type emphasizes sociability, 
the introverted feeling type fails to be sociable, although he 
may try hard to be so. As Jung (1923) suggests, "Without this
feeling (of the extraverted feeling type), a beautiful and
harmonious sociability would be unthinkable." The introverted 
feeling type, on the other hand, tends to put "forward negative 
feeling-judgements or assumes an air of profound indifference, 
as a measure of self-defense."
Possibly, while the introverted feeling type may find 
many of the aggressive orectic jokes to his taste, the extraverted 
feeling type may find many of the same jokes too much for his 
sense of refinement and sociability. This may account for the 
negative result we obtained. In other words, while partially 
supporting the hypothesis that the feeling type may like orectic 
jokes better, it argues for the necessity of the division of 
orectic jokes into positive ones and negative ones. This task, . 
however, must be left to future experimentation.
Two alternative explanations may be offered tentatively 
to account for the finding that the thinking type likes sexual 
jokes better than the feeling type. In the first explanation, 
we may suggest that because of the lack of refinement in most of 
the sexual jokes, the feeling type does indeed like them less than 
the thinking type.
In the second tentative explanation, the concept of 
the unconscious, unfortunately, must be brought in. In Psychological
Types (1923), Jung suggests that apart from the attitudes of
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extraversion and introversion, a meaningful scientific investigation 
of psychological types must also include the four functions of 
sensation, intuition, thinking, and feeling. No person is just 
extraverted or introverted, but that he is so in the form of 
the functions. As Jung argues, "In individual cases the extraverted 
and introverted attitudes can never be demonstrated as existing 
per se; they appear rather as the characteristics of the dominating 
conscious functions," Jung further postulates the existence of 
compensatory unconscious functions. Talking about the thinking 
and feeling types, Jung says, "The thinking type,..,must necessarily 
always suppress and exclude feeling, since nothing disturbs 
thinking ao much as feeling, and conversely, the feeling type 
must avoid thinking as far as possible, since nothing is more 
disastrous to feeling than thinking. Repressed functions lapse into
the unconscious...... By this 'unconsciousness* I do not mean of
course that an intellectual, for example, would be unconscious 
of feeling. He knows his feelings very well, in so far as he has 
any power of introspection, but he gives them no value and allows 
them no influence," The existence of these compensatory 
unconscious functions may be revealed from the products of the 
unconscious such as dreams and phantasies. Since these compensatory 
functions are the products of the unconscious, they are rather 
underdeveloped and undifferentiated. As Jung notes, "lichen a 
function has not the character of disposability, when it is felt 
as a disturbance of the conscious functionj when it is moody, 
now appearing and now vanishing, when it has an obsessive
character, or remains obstinately in hiding when most needed--
these qualities are characteristic of a function existing mainly 
in the unconscious. Such a function has further qualities that 
are worthy of note; there is something unindividual about it,
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that is, it contains elements which do not necessarily belong 
to it. Thus, for example, the unconscious feeling of the intellect­
ual is peculiarly phantastic, often in groteque contrast to 
the exaggerated, rationalistic intellectualism of the conscious.
In contrast to the purposeful and controlled character of the 
conscious thinking, his feeling is impulsive, uncontrolled, 
moody, irrational, primitive, archaic; in fact, very like the 
feeling of a savage."
Besides the existence of the compensatory unconscious 
functions, there are also the compensatory unconscious attitudes, 
so that "when the conscious attitude is introverted, they are 
extraverted in character, and vice versa." It is possible and 
usual, therefore, to discover extraverted feelings in an introverted 
intellectual, and this idea is well demonstrated in the witticism 
that "Before dinner I am a Kantian, but after dinner a Nietzschean," 
After the stimulation of a hearty meal, the unconscious 
compensatory attitude and functions of this introverted intellectualist 
break through into consciousness as a Dionysian with extraverted 
feelings.
A similar argument may well be applied in this 
study. In the permissive and light-hearted situation of taking 
a joke test, the subject may well allow his unconscious attitude 
and functions to break through into consciousness. This may 
account for the finding that the thinking type likes sexual jokes
better than the feeling type.
The two tentative explanation may equally be applied
to our findings that the thinking type likes personal jokes better
than the feeling type. Since we obtained the correlation at a 
rather level of significance (O.IO), great reservation must
be given to this interpretation.
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If we use the first explanation, we would argue that 
the thinking type likes the personal jokes better than the feeling 
type does because the feeling type finds some of these jokes too 
coarse and vulgar for their refined feeling and sensibility.
If we use the second explanation, we would argue that the thinking 
type likes the personal jokes better than the feeling type does 
because of the emergence of the unconscious compensatory attitudes 
and functions, which is facilitated in a joke situation.
(5) Judgment-Perception:
The hypothesis that the judging type likes personal jokes 
better and the perceiving type likes impersonal jokes better is 
confirmed, but at a rather 4^3^level of significance. Thus, our 
results obtained must remain highly tentative.
Working with the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, D.W. Mackinnon 
(1962) summarizes the differences between the judging type and the 
perceiving (or perceptive) type thus;
" An habitual preference for the judging attitude may lead 
to some prejudging and at the very least to the living of a life 
that is orderly, controlled, and carefully planned, A preference 
for the perceptive attitude results in a life that is more open 
to experience both from within and from without, and characterized 
by flexibility and spontaneity. A judging type places more emphasis 
upon the control and regulation of experience, while a perceptive 
type is inclined to be more open and receptive to all experience."
The extreme judging type would seem to resemble the 
authoritarian personality and the ethnocentric personality. Our 
findings seem to agree with the other previous studies dealing 
with the relationship between joke preferences, and authoritarianism 
and ethnocentricism. J. Adelson (l94?,) for instance, found that
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ethnocentric men rated sex jokes and jokes ridiculing physical 
defects more highly than did non-ethnocentric men, and ethnocentric 
women rated jokes about stinginess more highly than did non- 
ethnocentric women. Many of our personal jokes seem to fit into 
the categories of "jokes about physical defects and stinginess."
Joke no, 27, for example, is concerned with an extremely short 
individual, and joke no, 17 is concerned with a stingy wife.
The perceiving type, who are more flexible and open-minded, may 
find these physical and mental traits less peculiar and thus less 
amusing than the judging type find them to be.
(6) Emotional Sensibility;
The hypothesis that emotionally more sensitive people
like orectic jokes better is not confirmed. However, it was found
that sensitive people prefer complex jokes and the less sensitive 
prefer simple jokes. The result was significant at the 0,025 level.
Since the orectic jokes consisted of both positive ones 
and negative ones as suggested in p. 110-111, our present finding 
will not be unexpected. While sensitive people may have more 
understanding and insight about orectic jokes that deal with positive 
emotions like empathy and sympathy, and they like them more for 
this reason, they may also dislike the negative orectic jokes more 
for the same reason, that they have more understanding and insight 
about them.
Their better understanding concerning jokes, however, 
may be revealed from their liking complex jokes more than simple 
ones. Their sensitivjity may help them to see through the various 
disguises in the joke techniques into the true tendencies underlying 
the complex jokes.
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Xo Conclusion ;
From the results. the following conclusions are drawn:
(1) The preference for orectic jokes is related to neuroticism 
in an inverted U-shaped fashion.
(2) With less confidence, the same relationship seems to 
hold for sexual jokes and simple jokes.
(3) Extraverts prefer sexual jokes while introverts prefer 
non-sexual jokes.
(4) The intuitive type likes complex jokes better than the 
sensing type.
(5) The thinking type likes sexual jokes better than the feeling 
type.
(6) The thinking type may like the personal jokes better than 
the feeling type.
(7) The judging type may like personal jokes better and the 
perceiving type likes impersonal jokes better.
(s) Sensitive people prefer complex jokes and the less sensitive 
people prefer simple jokes.
From the discussion, the following conclusions are drawn
(1) The preference for any joke may be a joint function of
the techniques of disguise in the joke and the tendencies
in the joke that satisfy the repressed needs.
(2) The differences between the extraverts and the introverts 
in their preferences for the sexual-non-sexual jokes may 
be due to the introverts' social shyness. The differences 
between these two types in this joke dimension may 
disappear when the test is done privately.
(3) The introverts may like people on a fantasy level though
not on the level of social reality.
(4) The introverts may be distinguished from the unemotional 
thinking type and the neurotics.
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(5) The intuitives’ liking for complex jokes more may be due 
to their better understanding for these jokes,
(6) The orectic jokes can be subdivided into positive ones 
and negative ones. The former group Consists of jokes 
concerning socially approved emotions like empathy and 
sympathy, while the latter group consists of jokes dealing 
with socially undesirable emotions like sex and aggression.
(7)The thinking and feeling types may reveal their unconscious 
compensatory attitudes and functions in their preferences 
for jokes,
(8)The extreme ^fcn^ing people may resemble the authoritarian 
personality and the ethnocentric personality in their 
preferences for certain jokes.
XI. Summary :
The steps by which the Joke Preference Scale was constructed 
was presented. The jokes were classified into sexual, non-sexual, 
simple, complex, personal, impersonal, orectic, and cognitive 
jokes by three judges. Together with this test, the Eysenck 
Personality Inventory, the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, and the 
Metaphor Test by Davitz et. al. were given to the 27 subjects.
The subjects* scores on these tests were obtained and 
hypotheses concerning some of the relationship between their scores 
on the joke test and the personality tests were formulated and 
tested.
It was found that neuroticism was related to the joke 
dimension orectic-cognitive, and perhaps also the joke dimensions 
sexual-non-sexual and simple-complex, in an inverted U-shaped 
fashion, extraversion was correlated to the liking for sexual jokes, 
intuition to the liking for complex jokes, thinking for sexual 
jokes, and emotional sensibility to complex jokes. Also, with
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less confidence, thinking may be related to liking for personal 
jokes, and judgment to personal jokes.
A discussion about the obtained results was 
given, and attempts, both theoretical and statistical, were 
made to explain them. Finally, conclusions drawn from the 
results and the discussion were presented.
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Chapter 5
Study 2 ; The Relationship between Joke Preferences and 
some Personality Dimensions using an Empirical 
Approach
I. Introduction ;
In the study reported in Chapter 4, the humorous
material was defined subjectively from the start. The adequacy
of our classification was dependent on the psychological insightful­
ness of our judges and the indirect validation from the results 
we obtained. To the extent that the results met with our original 
expectation, we had some faith in our original definitions for 
the jokes. In carrying out their task, the judges had to apply
their general knowledge in psychology to the specific material
at hand, that is, the jokes presented to them to define. This 
mode of classification we termed an a priori approach. The 
study to be reported in this chapter, on the other hand, used an 
empirical approach. Instead of being defined at the outset, the 
jokes were at first left un-named. It was only after we had 
obtained the subjects' responses to them that we discovered their 
natural groupings.
Using two approaches to study the same material may 
at first sight seem redundant. On second thought, however, this 
way of dealing with the topic has its value. The a priori approadi 
we adopted in the last study may be taken as looking at the 
topic from one angle, and the empirical approach from another.Both may
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contribute to a full understanding, just as our conception of a 
physical object depends on our having observed it from different 
angles. Thus, what one approach left unsolved may be solved by 
another. Besides, using two approaches, we may cross-validate 
both. In view of these advantages, our present study is far from 
redundant.
Nevertheless, two points must be borne in mind in 
the interpretation of the results. The results from this study 
may not, strictly speaking, be compared with those from Study 1. 
In this study, we use a new sample and the procedure used is 
also quite different.
II, Method;
The tests used were the same four as were used in 
Study 1. The items in the joke test, however, were not named 
in the beginning.
(1) The Sample
A new sample was used in this study because of the 
following considerations:
(i) No attempt was made to control the factor of national
differences in the last study, but since the jokes
were all English it seemed advisable to test a sample 
of English subjects,
(ii)ln order to obtain more definite results, a more 
homogeneous group should be used, and
(iii)ln order to obtain more representative results, both 
of the sexes should be included.
In accordance with these conditions, fifty college 
students, 25 males and 25 females, were used as subjects. All 
of them were English undergraduate students studying psychology 
at Bedford College and several other colleges. Their age ranged
from 18 to 29, with a mean age of 20.45.
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(2) Procedure
As mentioned in the last chapter, an attempt 
was made in this study to lessen the influence of social
desirability of responses by avoiding face to face contact with
the experimenter. To do this, letters of appeal, together with
the four tests, were sent to the subjects. All of them were
unknown to the writer personally. They were requested to return
the completed tests to the experimenter through the post or
pigeon holes installed in the common-rooms in the schools.
Thus, at no period during the experiment did the subjects have
any personal communication with the writer. In the instruction
sheet to the joke test, a request was made to the subjects for
honest and frank responses. In short, every attempt was made
to ensure that the subjects might do the tests freely in private
so that no social inhibition might be felt,
III. Results;
The subjects* responses to the writer's letter of 
appeal were very good. After two weeks from the time the letters 
were sent, about half (23) of them returned the completed tests.
It seemed that the rest of the subjects needed further persuasion,
so a second letter of appeal was sent to them. This brought in
another l6 completed sets of tests. Fourteen completed sets 
were also received through the post, so making 53 in all. Three
of these were dropped from the data; they were those that showed
the greatest extremes in age. Altogether, 75 sets of tests were 
sent out.
Under the experimental conditions we set down, the 
subjects seemed to be able to do the tests in a relaxed and 
socially uninhibited way. Indeed, their lack of inhibition and
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restraint might be seen from the replies of two subjects. To 
the entry "Occupation" in the EPI, one subject wrote down the 
word "Existence," Another subject wrote a rather heated letter 
to the writer concerning the "inadequacy" and "stupidity" of 
the Metaphor Test, and the "lack of humour" of the Humour Test.
It was reassuring to receive these frankly casual and negative 
remarks from the subjects.
The scoring method used in this study for the 
Joke Preference Schedule was as follows; for all the items, we 
gave 4 points for "VL" (very much like) responses, 3 points for 
"L" (like) responses, 2 points for "I" (indifference) or "?"
(Don't understand) responses, 1 point for "D" (dislike) responses, 
and 0 point for "VD" (very much dislike) responses.
The statistical technique of principal components 
was used for the analysis of the data. The computer programme 
used involved the following steps:
(i) Principal components of the joke variables,
(ii) Principal components of the personality 
variables,
(iii)Varimax rotation of the joke components,
(iv) Varimax rotation of the personality components,
(v) Factor scores for each subject on each joke 
component,
(vi) Factor scores for each subject on each personality 
component,
(vii)A correlation of the subjects' factor scores
on each joke component with their factor scores 
on each personality component, and
(viii)A correlation of the subjects' factor scores on 
each joke component with their raw scores on the 
personality tests.
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Though the varimax rotation of the joke components 
gave slightly more meaningful results, and the varimax rotation 
of the personality components gave distinctive personality 
dimensions, we did not use rotated factor scores in the correlation, 
since the programme for the correlation of rotated factor scores 
was not ready in the Atlas Computing Services , from which the 
computer analysis was carried out, when we did this study.
Each of the five emotional words in the Metaphor Test
was taken as a single variable as it was expected that his would
give more refined results. In Study 1, the subjects* total scores 
on the test were taken as an index of general emotional sensibility. 
But since the subjects might not be equally sensitive to the 
different emotions suggested by the words, we separated the scores 
on the emotional words in the statistical treatment in this study.
In Table 18 in the next page, the numbers of the jokes
are given in descending rank order of their means and standard
deviations. The best liked joke was no. 19, then no. 15, then 
no. 3, and so on, and the least liked joke was no. 18, The range 
of the means was 1.22.
The joke that showed the widest difference in opinion 
was no, 29, then no. 5, then no. 17, and so on. The joke that 
showed the greatest agreement was no. 12. The range was 0.59*
An inspection of the jokes showed that the sample 
tended to have a liking for jokes that were rather simple and 
good-natured. No, 19 was about an insensitive but good-hearted 
husband; no. 15 was about a rather naughty couple, but as stated 
in the caption to it; we"have to admire their nerve" at least.
No. 3 was about the thief who knew his trade so well that he would 
not steal anything unauthentic. The next best liked joke, no. 13,
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RANK
—  —
FOR MEAN: 
JOKE NO.
FOR STANDARD 
DEVIATION: 
JOKE NO.
1 19 29
2 15 5
3 3 17
4 13 18\
5 22 \ 20/
6 23/ 7
7 1 24A
8 273 28/
9 29/
10 7") 19 )
11 25/ 23/
12 14 9
13 11
14 21 ) 14
15 24/ 1
16 2) 8
17 12/ 15
18 X0\ 26
19 16/ 10
20 26 i 16
21 6 13
22 8 25
23 5 27
24 20 22
25 17 2
26 4 3
27 28 21
28 9 6
29 18 12
) Ties
Table 18: Rank Order of the Means and Standard Deviations 
of the Jokes, in descending order of Liking 
and Disagreement
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was about the jealous wife who would not even trust her husband 
in his carrying out her errand to borrow a cup of sugar from the 
next door lady. No, 22 was about the king who did not know who 
he w&s, No. 23 was a rather subtle sexual joke.
The sample seemed to dislike jokes that were out­
spoken on socially disapproved emotions. All the three least liked 
jokes portrayed a rather vulgar male flirting with a female.
The interpretation of these findings seemed obvious 
enough if we keep our sample in mind. Three of the best liked jokes 
were concerned with the sexes. Since our sample consisted of young 
adults in their late teens and early twenties, this finding seemed 
to be self-explanatory. It seems they were also interested in 
loss of identity and clever crimes. Though the sample liked subtle 
sex jokes, they had an aversion for over out-spoken sexual jokes. 
This relative dislike for "vulgarity" was perhaps associated with 
their social and educational levels.
Of the first six jokes that showed the greatest 
differences in opinion, five were orectic jokes. The one exception, 
no, 29, might easily be classified as an orectic joke if it were 
not for its technical complexity. No, 5 waa about the victimized
wife, who was accused not only by her husband alone, but also 
by the expert in marriage. No. 17 was about the poor husband who 
had to do all the washing while his wife was enjoying her TV 
programmes. No. 18 was about the flirtatious patient, and no, 20 
was about mushroom poisoning. All these jokes seemed to be rather 
strong in emotional tones. Emotional jokes, like emotional music
—— that of Tchaikowsky, for example  tended to have their
advocates as well as their censors.
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In Table 19 on page 127, the rank order of the loadings 
of each joke on the ten joke components is given. With the 
exception of the first component, the highest positive loadings 
on the components were in the 0.50*s and the 0.60's, The range 
was from 0.47 to 0,66, with the exception of the first component, 
which had the highest positive loading of 0.97. With the exception 
of the first component, the highest negative loadings on the 
components were in the 0,30*s, 0,40*s, and 0,50*s. The range was 
from —0,35 to -0.55, with the exception of the first component, 
which had the highest negative loading of -0,13.
In Table 20 on page 128, the rank order of the loadings
of each personality variable on the ten personality components
was given. The magnitude of the loadings was simplified and 
entered in the table.
Next, we came to the most difficult task in factor
analysis: the naming of the components. While this work was
relatively easy for the personality components, it was extremely
difficult for the joke components, .if»
It may be recalled that in^» first study, we grouped
each joke into the following categories: sexual vs, non-sexual,
simple vs. complex, personal vs, impersonal, and orectic vs, 
cognitive. Initially, we relied on these classification for our 
present task of naming the components. From each of the components, 
we picked the first five jokes with the highest positive loadings 
on the component, and the first five jokes with the highest 
negative loadings on it. For each of these jokes, the classification 
given toit was recorded and reproduced in Table 21 on p.130-131*
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20
10
12 22
28
18
21
24
24 20 24
28 28
28 24
18 22 18
21 12
22 22
20 10
10 28
10
20 12
10
14
18
12 18
14 10
12
11
24
2011
14 24
2410 20 28
1218 2111
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18 21
28
12 28
10
20
21
22
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1824
18
21
22 18
24 22
21 22
20
11
28
20
18
22
24
1211 10
21
22
2028 11
22 21
10
11
12
11
28
11
12 12
î
Positive
Loadings
Negative
Loadings
I
Joke no. 30 * snm of total scores 
—  « division line of positive
& negative loadings 
Table 19 : Rank Order of Loadings of each Joke on the components,
in descending order of Magnitude
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COMP
10
£JL 5 
8 
12
9
10
Pos. 
Load12
12
11
11 10
12
12 11 11
10
10
10
11
12
10 Neg.
Load10 11
U1
10
Division line of 
Positive & Negative 
Loadings
Personality Variables;
1; Neuroticism 
2: Extraversion 
3: Lie
4: Extraversion-^Introversion 
5; Sensation-Intuition 
6: Thinking-Feeling 
7: Judgment-Perception 
8: Anger 
9: Anxiety 
10: Joy 
11: Love 
12; Sadness
13: Total scores on the 
Metaphor Test
Table 20: Hank Order of loadings of each joke on the 
Personality Components, in descending order 
of magnitude
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From Table 21, it can be seen that while some components 
could easily be explained by the definitions given to them, 
others were rather obscured. The first component, for example, 
was rather a distinctive component. The subjects’ total scores 
on the test had the highest loading on this component. All the 
rest of the jokes with the highest loadings were simple and 
orectic jokes. Component III had the highest positive loadings 
on the non-sexual jokes, while it had the highest negative loadings 
on the sexual ones. Other components were rather difficult to 
define. Component VII, for example, seemed to include all kinds 
of jokes.
Apparently, the classification of jokes we adopted did not 
exhaust all the possible groupings. Indeed, there was no reason 
why it should. Using factor analysis, different workers found 
different factors for their jokes, in spite of their similarities. 
(See Chap, 3) It should not be assumed, however, that it was futile 
for us to adopt the divisions in our previous study. All kinds of 
classification, by definition, must be abbreviations, IVhile the 
divisions we used may serve their functions for some, or maybe, 
most jokes, we must not be blind to the factors unclassified.
Thus, it is essential that we look elsewhere for the definitions 
of the components not well-suited to the classification scheme 
we used. Indeed, the empirical approach we used in this study 
fulfilled its functions only when it pointed to some natural 
groupings unsuspected by theories or common-sense. To a certain 
extent the writer tends to agree with H.B, Cattell & L*B, Luborsky 
(1947) : "One cannot, by inspection, decide what tendency any 
given joke tests, as one can pick items, for example, for verbal or 
mechanical ability tests."
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JOKE Jokes with the highest 
positive loadings
Jokes with the highest 
negative loadings ;
COMPONENT'S^ No. Classificatioi No. Classification
I 30 Sum total The negative loadin
20 NS,Si,I,0. are s0 low that the
10 NS,Si,I,0* are negligible
17 NS,Si,P,0.
9 S,Si,P,0.
II 25 NS,C,I,Cg. 12 NS,C,I,Cg.
14 NS,Si,I,Cg, 13 S,Si,P,0.
1 NS,C,I,Cg. 23 s , c ,P ,o .
28 S,Si,P,0. 6 NS,Si,I,Cg.
15 S,Si,P,0. 27 NS,C,I,Cg.
III 7 NS,Si,P,0. 28 S,Si,P,Q.
6 NS,Si,I,Cg. 11 S,Si,P,0.
- 24 NS,C,P,Cg. 2 S,Si,1,0.
15 S,Si,P,0. 19 NS,C,P,0.
27 N8,C,I,Cg. .‘•9 S,Si,P,0.
IV 29 NS,C,I,Cg. 1 NS,C,I,Cg.
16 S,Si,P,0. 4 NS,Si,I,0.
20 NS,Si,I,0. 5 s , c , i , o .
26 NS,Si,P,Oo 27 NS,C,I,Cge
28 S,Si,P,0. 8 NS,C,P,Cg.
V 26 NS,Si,P,0. 23 8,C,P,0.
12 NS,C,I,Cg. 22 NS,Si,P,Cg.
4 NS,Si,l,0. 3 NS,C,I,Cg.
16 S,Si,P,0. 29 NS,C,I,Cg.
9 S,Si,P,0. 27 NS,C,I,Cg.
VI 17 NS,Si,P,0. 19 NS,C,P,0.
18 S,Si,1,0. 11 S,Si,P,0.
21 S,Si,P,0. 8 NS,C,P,Cg.
2 S,Si,1,0. 4 NS,Si,I,0.
24 NS,C,P,Cg. 3 NS,C,I,Cg.
(To be continued in the next 
page.)
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^ \ J 0 K E
COMPONENT'S.
Jokes with the highest 
positive loadings
Jokes with the highea 
negative loadings
No, Classification No, Classification
VI1 8 NS,C,P,Cg. , 10 NS,Si,I,0,
16 S,Si,P,0. 21 S,Si,P,0.
3 NS,C,I,Cg. 19 NS,C,P,0o
23 S,C,P,Oo 22 NS,Si,P,Cg.
27 NS,C,I,Cg. 18 S,Si,1,0,
VIll 1 NS,C,I,Cg. 13 S,Si,P,0,
22 NS,Si,P,Cg. 25 NS,C,l,Cg.
28 S,Si,P,0. 20 NS,Si,I,0.
6 NS,Si,I,Cg. 3 NS,C,I,Cg,
16 S,Si,P,0. 4 NS,Si,I,Oo
IX 14 NS,Si,I,Cg. 3 NS,C,I,Cg,
15 S,Si,P,0. 16 S,Si,P,0.
24 NS,C,P,Cg. 6 NS,Si,l,Cg,
2 S,Si,1,0, 9 S,Si,P,0.
13 S,Si,P,0. 27 NS,C,I,Cg,
X 19 NS,C,P,0. 12 NS,C,I,Cg.
24 NS,C,P,Cg. 11 S,Si,P,0.
13 S,Si,P,0, 29 NS,C,I,Cg,
28 S,Si,P,0. 22 NS,Si,P,Cg,
5 S,C,I,0. 21 S,Si,P,0,
S= Sexual; 
Si» Simple;
P= Personal; 
0= Orectic;
NS= Non-sexual 
C= Complex 
1= Impersonal 
Cg= Cognitive
Classification agreed by only two out 
of the three judges.
Table 21 : Classification of the jokes with the highest positive 
loadings and the jokes with the highest negative 
loadings on the joke components
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. In the same paper, they also suggested the following 
directions in which the similarity among the jokes in a component
 in a cluster in their case might he sought: subject matter,
form, comprehension level, novelty, violation of societal values, 
and repression release.
Another way of naming the component is to use the 
various nouns we grouped under the main divisions of cognitive, 
conative, and affective jokes. (See p. 23-24.) The divisions we 
used in the previous study may be too broad for our empirical 
studies. Thus, in the naming of the components, we should try 
to specify them as precisely as possible. Instead of using merely 
terms like "cognitive," we should also use terms like "incongruity," 
"contrast of ideas," and "contrast of feelings."
All in all; the writer tends to agree with Cattell 
and Luborsky (194?) and follow their example of description:
"For the present our description of the essential character of 
each cluster will be as free as possible from preconceptions of 
the level or realm within which the differences lie— dynamic, 
temperamental, formal, cognitive, etc. We shall simply adopt the 
best description label as we now see the general character 
emerging."
The writer, however, must admit that he will be 
influenced by the scheme used in Study 1 because of its familarity 
to him. Since it is rather difficult to avoid any subjective bias 
when theories are abundant in the classification of jokes, the 
best description for the jokes is still the jokes themselves. Thus, 
in the interpretation of the results, it is worthwhile to refer 
back to the jokes themselves.
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The tentative labels of the components were:
Component I: Simple, Orectic Jokes
This was a rather simple component. As can be seen 
from Table 21 on p.130-131, all the jokes with the highest positive 
loadings on this component were simple and orectic jokes*
This component had a loading of 0.96? with the subjects’ 
total scores on the Joke Preference Scale* Thus, the subjects who 
had a general sense of humour, that is, who liked many jokes, 
liked also the jokes in this component.
Most of the jokes with positive high loadings on this 
component had rather low means (See Table 18, p,124.) Thus, 
they were not particularly funny jokes. That this was so could be 
supported from the sources from which they were taken: popular 
magazines like "Laughter" and "Parade" rather than more intellectual 
magazines like "Punch,"
Component II: Cognitive, Incongruous Jokes
The first three jokes with the highest positive loadings 
were all cognitive jokes. By contrast, only one of the three 
jokes with the highest negative loadings was a cognitive joke*
There were elements of surprise in all the jokes with the highest 
positive loadings in this component* A certain amount of insight 
was required for the appreciation of these jokes* All of them 
had certain sarcastic tendencies.
Component III: Non-sexual, Cognitive Jokes
It was rather difficult to label this component*
However, there was no doubt that they were non-sexual jokes, 
although one of the five jokes with the highest positive loadings 
was taken to be a sexual joke by two of the judges. That they were 
cognitive jokes was not so obvious as two of the five jokes were 
named as orectic by the judges*
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This component was, however, named negatively, that is, 
it was defined by jokes loading negatively on it. The jokes with 
the highest negative loadings were very distinctive. With the 
exception of joke no* 19, which was taken to be a non-sexual joke 
by two of the judges, aad all of them were orectic jokes*
Component IV; Jokes with negative Emotional Tones; Orectic,
Sexual, and Aggressive Jokes
This was a rather distinctive component: all of them 
dealt with negative emotion of one kind or another. Joke no* 29 
was about the sadistic warden; joke no. l6 had a combination of 
sexual and aggressive tendencies; joke no* 20 was about mushroom 
poisoning; joke no, 26 was about the dwarf; and finally, joke 
no* 28 was about the robber who would not even forget to satisfy 
his scopophilia impulse in carrying out his trade* On the whole, 
all these jokes were rather simple, as four out oflfive were 
simple jokes.
By contrast, the jokes with the highest negative
loadings on this component were mainly non-sexual jokes (4 out
of five,) complex jokes (again 4 out of 5,) and impersonal jokes 
(again 4 out of 5.)
Component V ; Simple, Orectic Jokes,with feeling of sympathy 
The jokes in this component were mainly simple
and orectic jokes (4 out of the 5 jokes with the highest positive
loadings.) By contrast, four of the five jokes with the highest 
negative loadings were judged to be complex and cognitive*
Although similarities existed between this component 
and Component I, they were quite distinguishable. While jokes in 
Component I were rather simple and straight-forward with no great 
emotion undertones, jokes in this component had certain sympathetic
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tendencies* Joke no. 26, for example, was about the dwarf; joke 
no, 4 was about the realistic husband who had to destroy his 
wife’s dream for a holiday aboard; and joke no* l6 was about 
the embarrassed Indian.
Component VI: Simple, Orectic Jokes about courting bahaviour
Of the five jokes with the highest loadings on this 
component, three of them were about courting bahaviour of one 
kind or another. They were rather out-spoken but rather good- 
natured. One of the other two jokes, though classified as non- 
sexual, dealt with marital behaviour.
By contrast, the jokes with the highest negative 
loadings on this component mainly dealt with the darker side of 
marital problems. Joke no* 19, for example, was about the 
inconsiderate husband; joke no. 11 was about the provocative 
husband, or partner; and joke no. 4 was about the disappointing 
husband.
The first four jokes with the highest positive 
loadings were all simple and orectic.
Component VII; Complex Jokes
The jokes with the highest positive loadings on 
this component might be distinguished from other jokes by their 
technical complexities. Indeed, four of the five jokes were judged 
to be complex by the judges.
By contrast, only one of the five jokes with the 
highest negative loadings was judged to be complex* That the 
jokes with the highest positive loadings were more intellectual 
might be confirmed by the examination of the sources from which 
they were taken. Three of these jokes were taken from "Punch," 
while only one of the jokes with the highest negative loadings 
was taken from this magazine.
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Component VIII; Jokes concerned with the "Misfortune of Others,"
particularly the losing of ego identities 
This was rather an exceptional component in that 
none of our previous definitions for jokes seemed to fit this 
component. The only help from our judges was that the jokes 
with the highest positive loadings tended to be more frequently . 
personal than those with the highest negative loadings. Only two 
of the five jokes with the highest positive loadings were judged 
to be impersonal, while four were judged to be so in the five 
jokes with the highest negative loadings.
All the five jokes with the highest positive 
loadings seemed to deal with something that threatened the 
ego-identity. Joke no, 1, for example, dealt with a child who 
prayed "Please let Paris be the capital of Italy just as I wrote 
in the school exam, t o d a y . S i n c e  passing examinations was 
a requirement for the preservation of the role of a pupil, this 
joke might be taken as one about the threat to ego—identity.
Joke no, 22 was about the king who lost his ego-identity and did 
not know who he was. Joke no, 28 was about a robber . Overcome by 
his scopophilia inclination, he was on the edge of losing his 
role as a robber. The next joke, no, 6, was about the frustrated 
maid (a role) Finally, joke no, l6 was about the "embarrassed" 
Indian ( a national role.)
The five jokes with the highest negative loadings 
seemed to provide distinctive contrast to the jokes just discussed. 
Instead of dealing with the threat to ego -identity, these jokes 
seemed to be about the confirmation of the characters* identities. 
Joke no. 13 was about the wife who knew her role as a wife only 
too well. Joke no, 25 was about the woman who yelled for her right
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as a passenger. The next joke, no. 20, was about the intruding 
nurse who had to stand by. No. 3 was about the clever thief 
who was such an expert that he did not steal anything unauthentic. 
Lastly, joke no, 4 was about the husband who demanded obedience.
Component IX; Jokes of Contrast in Emotion and Ideas
This was another component where the judges* labels 
failed to give meaningful cues to the component. The most 
meaningful description to the component seemed to be the word 
"contrast." In joke no. 14, there was emotional contrast between 
the attentive but stupid guards and the carefree squirrel. The 
contrast in the next joke was the contrast between the "original" 
Dante and Beatrice Alighieri and their modern counterpoints (see 
joke no. 15), In joke no, 24, the contrast was between "invention" 
and "discovery." The next joke, no. 2, was the contrast between 
the urgency of putting out the fire and the easy pastime of 
flirting. The last joke, no. 13, provided a sharp contrast between 
the wife and her neighbour, the former was anxious to take, 
while the latter was eager to give.
None of the five jokes with the highest negative ' 
loadings involved contrast of any kind. Indeed, similarity was 
implied in some of these jokes. In joke no. 3> for example, the 
caretaker*8 opinion about the George II piece was confirmed by 
the thief’s behaviour. In joke no. 6, the Fingerprint Section 
was literally full of fingerprints. Joke no. 9, a joke that 
served its function as a joke mainly by its out-spokeness, showed 
the similarity between the thick-skinned playboy’s way of talking 
and his way of behaving. Lastly, joke no, 27 showed the similarity 
between the behaviour of the tramp living beneath the railway 
bridge, and any person on the ground floor who was annoyed by
I
his noisy tenant upstair.
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Component X; Orectic, Personal Jokes, mainly concerned with
Marital Problems
This was the most difficult component to label.
Most of the positive jokes, however, were labelled as personal 
(joke nos, 19, 24, 13, & 28) and orectic (joke nos. 19, 13, 28,
& 5). Most of these jokes were concerned with marital problems. 
Joke no,t 19 was about the inconsiderate husband, joke no,13 
was about the intensely jealous wife, and no, 5 was about the 
victimized wife. The other two jokes were about the innocent 
enquiring child and the scopophilia robber.
The jokes with the highest negative loadings were 
less orectic and personal. Three of them were labelled as 
cognitive while only three were labelled as personal by the judges 
Most of them implied humorous situations of one kind or the 
other. Joke no. 12, for example, was about the children who 
shifted roles with their father and took the role of Santa Claus. 
Joke no. 29 was about the irony of playing to someone who had 
to win in a chess game. Joke no. 22 was about the dramatic 
situation when a king did not know he was a king. Joke no. 21 
was about the embarrassing situation when a child unknowingly 
repeated the father's opinion about the suitor. Lastly, joke 
no. 11 was about the woman being insulted by a witty remark in 
a party.
We turn next to the naming of the Personality 
Components. They were much easier to label since all the 
variables were defined beforehand. They were:
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Component I; Emotional Sensibility
The variable that had the highest loading on this 
component was the sum score on the Metaphor Test. The emotions 
"joy," "anxiety," "anger," "love," and "sadness" all had the 
highest positive loadings in this component.
This component had a negative loading of -0.327 
with the first variable, neuroticism.
Component II; Extravers ion—Perception-Feeling
This component had the highest loading of 0.817 
with extraversion, and it had the highest negative loading of 
-0.755 with introversion. The two variables which had the next 
highest positive loadings were perception (0,78) and feeling 
(0.54.)
Component III: Intuition-Introversion-Feeling-Love-Perception-
Neuroticism
This was a rather mixed component in that it had 
high loadings on all the variables listed, in descending order 
of magnitude from 0.50*s to 0.30*s.
It had a negative loading of -0.373 with extraversion.
Component IV; Lie
This component had the highest positive loading 
of 0.736 with "lie," and it had the highest negative loading of 
-0.644 with neuroticism. The rest of the variables had rather 
low loadings, either positive or negative.
Component V : Intuition (a)
This component had the highest positive loading of 
0.592 with intuition. The variable that had the highest negative 
loading on this component was "sadness." (-0,468.)
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Component VI; Anger-Feeling
This component had a positive loading of 0.594 with 
"anger" and a positive loading of 0.391 with feeling. The variable 
with the highest negative loading was "sadness," (-0.285.)
Component VII; Feeling
This component had a positive loading of 0.471 with 
feeling, and a negative loading of -0.467 with "love."
Component VIII; Intuition (b)
This component was rather similar to Component V. 
However, while Component V had a high positive loading of 0.308 
with "joy" and a high negative loading of -0.468 with "sadness," 
this component had a positive loading of 0.221 with "anger," and 
a negative loading of-0.330 with neuroticism.
Component IX; Anxiety
This component had a positive loading 0.35^ with 
"anxiety". Two of the variables with the highest negative loadings 
were "joy" and "sadness," with loadings of -0.275 and -0.279 
respectively.
Component X; Lie-Anxiety
This compoent had the highest positive loadings in 
"lie" and "anxiety," ( 0.321 and 0.306 respectively.) Two of 
the negative variables were "joy" and "love," with loadings of 
-0.275 and -0.236 respectively.
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Significant correlations between the joke components 
and the personality components are given in Table 22 pn page 142.
The significance levels for these correlations are given in 
Table 23 on the same page.
To cross-validate the results, it was thought worth­
while to correlate the subjects* factor scores on the joke components 
with their raw scores on the personality variables. Since the 
personality variables gave us distinctive unidimensional measures 
of personality, we might expect to obtain better defined results.
The significant correlations from those correlations are given 
in Table 24 on page 143, and the significance levels for these 
correlations are given in Table 25 on the same page.
It can be seen from the tables that there were seven
significant correlations (p 5; O.O5) between the subjects* factor 
scores on the joke components and the personality components, in 
addition to two correlations approaching significance (p< O.O6),
S I X  . X
There were alee-sovop significant correlations (p< 0.05J
between the subjects* factor scores on the joke components and their 
raw scores on the personality variables, in addition to two 
correlations approaching significance ( p < 0.06) and the o-ne with 
the significance level of 0.10.
The significant correlations between the Joke 
Components and the Personality Components are: (the components 
are given within brackets)
(1) Non-sexual, cognitive jokes (ill) were correlated
-OC302 (p^O.03) with emotional sensibility (l).
(2) Non-sexual, cognitive jokes (ill) were 
correlated -O.36I (p-< O.Ol) with feeling (VIl).
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PEttSOÎr>^üMP
COMP.
10
Go 265 0.280
0.299
10
Table 22: Significant Correlation Coefficients between 
the Joke Components and the Personality 
Components
JOKE
10COMP.
0.06 0.05
0.06 0.040.01
0.040.0210
Table 23: Significance Levels for the Correlation 
Coefficients in Table 22 above
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JOKE
COMP,
Th inking-Fe e1ing
Judgment-Perceptio1
Anger 0.296
Anxiety
Love
Sadness
Emotional Sensibil* 
ity 1-0.23: -0.32^ t
Table 24; Significant Coefficients between the Joke Components 
and the Personality Variables
PERS0S>\C0MP. 
VARIABLE
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Thinking-Feeling 0.05 0.03
Judgment-Perception 0.#*
Anger 0.03
Anxiety 0.02
Love 0.004
Sadness 0.06 0.06
Emotional Sensibil­
ity o.#o 0.02
Table 25: Significance Levels for the Correlation Coefficients
in Table 24 above
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(3) Jokes with negative emotional tones (iV) were correlated 
0.265 (p< 0,06) with intuition (v).
(4) Jokes with negative emotional tones (IV) were 
correlated -0.263 (p ^ 0.06) with feeling (VIl).
(5) Simple, orectic jokes, with feeling of sympathy (v)
were correlated -0,289 (p<0.04) with feeling (VIl).
(6) Simple, orectic jokes, with feeling of sympathy (V)
were correlated -0.325 (p-< 0.02) with lie-anxiety
(Xj.
(7) Complex jokes (VIl) were correlated 0.280 ( p < 0.05) 
with intuition (v).
(8) Orectic, personal jokes, mainly concerned with marital 
problems (x) were correlated 0.299 ( P O.O3) with 
anger-feeling (Vl).
(9) Orectic, personal jokes, mainly concerned with marital 
problems (x) were correlated 0.295 ( P ^ 0.04) with 
lie-anxiety (x).
The significant correlations between the Joke Components 
and the Personality Variables are :
(1) Cognitive, incongruous jokes (ll) were correlated 
-0,233 ( p < 0.10 ) with the sum score on the Metaphor 
Test.
(2) Non-sexual, cognitive jokes (ill) were correlated
0,296 ( p <  0,03) with "anger." ~
(3) Non-sexual, cognitive jokes (ill) were correlated 
0,398 (p < 0.004) with "love."
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(4) Non-sexual, cognitive jokes (ill) were correlated 
-0.322 ( p ^  0.02) with the sum score on the Metaphor
Test.
(5) Jokes with negative emotional tones (iV) were correlated 
-0.275 ( p S: 0.05) with feeling.
(6) Simple, orectic jokes, with feeling of sympathy ( v)  
were correlated -0.329 ( p c  0.02) with"anxiety/'
(7) Simple, orectic jokes about courting behaviour (Vl) 
were correlated -0,235 ( p<0.i0) with perception,
(s) Complex jokes (VIl) were correlated -0,305 ( p < O.O3) 
with feeling.
(9) Complex jokes (VIl) were correlated -0.264 (p< 0,06) 
with "sadness."
(10)Jokes concerned with the "misfortune of others," particular­
ly the loss of identity (VIIl) were correlated
-0,266 ( p < 0,06) with "sadness."
For prediction purposes, it seems that Joke Component III 
was the most useful, for it accounted for 5 significant correlations# 
with the personality variables studied. Components IV,V, and VII 
all accounted for three significant correlations .y^Component II,
VI, and VIII all accounted for only one significanu correlation, 
while Components I and IX accounted for none of thej significant 
correlations. ^
|»r»r ^
# For this discussion, significance levels equal or greater 
than 0,10 were taken as significant.
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IV. Conclusions
Summarizing the results from the correlations between 
the joke components and the personality components, and the 
correlations between the joke components and the personality 
variables, the following conclusions are drawn:
(1) The liking for cognitive, incongruous jokes (ll) 
was correlated with lower scores on emotional sensibility.
(2) The liking for non-sexual, cognitive jokes (III) 
was correlated with lower scores on emotional sensibility # (l), 
lower scores on feeling (VIl), and a better understanding of the 
emotions "anger," and "love."
(3) The liking for jokes with negative emotional tones 
(IV) was correlated with higher scores on intuition (V), and lower 
scores on feeling (VII)#.
u (4) The liking for simple, orectic jokes, with feeling
of sympathy (V) was correlated with lower scores on feeling (VIl), 
lower scores on lie-anxiety (X), and lower scores on the 
identification of the emotion "anxiety."
(5) The liking for simple, orectic jokes about courting 
behaviour (Vl) was correlated with lower scores on perception,
(6) The liking for complex jokes (VII) was correlated
# The correlations so marked were cross-validated by the two
matrix of correlations: between the joke components & personality 
components, and between the joke components & personality 
variables.
The numbers of the joke components and the personality components 
are given within brackets. The personality variables are given 
in words only.
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with higher scores on intuition ( v ) ,  lower scores on feeling, 
and a worse understanding of the emotion "sadness."
(7) The liking for jokes concerned with the "misfortune 
of others" (VIIl) was correlated with lower scores on the 
identification of the emotion "sadness."
(S) The liking for orectic, personal jokes, mainly 
concerned with marital problems (x) was correlated with "anger- 
feeling," (Vl) and "lie-anxiety." (x)
V. Summary
In this study, an empirical approach was used for the 
investigation of the relationship between joke preferences and 
some of the personality dimensions. Though the test material 
used was the same as that used in Study 1, a different, more 
homogeneous, more representatively, English student sample was 
used. Also, attempts were made to control for the factor of 
social inhibition. The factor-analytic technique of principal 
component was used for the classification of the jokes and the 
personality variables. The joke components and the personality 
components were then labelled. The subjects* factor scores on 
the joke components were correlated with their factor scores on 
the personality components, and their factor scores on the joke 
components were correlated with their raw scores on the personality 
variables. From these correlations, IB significant correlations 
( p< 0.05) and 6 correlations approaching significance ( p ^ 0,10) 
were obtained. Finally, these significant correlations were 
summarized and the conclusions from them drawn.
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Chapter 6
Syntheses & Summary
In this chapter, the conclusions we drew from 
Study 1 will be compared with those we drew from Study 2, 
and syntheses of the two sets of conclusions will be attempted. 
Because of the complexity of the material, it may be worthwhile 
for us to refer back, in the course of the discussion, the 
conclusions we drew from both studies in p. 116-117 & p.146-147* 
Also, after the syntheses, questions concerning the two 
methodological approaches will be touched on. Finally, a 
summary statement about the present research with reference to 
the previous findings by other workers will be given.
I. Syntheses
In attempting the syntheses of the findings from 
the two studies, we face the difficulty that there are uncertainties 
about the characteristics that have been measured; to some extent 
the personality variables, and to a greater extent about the 
identification of the joke components. Furthermore, the two 
studies may not necessarily measure the same things as the 
samples, the experimental conditions, and the statistical treatment 
used in both studies were quite different. However, with great 
caution, the following syntheses may be suggested:
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(l) Neuroticism;
It was concluded in Study 1 that ; "(l) The 
preference for orectic jokes is related to neuroticism in an 
inverted U-shaped fashion. (2) With less confidence, the same 
relationship seems to hold for sexual jokes and simple jokes."
It was concluded in Study 2 that ; "The liking 
for simple, orectic jokes, with feeling of sympathy ( v )  was
correlated with lower scores on.....lie-anxiety ( x ) ............... "
In the same study, it was further found that "the liking for 
orectic, personal jokes, mainly concerned with marital problems 
( x )  was correlated with «....lie-anxiety ( x )"
Unfortunately, we do not have a personality 
component of neuroticism from our factor analysis we did in 
Study 2. Thus, our interpretation of the findings from Study 2 
must remain rather indirect.
It will be recalled that Lie (Component IV) had 
the highest negative loading (-0.644) with neuroticism, (See p.139) 
Thus, it seems that the neurotics tended to tell less lies than
the normal. If this is accepted, we may rephrase our findings
from Study 2 thus; "The liking for simple, orectic jokes, with 
feeling of sympathy ( v )  was correlated with NEUROTICISM, and the 
liking for orectic, personal jokes, mainly concerned with marital 
problems (X) was negatively correlated with NEUROTICISM." Thus, 
neuroticism seems to go with a liking for simple, orectic jokes, 
with feeling of sympathy,and a disliking for orectic, personal 
jokes, mainly concerned with marital problems.
It may be recalled that from the discussion in
Study 1, it was concluded that "The preference for any joke may be
a joint function of the techniques of disguise in the joke and the 
tendencies in the joke that satisfy the repressed needs."(p.Il6,)
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This was taken as an explanation for our findings from Study 1 
quoted in the beginning of the previous page.
Since simple, orectic jokes, with feeling of sympathy 
( v )  may undoubtedly give the neurotics the chance to satisfy their 
repressed needs without fear, whereas the orectic, personal jokes, 
mainly about marital problems (x) may frighten the neurotics, 
our findings from Study 2 seems to be consistent with those from 
Study 1.
(2) Extraversion-Introversion ;
From the results of Study 1, it was concluded 
that "Extraverts prefer sexual jokes while introverts prefer non- 
sexual jokeso" But from the discussion of the same study, it was 
suggested that "The differences between the extraverts and the 
introverts in their preferences for the sexual-non-sexual jokes 
may be due to the introverts* social shyness.. The differences 
between these two types in this joke dimension may disappear 
when the test is done privately." (p.ll6)
V/hen this was done in Study 2, no significant 
differences were found between the extraverts and the introverts' 
joke preferences. If the differences between the two types were 
real; and not due to social inhibition alone, we would expect 
significant correlations to exist between Personality Component
II (Extraversion-Perception-Feeling), which had the highest 
loading of 0.817 with extraversion, and some of the joke components,
III (Non-sexual, cognitive jokes) and IV (Jokes with negative 
emotional tones: orectic, sexual, and aggressive jokes), for example.
(3) Sensation-Intuition:
From the results of Study 1, it was concluded 
that "The intuitive type likes complex jokes better than the sensing
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type.” From the discussion, it was further suggested that "(5)
The intuitives* liking for complex jokes more may be due to their 
better understanding for these jokes." (p.116-11?)
From the results of Study 2, it was concluded that 
"(3)The liking for jokes with negative emotional tones (iV) was 
correlated with higher scores on intuition(v).....and (6)The liking 
for complex jokes (VIl) was correlated with higher scores on 
intuition(v)....," (p.146-14?) Thus, the intuitives seem to 
prefer the jokes with the negative emotional tones, and the 
complex jokes.
Thus, our finding that the intuitives like complex 
jokes better in Study 1 is confirmed by that in Study 2. Interesting 
enough, we came to precisely the same conclusion though two 
different approaches were used. Also, from our findings from Study 
2, we know that they prefer likewise the jokes with the negative 
emotional tones.
(4) Thinking-Fee1ing;
From the results of Study 1, it was concluded 
that "(5)The thinking type likes sexual jokes better than the 
feeling type. (6)ïhe thinking type may like the personal jokes 
better than the feeling type." (p«ll6)
From the discussion of Study 1, it was concluded 
th&t "(6)The orectic jokes can be subdivided into positive ones 
and negative ones. The former group consists of jokes concerning 
socially approved emotions like empathy and sympathy, while the 
latter group consists of jokes dealing with socially undesirable 
emotions like sex and aggression. (?)The thinking and feeling types 
may reveal their unconscious compensatory attitudes and functions 
in their preferences for jokes." (p.11?)
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From the results of Study 2, it was concluded that
"(2)The liking for non-sexual, cognitive jokes (ill) was correlated
with ..lower scores on feeling (VIl),. (])The liking for
jokes with negative emotional tones(iv) was correlated with......
lower scores on feeling (VIl). (4)The liking for simple, orectic 
jokes, with feeling of sympathy ( v )  was correlated with lower
scores on feeling (VIl)..... (6)The liking for complex jokes
(VIl) was correlated with .....lower scores on feeling.......
(S)The liking for orectic, personal jokes, mainly concerned with 
marital problems (x) was correlated with *.... - f e e l i n g * ( v i ) "
In short, the feeling type seems to dislike non-sexual, cognitive 
jokes ( i l l ) ,  jokes with negative emotional tones ( i V ) ,  simple, 
orectic jokes, with feeling of sympathy ( v ) ,  and complex jokes ( VI l ) ;
but he likes orectic, personal jokes, mainly concerned with
marital problems (x),
A comparison of the findings from both studies shows 
that conflicting results were obtained. In Study 1, for example, 
we found that the feeling type does not like sexual and personal 
jokes, but in Study 2, we found that they does not like non-sexual, 
cognitive jokes (ill). Here we meet the difficulty that we are 
not sure to what extent the sexual jokes in Study 1 may be compared 
with the "non-sexual, cognitive jokes" (ill) in Study 2 in 
sexuality. To a certain extent, the two different approaches we 
employed in the two studies must be responsible for these conflicting 
findings. Since the jokes were subjectively defined in Study 1 
while they were empirically defined in Study 2, the terms used 
for the description of these jokes may be quite incomparable.
The suggestion that orectic jokes can be subdivided 
into positive ones and negative ones is, however, confirmed by 
our findings in Study 2. Though both were orectic jokes, those 
in Component V were rather good-natured, while those in Component 
IV were concerned with negative emotional tones.
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It may be recalled that two alternative explanations 
were offered to account for our findings that the thinking type 
likes sexual and personal jokes better in Study 1. (See p.llO- 
114) They were: (a) The joke classification was too global, and 
(b) The role of unconscious compensatory attitudes and functions. 
But from the results of Study 2, we found that the 
feeling type did not like both Component V, which were positive 
orectic jokes, and Component IV, which were negative orectic jokes. 
Thus, the first explanation, that the joke classification was 
too global, might not have accounted for the results. The second 
explanation, which considered the role of unconscious compensatory 
attitudes and functions, seems to be more plausible.
In view of the complexity of the material and the 
ambiguity of our findings, however, our conclusions on the thinking 
and feeling types must remain highly tentative. In future, we 
have not only to classify our jokes into finer divisions, but also 
our personality variables. It may be fruitful, for example, to 
subdivide our thinking and feeling types according to their 
attitude types: e.g., the introverted feeling type, and the 
extraverted feeling type.
Nevertheless, we learn from our two studies that 
the Jungian index of thinking-feeling is indeed a basic personality 
dimension in joke preferences, as we can see from the large number 
of significant correlations between this index and the liking for 
certain jokes.
(5) Judgment-Perception:
From the results of Study 1, it was concluded that 
"(7)The judging type may like personal jokes better and the
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perceiving type likes impersonal jokes better." (p.ll6)
In the discussion in Study 1, it was suggested that 
"(s) The extreme sensing people may resemble the authoritarian 
personality and the ethnocentric personality in their preferences 
for certain jokes." (p.117)
In Study 2, it was concluded that "(5)The liking for 
simple, orectic jokes about courting behaviour(VI) was correlated 
with lower scores on perception." (p.146)
Thus, it seems that, in both studies, the judging 
type was struck more by the oddities of behaviour of the subjects 
portrayed in the cartoons than the perceiving type was,
(6) Emotional Sensibility;
In the results of Study 1, it was concluded that 
"(8)Sensitive people prefer complex jokes and the less sensitive 
people prefer simple jokes." (p,ll6)
From the results of Study 2, it was concluded that 
"(l)The liking for cognitive, incongruous jokes(ll) was correlated 
with lower scores on emotional sensibility, (2)The liking for 
non-sexual; cognitive jokes (ill) was correlated with lower scores 
on emotional s e n s i b i l i t y ( l ) . T h u s ,  it seems that sensitive 
people do not like non-sexual, cognitive jokes, and cognitive, 
incongruous jokes as much as the jokes at the opposite poles.
Unfortunately, the complex jokes (Component VIl) 
were not correlated with emotional sensibility (l) in Study 2.
It is rather difficult for us to see why this should be so.
Instead of taking the sum score on the Metaphor 
Test, but dealing with each emotion as a single variable, we 
found in Study 2 that "(2)The liking for non-sexual, cognitive
jokes (ill) was correlated with   a better understanding of
the emotions "anger,* and ’love.’ (4)The liking for simple, orectic
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jokes, with feeling of sympathy (v )  was correlated with .......
lower scores on ...-anxiety ( x ) ,  and lower scores on the 
identification of the emotion ’a n x i e t y ( 6 ) T h e  liking for 
complex jokes (VIl) was correlated with .....a worse understanding 
of the emotion ’sadness(7)The liking for jokes concerned with 
the’misfortune of others’ (VIIl) was correlated with lower scores 
on the identification of the emotion ’sadness.’ (8)The liking 
for orectic, personal jokes, mainly concerned with marital problems 
(X) was correlated with ’anger-..,,’ (Vl) and ’...-anxiety.’ ( x ) ”
Apparently, a better understanding of certain 
emotions tended to facilitate the appreciation of certain jokes, 
while inhibiting the appreciation of others.
Thus, a better understanding of the emotion "anger" 
tends to facilitate the appreciation of the non-sexual, cognitive 
jokes (ill) and the orectic, personal jokes, mainly concerned with 
marital problems (X).
A better understanding of the emotion "anxiety" 
tends to facilitate the appreciation of the orectic, personal 
jokes, mainly concerned with marital problems ( x ) ,  but inhibiting 
the appreciation of the simple, orectic jokes, with feeling of 
sympathy ( v ) .
A better understanding of the emotion "love" ^
tends to facilitate the appreciation of the non-sexual, cognitive 
jokes(lll).
Finally, a better understanding of the emotion 
"sadness" tends to inhibite the appreciation of the complex jokes 
(VIl) and the jokes concerned with the "misfortune of others."
# In the Metaphor Test, the items used to represent "love" tend 
to express sexual emotion rather than any spiritual love, as 
one of the subjects aptly pointed out.
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II» The two Methodological Approaches to Joke Classification; 
a priori & empirical
From the syfiÇ'theseg it seems that, with the 
possible exception of the thinking-feeling index, the results 
from the two different approaches did not contradict each other.
On the whole, they tended to validate and complete each other.
It seems self-evident that both approaches are useful for our 
present concern. Instead of asking the question whether one 
approach is the right one and the other the wrong one, we should 
rather try to seek an answer to the question when will one approach 
be better than the other.
The claim made by the factor analysts, R,B, Cattell 
for example, is that only by using a factor analytic technique 
can we discover any natural groups for our data, instead of 
relying on subjective classification on a priori grounds. However, 
though using factor analysis may yield us natural groupings, the 
making of any subjective judgment is not unnecessary. In Study 1, 
the judges had to rely on their judgment in classifying the jokes; 
in Study 2, we had to do somewhat the same thing when we had to 
label the components. It was simply a matter of whether the 
judging was done in the beginning or at the end of the study.
The danger of subjective bias was present in both approaches.
In general, it seems reasonable to say that 
for subject matters that are quite distinctive and can be classified 
with reasonably accuracy, the a priori approach is better, if 
for no other reason than economy, both in time and in finance.
But for subject matters that are new and unclear as to their 
natural tendencies, it seems worthwhile to use a factor analytic 
technique. Thus, if we are interested in the broad dimensions of
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jokes such as the cognitivity and orecticity of jokes, our own 
sense of judgment seems to be adequate enough. On the other 
hand, if we are looking for finer sub-divisions within these 
two broad classes, the use of factor analysis seems to be 
essential. Alternatively, we may use both approaches in studying 
the same subject matter, as we did in the two studies, for the 
dual purposes of cross-validation and completion,
III, Summary
One way to validate any scientific findings is to 
link them to existing knowledge. In this final section, we 
will discuss how our findings compare with previous findings.
To the extent that our findings confirm the findings of other 
workers, we feel justified to have more faith in our findings; 
where any conflicting results were obtained, we should try to 
explain them.
For the following discussion, it may be worthwhile to 
refer back to the summary of previous works in p.52-66.
(l) Neuroticism;
Our findings on neuroticism seem to clarify some of 
the reported conflicting findings in the literature, Freud's 
cathartic hypothesis seems to be the most valid explanation 
for both our findings and those in the literature.
The hypothesis is adequate for our explanation of 
the inverted U-shaped correlations that were found. Also, our 
findings, confirming Freud's hypothesis, appear to explain some 
of the apparently conflicting results reported by previous 
investigators. It may be recalled (see p.59) that some workers 
(e,g,; Barry, Boris, Roberts, Hamnes & Wiggins, op.cit,) found 
that their subjects could enjoy the jokes in their problem areas.
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while others (e.g.: Levine & the women subjects in Hammes &
Wiggins, op.cit.) failed to do so* From our findings, we may 
BM^gest that those who failed to like the jokes in their problem 
areas might be highly neurotic subjects, and the jokes chosen 
might be very frightening. As Freud argues: the liking for any 
joke is a function of both the tendency and the technique of 
disguise of the joke (see p.103). With regard to the experiment 
by Levine et al., our suggestion was fully borne out. The 
investigators did in fact use psychiatric patients for their 
subjects, and they did use the jokes that were judged to be 
rather frightening.
(2) Extraversion-Introversion:
Our findings in Study 1 that extraverts prefer sexual 
jokes while introverts prefer non-sexual jokes confirm the 
results obtained by the previous investigators such as H.J.
Eysenck (l942) & R, Grziwoh & A. Scodel (1956). However, as 
we suggested in page 55» most of the investigators seemed to
equate extraversion with sociability. In page II6, we suggested 
that the differences between the two types in their joke preferences 
may be due to the introverts* social shyness.
When we controlled the factor of social shyness by 
giving the tests to the subjects to do them in private in Study 2, 
the differences between the two types in joke preferences 
disappeared. Whether there were any differences between the two 
types would depend on the way we define extraversion and introversion, 
and the way we classify the jokes. We would expect some differences 
between the two types if we define introversion as social-sbyness 
and classify the jokes into groups among which some would call 
for social out-spokeness in the subjects.
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Nevertheless, for prediction purposes, we can assume 
the differences between the two types to be real; it is only 
when we are interested in the roots behind the apparent differences 
between the two types that we control the factor of social shyness 
in Study 2, While the two types may not have any real differences 
in their joke preferences, they do exhibit significant differences 
in their behaviour towards certain jokes.
(3) Sensation-Intuition :
Since all of Jung’s functional types have never been 
studied in relationship to joke preferences, we cannot compare 
our results with previous findings.
However, our findings that the intuitives preferred 
complex jokes and the jokes with negative emotional tones are 
compatible with our knowledge about the intuitives, D.W. Mackinnon 
(1962), in his study of creative persons, found the majority of 
these persons to be intuitives. F. Barron (1963) further found 
that the creative persons tended to prefer paintings that are 
complex and novel. Novelty is undoubtedly one of the main attributes 
of the jokes with the negative emotional tones. Thus, the intuitives*
preference tendencies for paintings seem to extend to their 
preferences for jokes.
(4) Thinking-Fee1ing;
Our findings on this personality dimension thinking- 
feeling are rather ambiguous and inconclusive (see p.151-153,)
But that this is a significant personality dimension in joke 
preferences is obvious enough, as can be seen from the large 
number of significant correlations we obtained between this 
personality dimension and the joke dimensions, (see p.153.)
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(5) Jutlgment-Perception;
Our findings on this personality dimension are in 
agreement with the studies on the joke preferences of the 
authoritarian personality and the ethnocentric personality.(see p.11?) 
It was thus concluded that "the extreme judging people may 
resemble the authoritarian personality and the ethnocentric 
personality in their preferences for certain jokes." (p.117.)
(6) Emotional Sensibility:
It may be recalled that in Study 1, we found that 
"Sensitive people prefer complex jokes and the less sensitive 
people prefer simple jokes." (p.ll6) In Study 2, we found that 
"Sensitive people do not like non-sexual, cognitive jokes, and 
cognitive, incongruous jokes as much as the jokes at the opposite 
poles, (p.154) We further found that "a better understanding of 
certain emotions tended to facilitate the appreciation of certain 
jokes, while inhibiting the appreciation of others." (p.155)
On the whole, our findings seem to be compatible with 
the relation found between joke preferences and empathy, (p.65). 
Sensitive people seem to prefer jokes that require more insight 
and understanding (complex jokes), and jokes that are more orectic. 
Thus, we tend to agree with A.F. Roberts (1957) in his contention 
that "funniness of humor stimuli are positively related to the 
degree of which the perceiver is able to empathize with the
characters depicted,....... " though we must add that there are
occasions when the understanding of certain emotions may inhibit 
the appreciation of certain humour stimuli.
I6l
In general, our findings offer confirmation to the j 
results found by the other investigators in the literature. 
Furthermore, they clarify some of the apparently conflicting 
findings and suggest some new relationships which are unsuspected 
by the previous investigators. However, being preliminary 
studies in this rather new field, many of the findings are 
fairly inconclusive. While solving some of the old problems, 
they also raise some new ones, for the answers of which, we 
must await future investigations.
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Appendix 1
INSTRUCTION TO THE JUDGES;
\
It is generally agreed that jokes can be divided into 
two groups, which are, cognitive jokes and orectic jokes. Jokes 
can be, furthermore, subdivided into two groups along three 
bipolar dimensions:
(1) Sexual vs. Non-sexual jokes,
(2) Simple vs. Complex jokes, and
(3) Personal vs. Impersonal jokes.
It is your task as a judge to classify the cartoons 
given along these dimensions. To help you with the classification, 
here are the definitions of the terms concerned:
I. Sexual jokes vs. Non-sexual jokes:
Jokes whose subject matter deals with love, courtship, 
sex, etc. are sexual jokes. The rest are non-sexual 
jokes.
II.Simple jokes vs. Complex jokes:
Simple jokes are those that are more direct, less 
subtle, and more easily understood. Complex jokes 
are, on the other hand, less direct, more subtle, 
and less easily understood. Simple jokes may more 
easily be described as "funny," while complex jokes 
may more easily be described as "clever."
Ill,Personal jokes vs. Impersonal jokes:
While humour in personal jokes depends on the 
representative characteristics of the people depicted, 
humour in impersonal jokes depends on the situation 
depicted.
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IV. Orectic jokes vs. Cognitive jokes;
The orectic type (dealing with the affective 
and conative aspects of personality) of joke is 
"largely concerned with jokes dealing with sex, 
with superiority, and generally which depend on 
personal empathy of one kind or another." (H.J. Eysenck, 
1953») On the other hand, cognitive jokes are those 
which "emphasize the sudden, insightful integration 
of contradictory or incongruous ideas, attitude, or 
sentiments which are experienced objectively."
(H.J. Eysenck, 1942.)
Please rate ALL the jokes on ONE dimension 
first before going on to the next dimension. Do not rate a joke 
on all dimensions simultaneously.
Please identify the cartoons by quoting
their code numbers.
Thank you very much f
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Appendix 2; Sample of the Joke Preference Scale
JOIŒ PREFSRENGS SCALE
INSTRUCTIONS :
Please read these d irections carefu lly  :
(1) This i s  not a "test" in the conventional sense of 
the term. I t  i s  simply a measure of your joke 
preferences.
(2) There are neither any good nor had choices. IVhatever 
choices you make are "good" so long as they correspond 
to your true opinion for the jokes,
(?) For each joke, write VI i f  you l ik e  i t  very much,
I  i f  you l ik e  i t ,  I i f  you are in d ifferen t to i t ,
D i f  you d is l ik e  i t ,  and VD i f  you d is lik e  i t  very 
mu ch.
Please try to use aJLL these categories in your 
answers.
(4) Should you come across any jokes you don't understand,
put a besides the joke number instead of using any 
of the above abbreviations.
However, do try  ITO^  to use too many responses in 
your answers.
(?) Now start with joke n o .l  and work straight through
to the end without stopping.
Have fun and thank youJ
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Joke Preference Answer Sheet
VI; Very lik e  
I  : l ik e  
I : Ind ifferent  
Dt  D islike  
VI : Very d is lik e
Joke No.
1
2
. 3
 4.
_..... 5^
  6
____
8
10
11
1.3.
1 ±
15,
16
17.
18_
12
_20
21
2 2
26
2 8
29
Don't Understand
Response
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